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Introduction
Democracy in the Wild

Imagine a gathering under a tree, a couple dozen people sharing a picnic in a 
park. The day begins clear, good for cooking and playing and lying on blankets. 
Food and games are out, splayed around the tree and the lawn around it. As  
the afternoon goes on, clouds form and gather overhead, but few of the picnick-
ers notice until the first raindrops fall. Murmurs begin to spread, bodies agitate. 
The murmurs all amount to some version of the same question: What should  
we do?

A choreography of rough consensus is underway. The networks of friends at the 
picnic activate, checking in with each other using words and how they carry their 
bodies. Some hold themselves high, determined to wait out the weather, while 
others look around skittishly, assessing the quantity of rain and the perceptions  
of others. Friends cross-pollinate information across the clusters of family. Within 
families, members seem to look toward one or two of them—an elder who speaks 
only the old language or a volatile kid or a guest, depending on the family—to 
make the call that the rest will follow. A ranger from the park service comes by, 
an agent of the regional government, to offer a warning about the perils of being 
under a tree during a thunderstorm.

The air begins to smell of petrichor as moisture fills the pores of stones and dirt, 
releasing as aerosols the oils they have been holding inside them. By then, most 
of the birds and squirrels nearby already know what is coming from the changing 
barometric pressure, and they are back in their nests. The tree alters the chemicals 
oozing from its roots, which the mycelial networks underneath transmit across 
that section of the park. Worms weaving among them feel the moisture and move 
upward toward the surface, into the rain that others are trying to escape.
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Enough families leave that even the picnickers most determined to stay no 
longer see the point. The thick air and rush of creatures have enveloped what is left 
of the human activity. Those remaining people now seem isolated and wandering, 
no longer cohering as a single event like they had just a few minutes earlier. The 
critical mass that made the place a picnic had gone.

By then word has spread about a group chat. There, they can share photos and 
find their lost things that others might have hastily gathered up. What was before, 
at the picnic, an uneven topology of social location and circumstance now becomes 
an instantaneous ledger of opinion. One phone after another logs in there,  lighting 
up with chatter about whether the picnic should have ended. But this time the 
youngest people do not have the equipment to add their voices; the eldest tend to 
have trouble joining. Lightning never came, and before long the rain is gone.

Go back?
We came all that way to get there!
Nah, already packed up.

In the chat, everyone is a speech bubble. There are some side chats among 
friends, but the main group flattens the textured structures of relationship. 
Disagreements fly by, but nobody is sure what would be the criteria for a decision 
or how to signal commitment. The chatter ricochets back and forth. Some who 
were quiet under the tree feel more free to speak up here. One person complains 
especially crudely, only to vanish from the chat—removed by the person who 
started it, whom the software regards as its admin. Factions form and dig in their 
positions. Notifications announcing messages continue to flash on the remaining 
people’s phones, until the futility of the debate slows them to an occasional emoji, 
and then some photos taken earlier, and then no more.

What happened to the picnic when it went online? This is a version of the 
 questions many of us find ourselves asking over and over, as one scene of social 
life after another migrates to digital networks—our workplaces and markets, our 
classes and clubs, our money and family, our religion and politics. The answers, as 
above, are never straightforward. But they are increasingly consequential.

This is a book about the politics of everyday life, and everyday online life in par-
ticular—among the internet-borne social spaces where people see each other and 
interact through digital tools. I contend that the most quotidian kinds of online 
politics, such as those in the tale above, affect the flows of power at the largest 
scales. The ways people can and cannot collectively self-govern in daily online life, 
furthermore, have been constrained in dominant social networks. I will argue that 
the constraints on governance in online spaces have contributed to the peril of 
democratic politics in general. It is not enough to merely defend existing govern-
mental institutions; healthy democracy depends on enabling creative new forms 
of self-governance, especially on networks.
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Several proposals flow from those claims. One is the need for online communi-
ties themselves to self-consciously cultivate democratic practices. These practices 
can serve as the basis for a social-media design paradigm that invites diverse kinds 
of community governance to emerge and flourish. But community-scale democ-
racy will remain only marginal within antidemocratic infrastructures. A further 
paradigm is therefore necessary for the policies encoded in law and technical 
 systems that organize online life—self-governance, rather than top-down author-
ity, as the basis for problem-solving. Such a paradigm would make networks home 
to new jurisdictions—enabled by but not always reducible to the jurisdictions of 
geographical territories.

Much of this book dwells in interactions of human politics and technologi-
cal systems. But, as above, the more-than-human world envelops it all, providing 
the stage and the stakes: a planet waiting to see whether we can govern our way 
out of self-destruction, deciding whether to maintain the conditions necessary for 
human civilization.

Is there democracy in the wild?1 Creatures hurtling through space on a fragile 
world can expect no rights or powers of decision from physics and biology. A gov-
ernment’s claim to rule means little in a high-mountain wilderness or in a neigh-
borhood whose residents have made themselves ungovernable to survive against 
a hostile police force. Yet governance and its cognates are names we use for doing 
what all life-forms must: orchestrating our perceptions and reactions so as to have 
a chance at thriving in our surroundings. Consider it simply the intersection of 
power and cooperation—an intersection hardly unique to us.2

Any precise meaning of self-governance is necessarily contextual, depend-
ing on who is involved and what kinds of say they seek. Likewise, I claim no 
fixed definition for democracy. I understand it as always a horizon, a longing for 
power shared equitably among participants, a destination that moves depending 
on where one stands.3 An orchestra permits hierarchies intolerable to a punk 
band, but the people in each may still see themselves as living toward democracy. 
If democracy is the horizon, self-governance is a plausible practice for moving 
in that direction. Governable spaces, then, are where democratic self-governance 
can happen.

The story of the picnic included different kinds of spaces and, among them, 
missed opportunities. What if other picnickers had heard those only comfortable 
speaking up online? What if the group chat had included tools for steering debate 
into decision? What if the picnickers had been more skilled at making decisions 
online because they were used to having and using real power?

The online networks that are the subject of this book are a kind of wilderness. 
They are evolving biomes, host to a polyphony of people and machines. The 
networks are not fully apart from the governments that claim to rule the world, but 
not entirely subject to them either. What happens online is terrible and  wonderful; 
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I love my favorite online haunts. If I criticize our networks as they are, it is because I 
see glimpses of the governable spaces they could become. Our networks are spaces 
we have still only begun to co-create and self-govern and thus to make our own.

DEMO CR ATIC EROSION

It is by now a truism that democracy is in decline around the world. Political scien-
tists have diagnosed the “erosion” or “deconsolidation” of democratic institutions 
among governments, as well as in global opinion polls, which exhibit collapsing 
affection for democratic ideals.4 Countries such as the United States, the world’s 
longest-running constitutional democracy, and India, the world’s largest, have 
voted into power regimes with autocratic tendencies. Other countries of diverse 
kinds, from Hungary to the Philippines, have both led and followed. According 
to one analysis, between 2011 and 2021, “toxic polarization” dividing political fac-
tions spread from five countries to thirty-two; the number of countries with wors-
ening freedom of expression went from five to thirty-five; and the share of the 
world’s population living in autocracies increased from 49 percent to 70 percent.5 
The situation means trouble for those who regard democratic government as an 
intrinsic good, to be sure. It also bears other dangers, threatening a self-reinforcing 
spiral of authoritarianism, economic exploitation, and environmental destruction, 
especially as leaders seem to regard protecting ecological and social health as an 
unacceptable constraint on their mandates to achieve national greatness.6

Blame for democratic erosion falls in many directions, from intersecting 
inequalities and climate-induced migration to widespread corruption and insuf-
ficiently civic-minded elites.7 But it is hard to avoid laying blame on the absorb-
ing, distracting, glowing presence that has reconfigured public and private life for 
so many of us in recent decades: online social media. Scholars and journalists 
have argued that social networks have worsened polarization, provided mouth-
pieces for authoritarians, enabled violent extremists to organize, and undermined 
trust in institutions.8 Additionally, mounting evidence suggests that users perceive 
online platforms themselves as unaccountable polities, resulting from experiences 
of arbitrary rule enforcement, a lack of due process, and an absence of sensitivity 
to context.9 The diagnoses, in turn, produce calls for a response. Proposals typi-
cally take the form of fresh impositions of consolidated power, whether through 
governmental regulation of platform companies, takeovers by billionaires aspiring 
to be saviors, or the fiat of platform companies themselves.10

Meanwhile, social-media-savvy protest movements have set out to reinvent 
democracy with viral mobilizations, denouncing old regimes and experimenting 
with self-governance in the streets. The year 2011 saw a wave of uprisings spread 
from the Middle East, across Europe, to Wall Street, and then around the world 
again. Protesters often eschewed representative democracy and modeled forms 
more responsive, creative, and direct. But in the years since, hardly any gains from 
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that period have stuck, and in most cases the authoritarians have only  tightened their 
grip. Civil wars with their roots in those protests—in Libya, Syria, and Yemen—are 
still smoldering. Movements have succeeded in using online tools to spread their 
messages and cause fleeting disruptions, but those  achievements have not translated 
into lasting democratic blocs that have shifted power in meaningful ways.11

Even if the Internet is neither a complete nor satisfying explanation for erod-
ing democratic norms, there is reason enough to believe that aspects of networked 
life have contributed to aspects of democratic erosion. The growing ubiquity of 
online networks seems to have roughly preceded the rise of the new aspiring dicta-
tors. Those figures, more than trying to restrict and censor social networks, have 
embraced them as their own. Social algorithms often privilege the kinds of polariz-
ing, abusive messages that undermine civil discourse. And rising levels of app-fueled 
anxiety might leave people more susceptible to promises of autocratic certainty.

This book will add one more accusation to the pile: the design of online social 
spaces has contributed to the atrophy of everyday democratic skills. The diagno-
sis also bears remedies. More than other explanations of democratic erosion, this 
account suggests that the future of democracy can begin at the level of ordinary 
community, wherever we find ourselves together, where each of us has the chance 
to make a difference.

EVERYDAY DEMO CR ACY

To measure the situation of the digital, consider the analog. While I was begin-
ning the research that led to this book, I was receiving regular updates from my 
mother on her neighborhood garden club. The club has survived from the heyday 
of suburban housewives—which my mother, as a retired government employee, 
never was. But the club elected her president. She described to me the debates, the 
subtexts, the meetings, and her stratagems for facilitating the process.

The club’s bylaws occupy eight pages in an annually printed, thirty-eight-page 
handbook. It also has chapters on hospitality and flower arranging. The bylaws’ 
structure includes articles, sections, and enumerated subsections. As a legal 
document governing a nonprofit organization, the language is formal, with lots  
of “shall” statements and capitalized terms. The club members don’t normally  
talk this way with each other. But when they have decisions to make or conflicts 
among them, they can flip to those pages and find a path forward. The bylaws help 
make the club a governable space.

As she talked about the club, my mind drifted to my own recent encounters 
with governance: running a five-hundred-person email discussion group, lurk-
ing among open-source software communities, and documenting hashtag protest 
movements. As an admin in online spaces, I struggled with how to adopt basic 
democratic practices like those of the garden club. The interfaces I had to navigate 
in those spaces provided no guidance. There was no functionality for elections, no 
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mechanisms for dispute resolution, no template for simple bylaws. I could patch 
together a vote or summon a jury on my own, sure, but what would count as a 
decision? On what basis could I establish ground rules, and what if I didn’t want 
to implement the outcome? Ultimately, power rested with me and whoever else’s 
accounts had admin privileges. What would it mean for other users to hold us 
admins accountable? Few online groups I had been part of could hold a candle 
to the simple and effective set of rules that had governed the garden club since 
the 1960s, rules unremarkable among countless similar organizations with a vast 
range of purposes. Few online groups will last so long.

My mother’s garden club inherits a legacy of second-nature civic association 
that impressed the French aristocrat Alexis de Tocqueville when he toured the 
United States in 1831. In contrast to late-monarchical Europe at the time, he was 
taken with how fervently Americans seemed to form organizations, for all kinds of 

Figure 1.
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interests and purposes. It struck him that the lessons learned in community-scale 
groupings had something to do with the practice of the representative  government, 
still nearly unique to the United States at the time: “The greater is the  multiplicity 
of small affairs, the more do men, even without knowing it, acquire facility in 
prosecuting great undertakings in common. Civil associations, therefore, facilitate 
political association: but, on the other hand, political association singularly 
strengthens and improves associations for civil purposes.”12

Meanwhile, he surmised that when people do not have experience in self-gov-
erning associations, they fear the risks of it and doubt their capacity to participate. 
Democratic muscles need exercise: “When [people] are as yet but little versed in 
the art of association, and are unacquainted with its principal rules, they are afraid, 
when first they combine in this manner, of buying their experience dear. They 
therefore prefer depriving themselves of a powerful instrument of success to run-
ning the risks which attend the use of it.”

Tocqueville anticipated thinkers such as John Dewey and Paulo Freire in artic-
ulating the interrelation of politics and education. Democratic society works only 
if people are educated for it, and education cannot be democratic without involv-
ing direct political engagement. “Political associations may .  .  . be considered as 
large free schools, where all the members of the community go to learn the general 
theory of association.”

Tocqueville wrote passages like these with particular sensitivity to the anxieties 
of his fellow European elites, who were in the habit of suppressing popular associa-
tions for the sake of social stability. For the aristocrats’ benefit, Tocqueville took 
particular pains to explain how widespread association would actually serve the 
social order rather than undermine it. The more invested people are in their own 
endeavors, he argued, the more stake they have in the order on which it rests: “[If 
you] perceive that the Americans are on every side unceasingly engaged in the 
execution of important and difficult plans, which the slightest revolution would 
throw into confusion, you will readily comprehend why people so well employed 
are by no means tempted to perturb the State, nor to destroy that public tranquil-
lity by which they all profit.”

Perhaps the same is true of online mobs, scammers, and trolls. Would they too 
have less incentive to disrupt if they had more stake, if they had their own mini-
democracies to care for?

The bylaws of the garden club and the associations Tocqueville admired would 
not translate straightforwardly online. Too much is different in online spaces: the  
ease of joining and leaving, the cultural and geographic diversity, the speed,  
the anonymity, the metrics of reputation, and on and on. And yet his basic 
insight has remained salient: a synchrony binds the smaller and larger scales of 
 political life. Findings that correlate democratic government and everyday civic 
associations persist long after Tocqueville’s time, across diverse contexts.13 Causal 
 “spillover effects” indicate that when people participate in local democratic 
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 activities, they are more likely to involve themselves in the affairs of government.14 
Among social movements, practicing democracy at small scales has often been 
a strategy for building democratic power at the highest levels. For instance, the 
 modern  cooperative movement first took hold in England among Chartists, 
factory workers demanding the right to vote in elections. To exercise and prove 
their  democratic skills, they formed cooperative stores where every customer 
had a vote. The English cooperators became allies to US slavery abolitionists like 
 Frederick Douglass, and cooperatives in turn became important features of Black 
 liberation movements from civil rights to Black Lives Matter.  Nineteenth-century 
 Populist organizers in the American West saw local cooperatives and other 
associations as the best defense against the appeal of demagogues to exploited 
 farmers.15 More recently, sociologist Erik Olin Wright understood participatory 
associations as “real  utopias” that contribute to a social change through “interstitial 
transformation.”16 These have been the offline governable spaces that help make 
democratic politics possible.

The political significance of ordinary life need not stem from activities that 
are distinctly civic or economic. What about walking to the train station, water-
ing a community garden, or teaching a child to repair a toy? I draw also from 
theorists of everyday life since Tocqueville who have found politics in the kinds 
of activities that seem farthest from it, that dominant cultures render as officially 
 insignificant.17 Michel de Certeau and Henri Lefebvre identified the everyday with 
tasks of domesticity and social care; the everyday I focus on looks more like busy 
fingers and eyes tracking screens or moving through a physical world while preoc-
cupied with what took place on a server elsewhere. In such moments lie opportu-
nities for critique and meaning-making, resistance and world-building. I follow 
Anne Norton’s insistence that “sovereignty is a commonplace” held in our bod-
ies and communities, not an “exception” from above as prominent political theo-
rists have claimed.18 Before twentieth-century feminists said it better, Tocqueville 
taught political thinkers to notice that the personal, especially the interpersonal, 
is political.

Tocqueville’s perceptions, however, lead to places I cannot follow. He failed 
to see the genuinely democratic possibilities among people facing European 
 colonization from Africa to the Americas—advocating a crusade of democracy 
through conquest rather than against it.19 For this reason and more, in these pages 
I rely on another a lineage of political thought, which took as its starting point 
anticolonialism and anticapitalism, then expanded later into ecological feminism. 
The lineage begins with the Trinidadian writer C. L. R. James, then passes to the 
Chinese-American organizer and philosopher Grace Lee Boggs, James’s longtime 
collaborator, and then to adrienne maree brown, a disciple of Boggs in Detroit who 
has become a pivotal voice in present-day activism surrounding climate justice, 
Black liberation, queer identities, and science fiction. James, Boggs, and brown 
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share with Tocqueville that critical concern about how the texture of the everyday 
might contribute to the transformation of the world, but they see  openings that 
he did not.

James wrote a definitive history of Haiti’s independence struggle, The Black 
Jacobins, and he played a guiding role in decolonizing Africa. Among his writings 
is a short essay from the mid-1950s, “Every Cook Can Govern,” which imagines 
labor unions reviving ancient Greek direct democracy by appointing officeholders 
at random from the community.20 What would our politics look like, he asks, if we 
really believed that each of us has the right and ability to self-govern? What kinds 
of people could we cultivate if we held that trust in each other?

These are questions Boggs explored deeply in the context of labor organizing 
among Detroit factory workers. Later in her life, after parting ways with James, 
she organized a youth summer camp, became fascinated with new decentralized 
technologies, and studied systems of self-organizing in biology. She mentored 
several generations of activists, teaching them to ask questions and hold faith in 
people to discover their own answers when given the chance.21 And brown has 
continued those explorations through her practice as a social-movement facilita-
tor and writer, grounding the work of struggle and social change in the experience 
of friends in a group chat, in bodily pleasures, in theories about fungi and frac-
tals.22 She notices how communities, like fungi, build subterranean connections 
through networks; like fractals, people’s ordinary interactions with loved ones 
and neighbors shape the possibilities of politics at the largest scales. The faith in 
people’s capacity to self-govern that animated James’s anticolonialism and Boggs’s 
devotion to the possibilities for Detroit becomes, for brown, an antidote to the 
mayhem of very-online life, helping her douse such flame wars as “cancel culture” 
and the backlash to “defund the police.” Together, James, Boggs, and brown see 
transformative power in even intimate governable spaces.

These three are not usually considered media scholars, although I have learned 
a lot by reading them that way. Throughout this book I draw them into a shared 
conversation about making an inclusive, accountable, networked democracy. I do 
so not to detract from the urgency and centrality of any specific struggle. Building 
governable online spaces could enable more powerful, creative movements, but I 
do not mean to prioritize that strategy over others. I hope to invite a conversation 
that follows Aníbal Quijano’s understanding of “totality,” a search for holistic, 
cross-cultural knowledge that welcomes difference and refuses domination.23 The 
crisis of self-governance is in many respects a shared crisis around the world, even 
as it appears to us through many different histories, experiences, and disguises. 
The rot seeps everywhere, but it does not everywhere smell alike.

Life can flourish on rotting logs, as brown’s fungi remind us. If nation-state 
democracy is rotting, then we might allow ourselves to imagine its erosion not 
solely as a loss. Rot is metabolism, an act of digestion into something else. If 
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 democracy is not a static organism so much as an evolving symbiosis, then we 
can allow ourselves to search for more of the possible feedback loops that we 
could sense and act on.24 The subject at hand is sensual, even while it is a matter  
of technology.

ARTIFACT S AND POLITICS

There is no more notorious error in the study of media technologies than deter-
minism—interpreting some device as single-handedly steering social outcomes 
and thereby denying the role of people in shaping their own cultures and power 
structures. I admit at the outset to edging around that theoretical sinkhole. This 
book rests on a claim that the dominant design patterns of social-media tech-
nologies have constrained social and political possibilities, including the cultural 
options and possible power structures. Democratic self-governance is far harder 
than it needs to be in online spaces, and autocratic flows of power arise easily—
not so much because of the people as because of the tools and the economies that 
reinforce them. Different tool designs can make self-governance easier to practice 
and improve. To borrow the canonical phrasing of Langdon Winner, who tangled 
with determinism too, these artifacts have politics.25

Tarleton Gillespie ends his field-defining book on platform governance, Cus-
todians of the Internet, with a proposal that ordinary users should have greater 
involvement in the rule of online space and that platform companies must “share 
the tools to govern collectively.”26 Probing that proposal and then attempting to 
make good on it turn out to be far easier said than done. Technological inertia, 
combined with allied forces in business models and culture, has produced coun-
ter-democratic tools. Collective governance runs contrary to how online spaces 
have typically taught us to behave in them. Gillespie’s proposal therefore requires 
amending. To “share the tools” as the tools are will do little for governing col-
lectively. The tools themselves must be different for governable spaces to emerge.

That is where I slip out of deterministic trouble. It is through the practice of 
intentional self-governing that people can begin rethinking and remaking their 
tools. Tools constrain politics, but people can fashion better tools with politics and 
business models that do not take corporate control as the starting point. I will follow, 
for instance, Philip E. Agre’s call, at the enigmatic end of his career as an engineer 
and humanist, for the cultivation of “political skills.” Agre stressed that a healthier 
politics should begin and end with human practices, even while rethinking the 
technologies in between. The task is well captured in Ruha Benjamin’s inversion 
of an old Facebook slogan: “Move slower and empower people.”27 As in the Slow 
Food movement, slow is less a matter of velocity than of making time to observe 
and attend to the relationships at play.

Andreas Hepp’s formulation of “deep mediatization” points a further way out of 
determinism. Under this condition, Hepp writes, “all elements of our social world 
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are intricately related to digital media and their underlying infrastructures.”28 If 
society has become so thoroughly mediated, how could we expect democracy 
to emerge in not-especially-democratic media? Hepp shows how algorithms 
and data aggregation do not just communicate but reshape society. Of similar 
importance, I argue, are the interfaces and administrative features of online social 
spaces, the sites that manifest who has power over whom. These user experiences 
organize what Hepp identifies as the “figurations” of mediated life: the complexes 
of  institutions and their participants engaged in “embodied doing.” Governance 
occurs through figurations, too. The later chapters of this book move toward 
refiguration, or reorganizing certain figurations in more democratic directions. 
I attempt to set in motion a sequence of what Hepp calls “recursive transforma-
tion.”29 This involves not a single intervention but interventions across mediated 
life. With alternating social, technical, and economic proposals, I outline a cyclical 
theory of change, turning from multiple directions.

As the argument progresses, it should become clear that technical solutions 
alone are inadequate—and impossible—even for problems that people experience 
most directly through technical interfaces. Those interfaces come to us not by 
their own accord but through the deployments of capital and power that orches-
trate their design.

I will not stop at political economy, however. Social structures and media sys-
tems depend on the life-forms that create them, the biological and creative forces 
that call into question any attempt to take systematizing too far. I follow Sarah 
Kember and Joanna Zylinska’s Life after New Media in their emphasis on life. They 
cast media studies as constituting a “theory of life,” involving “the interlocking 
of technical and biological processes of mediation.” In these terms, we can allow 
ourselves to think about fungi as media, to take seriously the habits and rituals 
involved in making an online place feel like home. Mediation constitutes a cyborg 
organism. On that assumption, we can more fully exit the dichotomy of user and 
machine, of determiner and determined. The possibility of self-governance rests 
on recursion, again, between biology and technology, the self and the network, 
the creative and the critical. Kember and Zylinska introduce themselves as artists 
as well as scholars, modeling an interplay of analysis and intervention—a “cre-
ative mediation” that they summarize as simply “doing media studies.”30 Doing-
through-study is what I aspire to here.

I have been aided in that doing by being holder of a key to the Media 
 Archaeology Lab, located in a basement half a block from my office at the Univer-
sity of Colorado Boulder.31 The lab houses multitudes of functioning and suppos-
edly obsolete computers, games, mobile devices, and technical manuals, available 
for use in study and artist residencies. This feat of maintenance has reminded me 
to test my ideas in living relationship with machines, playing with them and rely-
ing on them. Media archaeology serves as a helpful frame for the orientation to 
history here: the past is of interest mainly to the extent that it still lurks among 
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us in the present, including those parts of the present that declare themselves as 
innovation. But the Media Archaeology Lab is no mere curiosity shop; in my ses-
sions there I work alongside artists and hackers composing new works with the 
machines that have survived from past product cycles. From the past, they carry 
possible futures. The real usefulness in seeing the world as mediation is the extent 
to which it becomes an invitation for recasting molds of meaning in software code, 
for performing social experiences that code could never capture.

DEMO CR ACY AS A DESIGN PR ACTICE

Zizi Papacharissi has recently wondered, “What if democracy is not what we are 
after but the path to something else?”32 It is a question the eminent communica-
tion scholar posed not only to herself and her readers but to one hundred inter-
view subjects around the world. In many of those conversations, her informants 
did not seem to have the words to describe either the problem or the path forward. 
They could agree only on the sham in their governments’ claims to be democra-
cies. Nobody expressed enthusiasm for the people representing them. “We have 
turned democracy into a rigid routine,” Papacharissi concludes.33

Perhaps leaning so hard as I have on democracy will only cause it to snap. Per-
haps we need another word; perhaps the word can be refurbished and put to better 
use. Either way, technology is sure to be drafted in the cause. A further fruit of 
Langdon Winner’s reflections on artifacts and politics is an observation about the 
amnesia that surrounds incidents of innovation: “In our times people are often 
willing to make drastic changes in the way they live to accord with technological 
innovation at the same time they would resist similar kinds of changes justified on 
political grounds.”34

Technologies can open political doors that ordinary politics may not open 
alone. We see this pattern in governments’ willingness to let ridesharing apps 
categorically violate labor law or for nuclear weapons to justify consolidating the 
authority of a chief executive.35 That’s the danger in determinism: the excuse that 
technology left no other choice. But in a world where the range of political pos-
sibilities can seem close to nil, this amnesia in the face of gizmos occasions a weird 
and perhaps necessary hope.

I contend several technological ruptures are underway that all present oppor-
tunities for democracy or whatever the future needs to call it. These ruptures 
represent contested spaces, not salvific solutions. They present as many dangers 
to democratic politics as opportunities, and how they proceed matters at least as 
much as whether.

One rupture involves initiatives among territorial governments that introduce 
forms of citizen voice, often with new media in hand. These range from the 
advent of participatory budgeting processes in Porto Alegre, Brazil, in 1989 to 
the digital deliberation platforms adopted more recently in places like the city 
of Barcelona and the national government of Taiwan. The experiments include 
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wiki-style efforts to crowdsource constitutions, assemblies of randomly selected 
citizens drafting policy proposals, and the use of artificial intelligence to  identify 
 clusters of participant opinion independent of political parties. Even under 
Chinese authoritarianism, such forms of consultation have flourished. Efforts 
to institutionalize restorative justice or practice transformative justice prefigure 
societies less reliant on police and incarceration. In certain times and places 
there seems to be at least partial openness among governments to explore more 
information-rich feedback loops than periodic elections. But in most cases the 
innovations perform merely advisory roles, granting citizens little in the way of 
new powers that are meaningfully binding. As such, these forays also disclose the 
resistance of today’s territorial governments to departing from what Papacharissi 
calls their “rigid routine.”36

Another rupture is the advent of what goes by the names of blockchain, Web3, 
or simply crypto—the circus of innovations and crises that have arisen since the 
release of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency in 2009. Crypto-based communities, organi-
zations, and protocols have implemented novel decision-making procedures and 
organizational structures on and off the immutable ledgers of their blockchains. 
The reliance on open-source software means that when something works, it can 
spread rapidly to other communities. Regardless of any failures to fulfill what 
advocates have promised for it, I argue that this rupture is important because of 
the almost surgical precision with which crypto’s distributed ledgers differ in their 
power structures from earlier online systems hosted on central servers. Much in 
the realm of crypto is decidedly antidemocratic and unabashedly plutocratic, but 
its rise—and even the appalling hype of its speculative cycles—presents an oppor-
tunity for reimagining networks along more democratic lines.37

The quest for governable spaces is a chance to design. Democratic design does 
not come easily to many of us, however. Too often we regard democracy as either 
a condition fixed long ago in a constitution or indefinitely out of reach, depending 
on how we experience the governments under which we live. But to design digital 
spaces as governable spaces means that we might have the chance to define and 
redefine democratic practice far more frequently than the drafting of a constitu-
tion every few centuries. Designing the media of governance on social networks, 
for instance, could become as valuable a skill as jockeying for power.

My approach to design owes homage to several sources. One is Arturo Esco-
bar’s framework of “designs for the pluriverse,” which insists that no single design 
can serve all people and cultures and that we should regard design as an exercise 
in historical consciousness and multiplicity. Escobar also sees design through a 
decolonizing lens, as a form of resistance to being designed from elsewhere. The 
framework of “design justice” further insists that design must occur through rig-
orous accountability to the people whose lives it will shape; it emerged out of the 
Allied Media Projects network in Detroit, among disciples of Grace Lee Boggs, and 
has been crystallized in the work of Sasha Costanza-Chock.38 Part of what govern-
able spaces must enable is the ability to craft and practice that accountability.
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Another approach to designing deeper accountability derives from the 
cybernetic school, which views human, ecological, and technical systems through 
the structures of their information flows and feedback loops. Salvador Allende’s 
attempt to create a governable computer system in Chile, Project Cybersyn, sought 
to organize these flows at the scale of a country. I draw also from scholarship on 
mechanism design and common-pool resources, particularly in the vein of Elinor 
Ostrom, a literature that complements democratic ideals with insights from 
 economics and game theory. Finally, with Tocqueville, I regard democratic design 
as, in important respects, a matter of spiritual imagination, a mediation between 
transcendent aims and immanent conditions.39 The invitation to design comes 
with many more invitations wrapped within it.

Together, these lines of thinking stress that design does not occur in a vacuum 
or in the head of a solitary designer. It emerges through social and economic life, 
which shapes and constrains it. To change how we design means also changing 
aspects of the social order. Enabling democratic design in online life, I will argue, 
will involve redirecting the flows of finance and regulation. To change these flows 
is to alter the conditions of design. I think we can build what Ivan Illich called 
“tools for conviviality”—tools that support “autonomous and creative intercourse 
among persons, and the intercourse of persons with their environment.” Convivial 
tools are ones that invite us to be creative and responsible, rather than deferring 
responsibility to someone else. Illich warns, however, that achieving conviviality is 
possible “only if we learn to invert the present deep structure of tools.”40

I should acknowledge some contexts of my own design and the design of this 
book. I have thought and written in ongoing conversation with hundreds of col-
laborators in the Metagovernance Project, a community of research and practice 
that I have had the opportunity to help lead.41 Through Metagov, I have found 
co-authors, co-investigators, co-developers, and co-critics, all of whom share a 
commitment to advancing the possibilities of self-governance in online spaces. 
One way of phrasing the purpose of this book is to argue for the value of what they 
are all up to—what we are up to together.

I have also come to see the need to acknowledge the sources of my own at-
times outsized faith that human beings are capable of democracy in the first place. 
There are several. My participation in the tradition of Catholic social teaching, for 
instance, has taught me to regard self-governance at proper scales as a right and 
obligation of human dignity. I am moved, for instance, by the deceptively modest 
aspiration of the Catholic Worker movement to form “a world where it is easier 
to be good.” For much of the past decade, also, I have worked closely with and 
learned from the founders of a new generation of cooperative businesses, practic-
ing economic democracy in the tech industry and elsewhere.42 But the experiences 
that come to mind most frequently occurred at the school I attended as a teenager, 
a public high school whose founders insisted on making it unusually democratic. 
There I took part in setting the school’s rules at the weekly “town meetings” and had 
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the opportunity to lead the design of a new admission policy after a court struck 
down an earlier one. Knowing well my own lack of formal preparation for these 
tasks, I became convinced that if people are given a real chance to  self-govern, with 
the guidance and infrastructures they need to do so, they will rise to the occasion.  
The years since have left me less optimistic that self-governance is a clean and easy 
answer to any question, but my hope in people’s ability to surprise themselves with 
it remains.

The persistence of those early experiences for me, decades later, testifies to the 
power of designing governance experiences. When people participate in healthy 
democracy firsthand, it can leave a lifelong impression that such a thing is pos-
sible, even if actual manifestations of it remain rare. Those experiences are why 
Tocqueville’s associations and brown’s fractals ring so true to me. To design the 
governance of even minute comings-together is to shape what people feel they are 
capable of. Architects, lawyers, and decorators have long ordered public spaces for 
self-governance through their designs. The same thing can happen in the design 
of governable spaces online.

HORIZONS AND LIMITATIONS

The chapters that follow undertake a journey from an archaeology of pre-internet 
software to a call for rethinking the governance of global networks. In the process, 
I will argue for reorienting habits around online spaces from deskilling to political 
skills, from server control to community control, from paternalism to governabil-
ity. Toward that end, I offer a sequence of concepts that constitute a vocabulary for 
online democracy.

I begin with a diagnosis of implicit feudalism, the dominant design pattern for 
online spaces, in which all power derives from founders and admins, and most 
users lack opportunities for direct, instrumental effective voice. The second chapter 
makes a case for the far-reaching consequences of this kind of design and its affin-
ity with the ideology of homesteading, which extends the trajectory of American 
colonization into the digital economy. There, I contend that the structure of daily 
online life has prefigured the rise of authoritarian urges at the level of national 
governments. Democratic erosion coincides with shortage of democratic practice 
when social life migrates online.

The rest of the book explores the possibilities of designing technologies as 
democratic mediums. This begins with case studies in two very different attempts to 
design a participatory society without violence at its foundation: the transformative 
justice movement working toward police abolition and the “BUIDL” culture 
surrounding the Ethereum blockchain. From there, I call for designing toward 
governable stacks at the level of communities. Stack design can draw at once from 
a new kind of software paradigm, modular politics, and an approach to learning 
from the breadth of human experience, governance archaeology. Finally, I consider 
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how governable spaces might be the basis of a fresh orientation to policymaking in 
various contexts.

Throughout, I present brief profiles of projects that have come out of the Media 
Economies Design Lab, which I lead at the University of Colorado Boulder. These 
are proofs of concept more than polished products. Through them I have sought 
to hold my ideas accountable to communities of collaborators and to code that 
runs. Consider them tangible gestures toward how the ideas here can come to life 
in practice.

It should be evident by now that this book comes with limitations. I have 
written it primarily with fellow researchers and other obsessives in mind, not as 
an introduction to online governance or a how-to manual. Other publications, 
including others of mine, will be more accessible for some readers. Those who 
conflate governance with governments will come away disappointed, as this is a 
book about spaces that often do not map cleanly on to territorial politics. I also 
hold in suspension a matter that concerns many scholars of governance: the rela-
tive efficacy of various types of governing regimes, democratic or otherwise. Any 
kind of governance among humans will involve contradictions, crises, and fail-
ures, and all the more so when governance takes new forms. I defer questions 
of efficacy—and, further, I reject their promises as deceptive—until the spaces at 
hand have greater capacity to define their own goals against which efficacy might 
be measured. Therefore my pursuit of democracy is not so much analytically utili-
tarian as plainly a priori—how can we settle for anything else? This book dwells 
largely in the negative space of neglect, of what has not been adequately tried or 
even imagined.

Despite presenting an argument optimistic for participatory politics, I am 
sympathetic to recent critics of widespread participation as burdensome, elitist, or 
conducive to uninformed governance.43 A world of many governable spaces online 
could present an overwhelming burden to a user simply trying to access multiple 
services. Most users will lack a sophisticated grasp of the platforms they inhabit, 
if only because they use more than they have time to adequately understand. 
The self-governance I call for must be tailored to the context—sometimes highly 
 participatory, other times relying more on trusteeship or representation, jury-like 
sortition or even market-based prediction. At the end, I will gesture toward the need 
for governance designs sensitive to economies of attention.  Governable spaces must 
calibrate what they expect of people to a condition of metagovernance, of traversing 
multiple, plural governance environments in a way that is sustainable, tolerable, 
and comprehensible. What doing so requires, at this writing, I can only guess.

In between these shortcomings, I hope to provoke a more widespread 
recognition that the design of everyday self-governance in online spaces matters. 
But much of what I argue for remains, by necessity, untested supposition. The 
rehearsal stage for online self-governance has yet to be built. I hope to motivate 
its construction.
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Implicit Feudalism
The Origins of Counter-democratic Design

There is a peculiar kind of structure that appears when online life takes  
institutional form.

In a statement published on November 30, 2020, ten Black Lives Matter chap-
ters in the United States and Canada declared, “It is time for accountability.”1 
The statement raised questions about what had become of the chapters’ parent 
organization, the Black Lives Matter Global Network. It noted that Patrisse Cul-
lors, who first posted the #BlackLivesMatter hashtag on social media in 2013, had 
become both the sole board member of the network and its executive director. 
The chapters’ statement was concerned with transparency and participation sur-
rounding the direction of their shared movement, as well as their own lack of 
financial support. The following year, Cullors stepped away from the organiza-
tion. But a strange fact remains, a flagrant deviation from the norm of nonprofit 
board governance: in the waning days of 2020, a year when Black Lives Matter 
had become a historic anti-racist uprising across the country and the world and 
absorbed tens of millions of dollars in donations, its flagship organization had 
only a single board member.

Consider, then, a very different sort of singular leader. On February 1, 2012, 
Mark Zuckerberg issued a letter to investors ahead of the initial public offering 
for Facebook, the company he founded out of his Harvard dorm room. In it, 
he introduced “the Hacker Way,” Facebook’s “unique culture and management 
approach” based on being “open,” “meritocratic,” and willing to “move fast and 
break things.”2 What the letter did not explain to investors, however, was the fact 
that the company had instituted a dual-class stock structure, ensuring that even 
after the public offering, Zuckerberg would retain majority control. Contrary 
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to the norms of Wall Street, but following some other internet companies like 
Google, the founder would remain in charge indefinitely.

That word founder evokes the scene of a foundry, the precursor to the startups’ 
dorm room or garage, the dreary place of technological invention. In a foundry, 
metal becomes pliant under heat, red-hot and liquid. But when it cools, the metal 
turns solid. Founders solidify too. They stay in place, even against the longings for 
a decentralized protest movement and the will to power of institutional investors. 
In Groups on Zuckerberg’s Facebook, power works the same way: if you start it, 
you keep it. In Black Lives Matter, the logic of a hashtag became the governance 
of an organization. The politics of the foundry holds its shape in the politics  
forged there.

A DARK PAT TERN

This chapter considers how online platforms train users to interact with each 
other through certain widespread interface designs. I argue that an implicit feudal-
ism informs the available options for community management on the dominant 
platforms for online communities. It is a pattern that grants user-administrators 
absolutist reign over their fiefdoms, with competition among them as the primary 
mechanism for quality control, typically under rules set by platform companies. 
These practices emerged from particular technical conditions dating to early 
social platforms. They have since bled into widespread social and political norms. 
But implicit feudalism is not a necessary condition.

I do not use feudalism in a historically precise sense, as there is much to dis-
tinguish online communities from the medieval European regime of land tenancy 
and its lord-vassal relations. Rather, I use the word metaphorically to describe 
concurrent communities across a network, each subject to a power structure that 
is apparently absolute and unalterable by those who lack specific permissions.3 
I do not for the moment mean to focus on ways in which the digital economy 
appears to be fostering a new feudalism of wealth inequality, though the economic 
dimensions will become more relevant as the argument develops. Implicit feudal-
ism is primarily a matter of software design. It is a habit: a familiar way of doing 
things, along with the technical debt from past designs, around which business 
models have grown. I also recognize the pejorative connotations that the word 
generally carries. It may be true that many of the feudal practices considered here 
have been sensible and efficient; they may be especially appropriate at certain 
stages of a community’s life cycle, such as early on, or at moments of transition. 
But I cannot completely hide my disappointment in the phenomenon or my bias 
for something more democratic.

By implicit I mean that while platforms may not explicitly proclaim or seek 
to practice some old-world feudal ideology—to the contrary, many claim partici-
patory and inclusive ideals—a feudalism lurks latent in the available tools that 
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guide and limit user behavior. Despite what the tools are supposed to do, they steer 
us toward something else. Implicit feudalism places unnecessary limits on the  
possibilities available to communities, curtailing the cultivation of online democ-
racy. An expectation typically associated with democracy, for instance, is that 
those subject to an authority have the capacity to transfer the authority to someone 
else. Even this, in our online lives, is a rarity. The mechanisms necessary for many 
basic democratic processes are missing under the regime of implicit feudalism.

Democratic practices can emerge among feudal technologies. Administrators 
may feel rhetorical or social pressure to respect the values of community members 
in how they exert their otherwise absolute authority. Feudal networks can thereby 
exhibit forms of accountability that political scientist David Stasavage calls “early 
democracy,” resembling the councils and assemblies of hereditary chiefdoms.4 
Communities may repurpose features like emojis and polls to carry out decision-
making functions. But under implicit feudalism, inclusive governance requires 
clever adaptations of available feature sets, against the grain of the user interface. 
Consequently, empirical studies have concluded that nondemocratic practices are 
the most likely outcome in online communities, seemingly in keeping with the 
sociologist Robert Michels’s 1911 prediction that human societies naturally drift 
toward an “iron law of oligarchy.”5 Yet upon examining what the available tools 
allow, the observed oligarchic outcomes begin to seem preordained. Implicit feu-
dalism has forestalled social and political questions of how community gover-
nance might otherwise occur.

To clarify the concept, I adopt a media-archaeology approach, which looks 
to artifacts of the past whose traces appear in the infrastructure of the present. 
Specifically, this means probing the ways that technical contexts of early online 
communities organized—and still organize—the realm of the possible. In the past, 
we can also find means for raising new questions about the assumptions of the 
present. According to Erkki Huhtamo and Jussi Parikka, “media archaeologists 
.  .  . construct alternative histories of suppressed, neglected and forgotten  
media that do not point teleologically to the present media-cultural condition as 
their ‘perfection.’”6

I undertake a close examination of historical documents, the machines and 
 cultures that accompanied them, and the afterlives of both in the  machine-mediated 
practices that surround us today. Early on, feudal governance catered to the 
 technical circumstances of the platforms, as well as to the offline legal forms of 
ownership and control over their hardware. Corporations found benefits in 
encouraging centralized control among user communities. Those benefits then 
informed the designs of later technologies, later business models, and later cul-
tural norms. Artifacts of even pre-internet experiments are still buried in the soil 
upon which online cities have been built, still lodged in their foundations.

What kind of concept is implicit feudalism? One way to think of it might be 
as a species of social-media affordance. According to a comprehensive literature 
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review on the topic, social-media affordances are “the perceived actual or imagined 
properties of social media, emerging through the relation of technological, social, 
and contextual, that enable and constrain specific uses of the platforms.”7 Implicit 
feudalism enables its admins’ authority while constraining what users in general 
can practice and even devise. Yet it falls short of affordance status to the degree that 
it is not something people ordinarily perceive or imagine. Social-media platforms 
do not advertise implicit feudalism as a feature; users do not often demand or 
notice it. Rather, it lurks in what the affordances lack, a negative space outside 
users’ experience with platforms. When we do notice it, implicit feudalism appears 
as a disaffordance: a field of actions that platforms seem to inhibit. But in typical 
online life, it is merely a willingness to accept and a failure to question systems 
with impoverished feature sets.8

I hope this chapter aids in unraveling that acceptance. Noticing implicit 
 feudalism is the first step toward making it less ubiquitous. I follow in the footsteps 
of the “#darkpatterns” campaign among user-experience professionals, which seeks 
to dissuade peers from disingenuous techniques that “trick users into doing things” 
against or without their will.9 Dark patterns might sneak a monthly subscription 
into what users assume is a one-time donation or encourage sharing excessive 
personal information or make simple acts like unsubscribing unreasonably hard. 
Compared to these, implicit feudalism is a creature of habit more than of malice.

Let me add to the conceptual cauldron the classic distinction of economist 
Albert O. Hirschman between the signals of “exit” and “voice” in organizational 
life.10 Exit is the capacity to depart, such as by quitting a job or shopping with a 
competitor; voice is the capacity to make change from within, such as by lobbying 
one’s city council for a local policy change or filing a complaint about a defective 
product. If one doesn’t like how an online community is being run, one can 
complain, too, but one’s primary recourse is exit—to choose another community 
or create another in an open market. Yet, as in other kinds of markets, the social 
costs of exit can be higher than they appear from a purely technical standpoint.11 
The button to leave is always there, but actually using it might incur personal or 
professional costs. It might mean losing friends or access to one’s culture.

Online spaces do support certain kinds of voice. They excel at chatter. Social 
media have facilitated a golden age of complaint against every imaginable author-
ity, from corporations and politicians and teachers to the overworked volunteers 
trying to moderate posts from a thousand strangers. Seth Frey and I have therefore 
argued for the need to refine Hirschman’s distinction with a more hair-splitting 
one: to distinguish effective from affective voice.12 Affective voice can be heard  
in the maelstrom of online emotion and persuasion that flows so freely. It is at least 
the appearance of freedom; users can speak out and affirm each other into viral-
ity. But they must wait for admins or whoever else holds the keys to act on their 
complaints. Effective voice, meanwhile, is the voice that the peasants lack under 
feudalism, the instrumental power to change something, whether the nobles like 
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it or not. We defined the effective sort of voice as “individual or collective speech 
that brings about a binding effect according to transparent processes.” This might 
be the ability to vote out an admin, for instance, or to form unions among users or 
to require that moderators have to follow rules like everyone else. These are basic 
features of so much institutional life in democratic societies, at least before it all 
went online. There, for most of us, effective voice is mostly absent.

This chapter presents a genealogy of implicit feudalism in online communi-
ties, chronicling its emergence among particular network structures before and 
during the early internet. These appear to feed directly into the designs of more 
recent platforms for online communities, from collaboration tools to corporate 
social media. From there, implicit feudalism shapes our practices of governing and 
problem-solving, seeping outward from technical particulars to our social worlds.

ARCHAEOLO GICAL SITES

The excavations that follow reveal a sequence of software designs, together with the  
technological and cultural norms that accompanied them. The choices of 
 examples are selective—genealogically significant, I argue, but inevitably incom-
plete.  Similar patterns also occur in video live-streaming, question-and-answer 
platforms, multiplayer gaming, and productivity software, but I do not dwell on 
them here. I neglect, for now, parallel stories that occurred outside the US soft-
ware industry, such as state-led social networks in Europe and the social platforms 
behind China’s “Great Firewall.” But even within these relatively narrow bounds, 
there is much to unearth.

Progenitors: BBS, Usenet, and Email Lists
Online bulletin board systems first appeared in the late 1970s, offering computer 
hobbyists outside academia and military-funded research centers their first 
experience of digitally mediated community.13 The internet did not yet exist. BBSes 
typically resided on a single user’s computer at that user’s home, running one or 
another variant of specialized, customizable BBS software. Users’ computers could 
log in through a phone line, post messages and files, and download content others 
had posted. The user who hosted a BBS became known as a “sysop,” short for 
 “system operator.” Interviewees in a film called BBS: The Documentary testify to 
the intimacy of the sysop experience. One sysop describes lying in bed and being 
able to infer what users were doing on the BBS from the sounds of the computer 
on the other side of the room. Many sysops thus regarded users as guests in their 
homes, resulting in both generous and domineering behaviors. “This bulletin 
board is in my house,” a sysop in the film imagines declaring, imitating his more 
prudish peers. “I will not have any swear words on it!”14

With hospitality came power. As a sysop, says one informant, “you could do 
whatever you wanted.” Says another, “At the end of the day, it is the sysop who is 
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the ultimate judge, jury, and executioner”; after all, the sysop could say, “If you 
don’t like it, get off my computer, get out of my phone lines!” All rights emanated 
from the sysop.15

Media historian Kevin Driscoll recounts how sysops found themselves 
 becoming not just hosts but lawgivers through their unique relationship to the 
system: “They were the makers and enforcers of social policy. Ultimately, the 
sysop possessed a form of total authority because they lived under the same roof 
as the host PC. In a moment of frustration, the sysop could always pull the plug 
and shut down the whole system.” While a sysop’s absolute power stemmed from 
the power to terminate the community, users had power of their own stemming 
from the option to exit—to leave one BBS for another: “If a user or group of users 
found themselves in an unresolvable conflict with a sysop, they were always free to 

Figure 2.
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depart and create their own system. The freedom for users to leave the system cre-
ated a check on sysops’ power and created a sense of mutual accountability within  
the community.”16

The first specification for BBS software describes the system operator (not yet 
a sysop) as a technical functionary, performing maintenance on the machine and 
using special message-deletion privileges in cases of user carelessness.17 But before 
long, the not-under-my-roof spirit infused the feature set of BBS software, grant-
ing sysops close-grained authority to sanction and censor users. There were also 
more democratic options available, such as the ballot-counting votemgr program 
for the FidoNet BBS network. The OneNet network of BBSes went so far as to 
have a constitution and board structure; the founder, Scott Converse, once told me  
the story of when the members voted him out of power.18 But for the most part the 
ownership of the non-virtual hardware bled into virtual feudalism.

One important motivation for sysop absolutism was legal liability. However 
fun it might be to imagine virtual spaces as indifferent to the world outside, BBS 
guides came with frequent reminders that the owner of the machine could face 
consequences for what the users posted. Even The Anarchist’s Guide to the BBS 
admits, after sympathizing with those who might want to talk about “bombing 
the local embassy of some country that you don’t like,” that “the bottom line is that 
you may well be responsible for anything that happens on, or as a result of, your 
board.”19 Such concerns made it a norm for sysops to verify even pseudonymous 
users with phone calls or mailed documents, ensuring that their control over the 
virtual system could extend to users’ offline identities.

A case in point was LambdaMOO, an all-text online world where users inter-
acted with each other in the rooms of a virtual house. LambdaMOO became noto-
rious for being host to a “rape in cyberspace,” a prolonged case of textual sexual 
assault that Julian Dibbell recounted in a Village Voice feature.20 Crises of bad 
behavior resulted in forays into user governance, such as a petition-based  system 
for setting and enforcing rules. But handing users power began to unnerve the 
administrators of this social experiment—which was housed at Xerox PARC, a 
corporate research entity. In 1996 the admins announced that they were “rein-
troducing wizardly fiat” with veto power over user self-governance, due to the 
realities of non-virtual jurisdiction: “So long as the MOO is located on a single RL 
[real-life] machine at a single RL site subject to RL laws and liabilities, there will be 
those deemed responsible for the use of that hardware.”21

In realizations like this, we find a formative moment of implicit feudalism. 
Regardless of whatever limitless possibilities seem to exist in virtual space, if that 
space lives on someone’s server, then the possibilities end at what that someone, 
together with the legal regime where they live, will tolerate.

In 1980, another approach to networked community appeared in the form 
of Usenet.22 Like a BBS, it was a forum for asynchronous content-posting. But 
rather than residing in a sysop’s home, Usenet distributed its “newsgroups” among 
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interoperable servers, typically hosted by universities or corporations. A vibrant, 
even anarchic culture emerged among users, as they reveled in the opportunity 
to create communities far beyond the telephone area codes that typically 
 circumscribed BBSes. But as the host organizations took stock of the free-for-all 
inhabiting their computers, they sought to establish discipline.

The structure of Usenet’s network had developed into a hierarchy, with most 
Usenet providers relying on a small number of central servers to circulate con-
tent. The central sysadmins became known as the “Backbone Cabal,” and they 
 instituted the disciplinary reform. In the “Great Renaming” of 1986, Usenet’s major 
public spaces came under the authority of an organization eventually known as the 
Big 8. The Big 8 still governs key sections of Usenet. There is a voting system for 
adding new newsgroups, though this political process is not binding over techni-
cal power; in some instances, sysadmins have simply refused to carry newsgroups 
approved by a vote.23

The board of the Big 8 is self-perpetuating, meaning that current members 
choose future members. Similarly, moderators of particular newsgroups choose 
their own successors according to processes specified in a Big 8–approved group 
charter or, if there is a break in the line of succession, by the Big 8 board. Once 
chosen, a moderator’s power is much like that of a BBS sysop. According to one 
Big 8 documentation page:

Who can force the moderators to change their policies?
• Nobody.
Who can force the moderators to obey the group charter?
• Nobody.24

The document continues:

Why won’t you give us more help with our group?
• The group belongs to the moderators and the users.
• Usenet is not structured in such a way that outsiders can intervene.

Usenet’s governance was robust enough to foster a popular set of online 
communities that, more than the homebound BBSes, served as a virtual public 
square both before and after the rise of the internet.25 The circumstances of operating 
on a shared network and taking up shared server space required governance 
mechanisms capable of at least some collective decision-making. But at the level 
of most user experience, feudalism reigned. One study of Usenet’s evolution used 
that language explicitly: “The system’s initial democracy and egalitarianism had 
been replaced by a feudal structure, in which system administrators deliberately, if 
self-mockingly, referred to themselves as ‘barons’ (and to users as ‘serfs’).”26

Among people with access to the ARPANET and the early internet, email was 
the “killer app”—the use case that made the technology truly useful. As email 
became a medium for communities, it became another site of implicit feudalism. 
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By the mid-1980s, the email discussion software ListServ began replacing Usenet 
on university systems.27 It enabled institutional sysops to fully control the media 
of conversation. Other email-list programs, such as Sympa and Mailman, emerged 
later in the 1990s. Google Groups, both an email-list platform and a gateway to 
Usenet, appeared in 2001.

Email lists can take many forms, ranging from announcement lists to moder-
ated or unmoderated discussion lists. But implicit feudalism governs every major 
email-list system. Lists have particular admins or moderators, beginning with 
the list founders and followed by whomever they appoint. Organizations such as 
universities can oversee the lists they allow on their servers, much as the Big 8 
board does for Usenet. But beyond that, email-list software grants list admins full 
authority over such matters as list membership, posting rights, and documenta-
tion about the list’s purpose and policies.

The feudal power structure inculcates cultural norms. According to a widely 
circulated post on a computer-security email list, “Mailing lists should be run  
as an autocracy with the admins/owners as the rulers and the charter as the 
law.” The author regards the notion of “self-moderation” among users as an 
 “ill-considered and badly implemented mockery of a democratic process [or witch 
hunt, depending on your perspective].”28 By this account, sure: the  autocracy in a 
well-developed list may have a constitution-like charter that lays out certain rights 
and responsibilities. But any such feature is extraneous to the software and the 
power it assigns. If a charter places an obligation on the moderators, only those 
same moderators can enforce it. This is by design, in order to protect the adminis-
trators of the  servers on which the software runs and their bosses who own those 
servers. Feudalism, once again, is a practical outgrowth of underlying conditions.

Concurrent with the development of asynchronous discussion spaces were 
more synchronous community tools, which fall under the general rubric of “chat.” 
These date, for instance, to features in the educational PLATO system that gained 
traction in the early 1970s.29 One of the most important, persistent examples is 
the Internet Relay Chat protocol, or IRC, first developed in 1988; in addition 
to its widespread use among technologists and hobbyists of various stripes, 
IRC prefigured many aspects of more recent, centralized, and commercial chat 
platforms like Slack, down to its channels marked with a hash symbol.

The organizational structure of IRC resembles that of Usenet, with networks 
of independently operated servers providing access to a shared set of resources.30 
IRC gave rise to a system of network operators and channel operators, or 
chanops, the latter of which have moderation privileges over particular chat 
rooms akin to those of sysops and email-list admins—setting basic rules and 
enforcing them by removing users. Although in principle anyone can create a 
new network or a channel on a public network, in practice most IRC activity 
occurs among a small  number of the largest networks. Channels with iconic 
names tend to become canonical, making exit rarely feasible; quilters will always 
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drift to  #quilters, regardless of its moderators’ track records. Within channels, 
IRC permits the additional possibility of bots, or software-defined users that assist 
operators in tasks useful for an always-on, synchronous system—ranging from 
issuing reminders about a channel’s topic and rules, enforcing those rules, or even 
merely staying in a channel to prevent another user from claiming control over it. 
These bots presaged aspects of more sophisticated algorithmic governance in the 
implicit feudalism to come.

Beneath all the early networks were the flows of power in computer systems 
themselves. The networks reiterated the structure of their technical substrates. 
The design of UNIX-style operating systems, for example, prioritizes the pur-
suit of modular neutrality, which media scholar Tara McPherson likens to the 
social systems that perpetuate racism through the intentional blindness of com-
partmentalization.31 All user permissions derive from those granted through the 
“root” user—a professional administrator if it is a corporate system or else simply  
the computer’s owner. Tools such as the popular database software MySQL use the 
language of “master” and “slave” to describe relationships in the software.32 When 
machines turned into servers on a network, the root-master monarchy became 
the networks’ politics. As people began to make communities on these networks, 
creating and producing on them, the computer’s way of granting power through 
permissions became the default social order.

Contributors: Commons-Based Software and Wikipedia
An often-celebrated source of democratic promise in internet culture is what 
Yochai Benkler dubbed “commons-based peer production”:33 users coming 
together online as peers to collaborate on projects. Especially remarkable is how 
the Free Software and Open Source movements—which I will refer to collectively 
as open source—produce billions of dollars’ worth of software each year that any-
one can freely access and modify. The success of projects such as the Linux kernel 
and Wikipedia indicate that peer production is capable of producing scalable, reli-
able infrastructure. Yet democracy is only occasionally part of the process.

The Linux governance model centers around founder Linus Torvalds, who 
wrote the first version of the software while still a student in 1991. He is popularly 
referred to as the project’s “benevolent dictator for life,” or BDFL.34 In theory, 
anyone can contribute code to Linux, but Torvalds holds ultimate power over 
what ends up in the releases. Notwithstanding a 2018 sabbatical “to learn how 
to stop being an asshole,” as one journalist put it,35 he has remained in power 
all along. His role in perhaps the most influential open-source software project 
is  indicative of how implicit feudalism has helped produce a culture of explicit 
dictatorship. This occurred more as a result of omission than ideology. Most open-
source  communities have avoided explicit governance, regarding it as a distraction 
from writing code. The result was a cascade of power vacuums, which implicit 
feudalism stood ready to fill.
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Git is the version-control software that Torvalds first built in 2005 to manage 
the development of Linux. It enables developers to track revisions in a project and 
integrate the changes from many contributors. It has since become the ubiquitous 
collaboration tool for open-source projects. On its own, Git seems to break the 
norm of implicit feudalism. No one developer’s version is intrinsically canonical, 
so every user becomes in some sense an admin, a first-class citizen. But this means 
that Git leaves a power vacuum. Developers must eventually choose a canonical 
version of the code to be the basis of any official release. Somehow they need to fill 
the vacuum and decide which version to publish. Torvalds filled the vacuum for 
Linux with his BDFL status—quite simply, he decides which version is canonical 
and which community contributions it includes. Linux and many other projects 
employ email lists for the discussion and decision-making. The implicit feudalism 
of the list supplies the politics that Git lacks. Whoever controls the list controls  
the software.

Today, Git is most widely used through hosted platforms, particularly GitHub, a  
commercial service that Microsoft purchased in 2018 for $7.5 billion. GitHub 
embeds Git into a social network that fills the Git power vacuum. A familiar access 
and permissions system identifies “owner” and “collaborator” roles for any  project. 
The creator of a new project begins as its owner and remains so until assigning 
someone else to that role and relinquishing it. External users can also “fork” a 
copy of the project, edit it, and either submit their changes back to the original 
or attempt to release a competing version. Exit is therefore at least in theory pos-
sible, and users can make their voices heard by posting in discussion threads called 
“Issues.” But the effective voice lies with the owner and the owner’s delegates. 
Unlike Git on its own, GitHub establishes a canonical version of the code for any 
given project, managed by its permissions system. GitHub fuses Git with a feudal 
governance model.

Widespread abuses of power in open source—for instance, Linus Torvalds’s 
notoriously rude treatment of developers—helped give rise to codes of conduct 
for software projects that seek to limit the scope of acceptable behavior and specify 
the responsibilities of admins.36 At first, leaders of prominent software communi-
ties rejected the idea that more explicit rules were necessary, but the persistence of 
developers like Coraline Ada Ehmke forced projects to recognize that power vacu-
ums were not acceptable, particularly as cases of sexual harassment mounted.37 
Linux itself has adopted Ehmke’s now-popular code of conduct, the Contributor 
Covenant, and GitHub encourages project owners to adopt a code of conduct as 
well. Using a code of conduct on the platform, however, depends on the project 
owner’s willingness to adopt, abide by, and enforce it.

Less feudal approaches are evidently possible. The Debian Project, which 
produces an important Linux-based operating system, self-governs as a kind of 
liberal democracy.38 Its Debian Constitution specifies procedures including the 
election of a “project leader” by Debian’s developers. Skilled developers join the 
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organization through a detailed and meritocratic on-boarding process. But in its 
formal republicanism, Debian has been mainly an outlier. Much commons-based 
software development occurs under the power of a particular benevolent dictator 
or a hierarchical company.39 Democratic arrangements appear only occasionally, 
usually among more developed software communities such as Debian and the 
Apache Software Foundation, whose developer-members elect their nonprofit 
organization’s board. Apache has a rule for its hosted projects: “No dictators or 
corporate overlords are allowed.”40 Perhaps it helps that both Debian and Apache 
operate on a nonprofit basis, rather than being beholden to corporate imperatives, 
although Linux operates through a nonprofit foundation, too.

In perhaps the most famous example of online peer production, the nonprofit 
encyclopedia Wikipedia operates through a sophisticated system of  self-governance 
among active volunteers. Wikipedia also possesses a benevolent dictator in the 
person of founder Jimmy Wales, who prefers the metaphor of “constitutional 
monarch.”41 Wales oversees a complex of tiered roles, open participation, and elec-
tioneering from a “founder’s seat” on the Wikimedia Foundation board, although 
his powers have diminished over time after several cases of overreach.42 Any user, 
in principle, can ascend the ranks of influence and position—holding such roles 
as “administrator,” “steward,” and “bureaucrat.” Users are elected to these roles by 
their peers. The outlier on English Wikipedia is the role known as “Jimmy Wales.” 
According to the website’s documentation, “Jimmy Wales holds a special role in 
the governance of the English Wikipedia, due to the central and vital stake he had 
in its founding. This authority is used on an ad hoc basis, when other decision-
making structures are inadequate or have failed in a particular situation.”43

One of the “Five Pillars” of Wikipedia is that “Wikipedia has no firm rules,” 
but contributors have assembled a formidable assortment of policies on dozens of 
subjects. Aside from some external email and chat forums, most of the platform’s 
governance occurs on the editable pages of Wikipedia itself, formatted according 
to certain norms. It is a remarkable instance of “eating your own dog food”—an 
organization using its product in the process of making that same product. Wiki-
pedia’s governance also exemplifies how much extra work it can take to depart 
from the dominant pattern of implicit feudalism.

The open-source software underlying Wikipedia, MediaWiki, is in principle 
available for others seeking to replicate the famous encyclopedia’s success. 
However, without long-cultivated norms around the use of “Talk” pages and a 
complex system of permissions and roles, the software itself offers little in the 
way of democratic tooling. Like most Web-based platforms, a new deployment 
of MediaWiki grants privileges solely and completely to its administrator. It is not 
therefore  surprising that in a study of 683 MediaWiki-based deployments on the 
commercial platform Wikia, most use cases tend toward oligarchic governance.44 
Without Wikipedia’s deliberate cultivation of democratic and bureaucratic process, 
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the software facilitates a long tail of feudalism. Governance on Wikipedia itself has 
drifted toward less inclusivity and dynamism over time.45

In principle, the power vacuums that software designs leave open could allow 
for diversity and healthy self-governance. But as feminist activist and scholar Jo 
Freeman famously observed, a “tyranny of structurelessness” frequently arises—
one in which the absence of an explicit hierarchy in a system results in an hidden, 
difficult-to-alter hierarchy imported from external social forces.46 Freeman’s essay, 
first written for feminist “rap groups” of the early 1970s, has found an afterlife 
among those in tech culture who recognize tyrannies of structurelessness around 
them. As Zeynep Tufekci puts it, “The tyranny of structurelessness has merged 
with the tyranny of platforms.”47 If groups do not develop intentional “democratic 
structuring,” Freeman argued, informal power structures will form, usually rein-
forcing existing hierarchies and privilege. The notion that “anyone” can contribute 
to and even co-govern an open-source project—a notion sometimes referred to as 
“do-ocracy”48—fails to recognize that not everyone is equally equipped with the 
free time, knowledge, and incentives to participate. Power vacuums can produce 
the most entrenched feudalism of all. Among the “base assumptions” of the San 
Francisco feminist hackerspace Double Union is that “meritocracy is a joke.”49

The Rise of Platforms
As Facebook’s public relations apparatus was beginning to come to terms with the 
platform’s contested role in the 2016 US election, Mark Zuckerberg issued a lengthy 
essay called “Building Global Community.” In it, he indicated a turn toward 
emphasizing “meaningful groups” over the user-curated political news that was 
making Facebook notorious. Recognizing the limits of the company’s regulatory 
capacity, he mused about the opportunity to “explore examples of how community 
governance might work at scale.” The essay contains various nods to US political 
pieties, including a quotation from Abraham Lincoln; at the time, some observers 
speculated that Zuckerberg might be considering a run for the presidency.50

At least from a technical perspective, the rise of globe-spanning corporate 
networks presented an opportunity for departing from implicit feudalism. No 
longer was a community’s virtual space sitting in somebody’s house or on a 
university server; now, the infrastructure was in the hands of companies that 
described their product as “platforms.” The term bears a claim to neutrality, 
to simply providing an empty stage for users to fill.51 Seemingly, the platforms 
created a new layer of abstraction: compared to earlier systems, communities 
form at a greater remove from the servers. In 1996, the US Congress passed the 
Communications Decency Act, whose Section 230 protected platforms from 
most liability for user  behavior.52 The companies could control the platform layer, 
while enabling communities to govern however they liked. Yet implicit feudalism 
persisted, even as platform founders preached democracy.
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Facebook is the world’s largest private social-media network, with around  
3 billion active users. It has enabled communities to form with its Groups feature 
since 2005, the year after the website first appeared. Reddit also began in 2005, and  
by 2008 the social-news platform came to be organized around user-created  
and user-governed groups known as “subreddits.” Reddit’s active-user population 
is an order of magnitude smaller than that of Facebook, which still places it among 
the top ten US networks. In many respects, the two platforms are quite different; 
Facebook emphasizes users’ “real names” and mutual connections, while Reddit 
tends to rely on individualized, pseudonymous identities marked with reputation-
based “karma.” Both enable significant degrees of local control among user com-
munities, in distinct ways. They have become spaces of tremendous creativity and 
democratic practice. Nevertheless, both adopt and further advance the pattern 
of implicit feudalism inherited from earlier networks like BBSes and email lists, 
despite lacking many of their predecessors’ technological constraints.

Why do feudal defaults persist on large platforms? A Facebook Group doesn’t 
reside in its creator’s house. A subreddit doesn’t consume the computing resources 
of its moderators, only that of Reddit itself. It is no longer so obvious that the 
founder of a community should have dictatorial say over it. The norms and design 
elements of implicit feudalism are no longer a matter of technical necessity. But 
they became a business model.

Managing online communities can be hard, thankless work, involving nego-
tiations with an often tiny minority of disruptive users and reviewing potentially 
traumatic content so that others don’t have to.53 One of the first large commercial 
platforms, America Online, began appointing “community leaders” in the early 
1990s to moderate its chat rooms and message boards in exchange for reduced cost 
of access, providing compensation for what was generally perceived as volunteer-
ing. But some of these people recognized that their efforts were generating real 
profits for the company and began to protest; the program drew scrutiny from the 
Department of Labor as under-compensated work.54 Since then, platforms have 
avoided such gray-area compensation. Instead, the allure of implicit feudalism has 
served as another kind of compensation to incentivize the labor of community 
management. Rather than criminally low wages, platforms offer moderators the 
perk of unchecked power.55

An exception that proves the rule among social platforms is Slashdot, an early 
social-news website with a tech-savvy user-base. As Slashdot grew during the late 
1990s, it developed a complex system of moderation (and “metamoderation”) 
based on a “karma” score—the term Reddit would later adopt.56 As users accrued 
karma from other users, they gained the power to moderate and evaluate others’ 
moderation decisions, producing a basically functional, Wikipedia-like culture 
of responsible voluntarism. Reputation became a kind of compensation. Slashdot 
thus employed a fluid system of mutual endorsement rather than a Debian-style 
electoral republic, but it similarly showed that an open, dynamic system of user 
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empowerment could manage the content on a large platform in ways that gener-
ally satisfied its users. Perhaps such a model was even too responsible, failing to 
produce the kind of provocation and engagement that commercial social networks 
thrive on.

One mechanism of apparent self-governance that appears in both Facebook 
and Reddit is the ability for non-moderator users to evaluate fellow users’ posts—
on Facebook with the Like button and its various affective sub-options and on 
Reddit with “upvotes” and “downvotes.” These tools allow users to mutually decide 
which content is more worth each other’s attention and thus which should rise 
to the top of the group’s feed. The platforms also allow users to add comments, 
which have amplifying effects as well. But the most definitive powers of amplifica-
tion (elevating messages to the top of a group’s feed) and sanction (ejecting posts 
and users) are reserved for those with administrative roles, who gain their author-
ity by appointment and succession deriving from the group’s founder. Interviews 
with admins on both platforms reveal that they rarely consult with non-admins 
on decisions about how to use these powers. Ordinary users’ evaluative tools thus 
seem to operate as assists on behalf of admins, as well as the companies’ busi-
ness interests, more than as a means of shared governance.57 The strongest form 
of effective voice for ordinary users remains that of exit: to leave a given Facebook 
Group or subreddit for another or to start a new one.

Facebook and Reddit implement advances in implicit feudalism over earlier 
paradigms. For instance, rather than merely offering blank text fields for rule-
making, as in MediaWiki and GitHub, these platforms have developed structured 
rule-making interfaces for group admins. Artificial intelligence tools, such as 
Facebook’s “false news” detector and Reddit’s programmable AutoModerator,58 
offer to streamline the labor of moderating content. Analytics dashboards present 
admins with detailed reports on the activity of their groups, in effect gamifying the 
admin role toward maximizing user usage. Such tools add to the panopticism and 
potency of implicit feudalism’s repertoire.

Feudal community governance has become a norm in the governance 
of platform companies themselves. This is most evident in the power Mark 
Zuckerberg retains over Facebook through its dual-class stock structure. To 
extend the metaphor of feudalism: if admins are ladies and lords, Zuckerberg 
acts as a monarch, who holds similarly absolutist powers over the rules by which 
his nobles operate, even without appearing to interfere in their fiefdoms directly. 
Zuckerberg also rebuffs shareholder proposals to put constraints on his authority. 
Yet Facebook has meanwhile engaged in “democracy theatre,” such as its 2009 
user referendum on proposed changes to its terms of service.59 For users’ votes to 
be binding, the company stipulated that 30 percent of its over 1 billion users at the 
time would need to participate—a scale equivalent to the entire US population. 
As one might expect for an unprecedented process on a decision about complex 
legal language, well under a single percentage point of the quorum was reached. 
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The company shrugged, called the vote “advisory,” and proceeded with the rule 
change as it saw fit.

Reddit’s corporate edifice has had its own brushes with a kind of democracy, 
such as in the 2015 “Reddit revolt,” when moderators galvanized by crackdowns on 
toxic behavior during the Gamergate controversy turned on the company. They 
switched their subreddits to private en masse, resulting in a widespread blackout 
of the platform’s content and the resignation of interim CEO Ellen Pao. With the 
victory, however, came heightened enforcement of site-wide policies that brought 
about more conformity between the platform’s policies and moderator policies at 
the subreddit level.60 The moderators can lord over their fiefdoms, but they face 
consequences if they try to band together against the monarchy.

Conway’s Law is a celebrated truism in software development: technical systems 
tend to resemble the communication structures of the organizations that  create 

Figure 3.
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them.61 Among companies like Facebook and Reddit, the influence has seemed 
to go the other way. The communication structures of technical systems informed 
what seemed plausible and practical for the architecture of corporations. Implicit 
feudalism made its way from the server permissions and the online community to 
the boardroom.

The centrality of implicit feudalism to online experience has at times wavered, 
only to return again. In a follow-up missive to “Building Global Community,” 
Zuckerberg pivoted from a vision of Facebook as a community-oriented “mean-
ingful” space to that of a “privacy-focused” platform for private chat and “inti-
mate” group exchanges.62 It was a retreat from his aspirations two years earlier for 
“global community.” Already, Facebook-acquired platforms WhatsApp and Ins-
tagram were making gains against the company’s namesake product. The photo-
sharing app Instagram did not initially enable persistent groups; WhatsApp per-
mits them within the logic of chat, as opposed to Facebook’s forum-like threaded 
discussions. Zuckerberg appeared to be learning from China-based WeChat and 
TikTok in enshrining networked individuals rather than a network of communi-
ties as the rubric for platform society. TikTok in particular has shown the possibil-
ity of targeted advertising based on personal viewing habits alone, without need 
for a social graph.63 This shift trades feudalism—which presumes community, 
however hierarchical—for platform-mediated experiences, apparently detached 
from any particular kind of politics. But politics seemed likely to return with 
Zuckerberg’s next pivot in renaming the company as Meta, proposing to provide 
the infrastructure for entire immersive worlds. Meanwhile, ascendant community 
platforms such as Slack and Discord explicitly imitate the social software that gave 
rise to implicit feudalism—down to the “#” marking channel names following IRC  
and Discord’s “server” nomenclature for its virtual groups. As corporate teams and 
mutual-aid activists alike adopt these tools as the basis of their organizing, feudal 
designs  continue to grow in influence.

FEUDAL DEFAULT S AND THE POSSIBILIT Y OF VOICE

Implicit feudalism has reigned over the dominant platforms for online communities 
so far, from the early BBSes to Discord. Peer-production practices surrounding 
open-source software and crowdsourcing also exhibit it. In summary, implicit 
feudalism’s recurrent characteristics include

• control over communities residing in an individual or a small group,
• authority deriving from founders and their appointed successors,
• opacity of policymaking and decision-making processes,
• suppression of user voice as a basic privilege of authority,
• user exit as the most forceful means of dissent, and
• sole recourse to platform owners in disputes.
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While these made a specific kind of sense in the context of a BBS running in a 
sysop’s home, that is not necessarily the case in the context of a global, multibil-
lion-user platform like Facebook. One can just as easily imagine implicit democ-
racy operating there as implicit feudalism. Yet the feudal pattern has by and large 
been written into the default behaviors of online-community platforms. Feudal 
powers became part of the business model, incentivizing the unpaid labor of mod-
eration and community building. Some communities, like Debian and Slashdot, 
have bucked the trend and painstakingly crafted more democratic processes. But 
most seem to have simply gotten used to feudalism, developing their cultures and 
expectations around it.

Under this regime, the possibilities for community governance are constrained. 
Opportunities for affective voice enable users to feel heard enough to impart a 
fleeting satisfaction, but those opportunities rarely include the force of effective 
power. As anthropologist Christopher Kelty puts it, in twenty-first century digital 
cultures, “participation is more often a formatted procedure by which autonomous 
individuals attempt to reach calculated consensus, or one in which they experi-
ence an attenuated, temporary feeling of personal contribution that ends almost 
as soon as it begins.”64

Governance defaults in offline domains present an instructive contrast. Even 
quite autocratic governments at least carry out performances of democratic institu-
tions, such as elections and judicial oversight, because those practices have come 
to stand as prerequisites for legitimate authority. Regulators expect public corpora-
tions and nonprofit organizations to have governing boards that represent specific 
stakeholders—generally shareholders and donors—together with certain transpar-
ency requirements. Civil-society organizations such as industry associations and 
fraternal societies often practice at least a semblance of choosing leaders by a ballot 
among members. Although these mechanisms of offline participatory governance 
can mask oligarchy or autocracy in practice, their ubiquity makes it striking that 
no major online community software platform offers purpose-built features to sup-
port them. Adopting conventional democratic mechanisms online requires work-
ing intentionally and persistently against the grain of implicit feudalism.

The fact that implicit feudalism is so ubiquitous does not necessarily justify 
its ubiquity. It is not uniquely effective for building communities. The number of 
subreddits with only a handful of subscribers far exceeds those that have attracted 
large followings. A study of user-run servers for the game Minecraft—a techni-
cal arrangement that resembles a BBS of old—found that the median lifetime 
of a server is eight weeks, and more than half of admins never recruit any com-
mitted community members.65 High failure rates may not be a bad thing; online 
communities are relatively low-risk environments, with minimal startup costs 
and  minimal consequences of demise. But users do not have a high opinion of 
moderation on the dominant platforms.66 There would likely be benefits to greater 
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institutional diversity,67 including community-centered, democratic mechanisms. 
Albert O. Hirschman predicted that while exit-based organizational designs excel 
in producing variety, choice, and innovation, voice-based designs confer greater 
commitment and stability. A study of the GameCenter online community, for 
instance, observed that when the platform’s “benevolent dictator” became less 
active over time, subgroups developed unexpected resilience.68

Debian and Wikipedia do not exist in isolation. They act in concert 
with different kinds of regimes, playing distinct and complementary roles. 
Hirschman’s exit-voice framework predicts that different institutional logics will 
serve different purposes, often in concert; they are not substitutes for each other. 
Simply replacing feudal governance with democratic governance anywhere and 
everywhere could create as many problems as it solves. Instead, the exceptional 
cases considered here reflect conditions of institutional diversity. That diversity 
takes several forms.

One form is onion-like. Debian, for instance, is not a standalone operating 
 system; it holds a particular location in a layered ecosystem. The Linux kernel,  
with its rigid dictatorship, lies at the center. Debian holds a critical middle  
space, with its democracy enabling a slow but inclusive development process that 
supports even older machines with limited commercial value. Above Debian sits 
Ubuntu, a popular operating system supported by a for-profit company, Canoni-
cal, whose founder and CEO Mark Shuttleworth uses the online handle sabdfl, or 
“self-appointed benevolent dictator for life.” Ubuntu benefits from the inclusive-
ness of Debian but funnels it into a more streamlined operating system with a 
faster release cycle.

Participatory self-governance appears to flourish at certain niches in the soft-
ware supply chain, but it may not be as well suited for others. It appears to be more 
likely to emerge under organizations like nonprofits or user-owned cooperatives. 
Already we see, from BBSes to Facebook, and in nonprofit-owned projects like 
Debian and Wikipedia, that community governance tends to mirror the under-
lying platforms’ ownership structures, along with their technical infrastructures.

A second form of diversity is the combination of different power structures 
into one—the idea of “mixed constitution,” argued for in antiquity and adopted 
as a “separation of powers” by the authors of the US Constitution.69 Both Debian 
and Wikipedia combine electoral processes with meritocratic barriers in order to 
ensure that leaders are not just popular but exhibit a high level of expertise. Usenet 
combines some aspects of shared governance in its board with considerable 
autonomy among the newsgroups. Integrating multiple governance mechanisms 
not only helps prevent any one entity from becoming too powerful, but it enables 
participants with heterogeneous skill sets to make their voices heard. Some users 
might bring technical skills, while others bring social skills, and they may each 
need their own pathways for finding effective voice in their shared community.
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Thirdly, governance diversity can unfold over time. The community that 
produces the Python programming language had a benevolent dictator, Guido 
van Rossum, for almost thirty years. When van Rossum abruptly resigned from 
the role in 2018, Python developers undertook a process to find a new governance 
model.70 They proposed a staggering set of possibilities, ranging from a new 
 dictatorship to utter structurelessness, along with various boutique systems for 
tabulating votes. For a community of designers, it was a feast. This process was 
possible, in no small part, because the developers had a social infrastructure that 
mitigated the inertia of implicit feudalism: the Python Enhancement Proposal 
system, set of processes and tools designed for proposing and adopting changes to 
the programming language. As a system the community perceived as both familiar 
and legitimate, it helped fill the power vacuum and ushered the community from 
a radically divergent range of possibilities to a rather sensible, conventional result: 
the adoption of an elected, five-person “steering council.” Without the benefit of 
existing decision-making practices, the habit of monarchy might have persisted, 
or something even less sensible might have replaced it.

For Python the end of feudalism took decades, plus a sudden disruption. That 
need not be the fate of others. Feudal patterns have their usefulness in certain 
times and places, but that does not mean they should be as ubiquitous as they  
have become.

“ THESE TO OLS ARE OFTEN BLUNT AND SENSELESS”

The more I have learned to notice implicit feudalism, the more I see its effects. 
A person I have known online and off, someone I long considered a mentor, 
came under criticism for speech and behavior that many of us in his community 
objected to. Call him Miguel, though that is not his name. As Miguel experienced 
pushback, hostility, and lost work opportunities, he named the problem as “cancel 
culture.” This is a label of reaction, an anxiety voiced most often among cultural 
elites about the threat of being “canceled”—co-opting language that began as 
vernacular for mass shunning on Black Twitter.71 Miguel shared heartfelt and 
frustrated tales of injustice. I agreed with his critics, for the most part, and at 
times did so publicly. But when a letter circulated calling for “disassociation,” I 
couldn’t sign it.

What does disassociation mean? It is no clearer than canceling. Canceling is 
at least a playful reference to ill-fated TV shows, not a letter that you are asked 
to sign. How long would disassociation last, and how completely must it be 
performed? Could I still ask Miguel about his family from time to time, or cite the 
work of his that still informs mine? What if he somehow repented? There was no 
specified pathway to reconciliation or repair. This, I realized, was in keeping with 
how online life had taught us to self-organize: to rally in excess, to engage to the 
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max, with none of the precision or specificity that stakeholders with actual power 
expect of each other. This is affective voice without effective voice. There was 
no dispute-resolution system to turn to, no way of challenging Miguel’s admin 
status across multiple social-media spaces where his community gathered. As he 
protested about cancellation, he habitually removed his critics from those spaces, 
while they had no such recourse themselves. Some simply left on their own, but 
that meant leaving a community that had mattered to them. Ironically, these were 
communities devoted to the practice of co-governing shared resources. But the 
practical politics that the commercial platforms inscribed in them was feudalism.

In her book We Will Not Cancel Us, adrienne maree brown observes the 
temptation and futility of the call-out practices that have become so endemic 
online: “Right now calling someone out online seems like first/only option for a 
lot of people in the face of any kind of dissonance.” She goes on: “The tools of swift 
and predatory justice feel good to use, familiar, groove in the hand easily from 
repeated use and training, briefly satisfying. But these tools are often blunt and 
senseless.”72

Anxieties about cancel culture should instead be anxieties about the fact that 
there is no better recourse, that people feel powerless to address conflict in a pro-
portionate, deliberate way. We couldn’t just vote Miguel out and thank him for his 
service, or submit a complaint to a mediation process. To the extent that cancel 
culture has become a term of derision, perhaps the blame should fall not on the 
crowds for their excesses but on the systems that leave them little choice.

I have argued that implicit feudalism has become a nearly ubiquitous pattern 
embedded into the software for online communities, to the point that even appar-
ent exceptions prove the rule. Implicitly feudal designs incline communities, like 
dark patterns, toward the iron law of oligarchy. These designs have specific, sen-
sible historical origins but unnecessary persistence. Meanwhile, implicit feudalism 
has initiated users into a willingness to accept the exit logic and affective voice 
of their online fiefdoms without the effective voice of democratic participation. 
Perhaps the drift toward oligarchy would not be such an iron law without feudal 
software nudging us that way.

Recognizing implicit feudalism can have explanatory virtues. Whitney Phillips, 
for instance, came to recognize her study of online trolling as “a critique of domi-
nant institutions” as much as of “the trolls who operate within them”;73 as with 
cancel culture, bad behavior may become worse in the absence of infrastructures 
for accountability. What other aspects of online life arise from that absence?

Implicit feudalism doesn’t just lurk in the software; it reflects, expresses, and 
promulgates certain kinds of political habits. These habits began in spaces that 
appeared merely virtual, ancillary to the real politics happening in real life. But the 
politics of everyday online life has spread beyond the screens because it was never 
really contained there in the first place.
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Having shared rules in a group is important. They help members know when a 
decision is really a decision. When conflicts arise and people’s relationships alone 
aren’t enough to handle them, it helps to have a clear process for what to do. But 
traditional bylaws are too formal—and even too expensive to produce if lawyers 
get involved—for most online communities.

CommunityRule is a Web app that allows users to design their communities’ 
rules interactively. We developed it, first, through a series of consultations with 
mutual aid groups that formed during the early months of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, as well as with open-source software communities. These helped inform 
our designs, and we tried to help the groups think through their processes as well.

The first version of CommunityRule was simply a series of questions that users 
could answer, in writing, about how their community should work. The current 
version enables dragging and dropping governance modules and nesting them 
inside each other. Modules can be configured and customized.

CommunityRule enables users to publish their rules to a public library where 
others can learn from them. Rules in the library can be forked—copied and mod-
ified as new rules. We have also developed a set of simple templates, reflecting 
several basic organizational designs, that rule authors can use as a starting point. 
After noticing that users found these templates useful, in 2021 we published a set 
of them in a free print and online booklet.

Implicit feudalism thrives on an absence of rules; admin power fills the void. 
More democratic communities need ways to describe the rules they want to 
use. CommunityRule is an attempt to imagine interfaces that make governance 
arrangements easy to design and understand.

http://communityrule.info
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Homesteading on a Superhighway
How the Politics of No-Politics Aided  

an Authoritarian Revival

Perhaps the feudal power structure of platforms for online communities could 
have stayed there, contained and cordoned off in virtual space. Democratic politics 
has long coexisted with nondemocratic workplaces and patriarchal families. The 
democracy of ancient Athens coincided with slavery. But virtual habits spread 
to other quarters of the social order. Online spaces became training grounds for 
other spaces. The politics of virtual life have poured over into the politics of almost 
everywhere else.

In the mid-1990s, Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron published their warn-
ing about “the Californian ideology” poised to dominate the early internet: a faith 
that greater volumes of information and connection, fueled by capitalism, would 
produce a flourishing democracy. Technology could end the old partisanship of 
right and left through entrepreneurs “believing in both visions at the same time.”1 
Silicon Valley CEOs continue to proclaim this gospel today, even as the parades of 
platform scandals make them do so a little more quietly. They preach that artificial 
intelligence will resolve the conflict of labor and capital by automating jobs. Cryp-
tocurrency enthusiasts herald a new order in which markets can replace monetary 
policy. Yet the humans glaring intensely into Californian-designed devices have 
somehow become more polarized than we have been in recent memory. Resurgent 
autocracies ride Californian software into prominence and power, while demo-
cratic norms veer into precipitous decline.

The agenda of this chapter is to revisit the politics of no-politics that Barbrook 
and Cameron diagnosed—the culture that, according to Fred Turner, “turned 
away from political action and toward technology.”2 The original formulation of 
the Californian ideology outlined a certain kind of political economy, a social and 
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economic liberalism capable of assailing industrial policy while tacitly relying on 
it. Here I turn from political economy to the micropolitics of everyday online life: 
how implicit feudalism encoded certain imaginations of social order into software 
designs, which users far from California have decoded into a neo-feudal politics.3 
I argue that the Californian ideology inscribed the habits of homesteading—a 
legacy so familiar, nostalgic, and violent in the American West—into the practice 
of online communities. Everyday experience with Californian technologies has 
thereby contributed to hollowing out the rudiments of democratic culture, espe-
cially the skills and habits of accountable association. These systems have aided 
in generating new breeds of world-historical authoritarianism. To change course, 
therefore, instruments such as legislation and foreign policy may be inadequate; 
securing a more democratic future also requires fresh attention to how online 
spaces organize, constrain, and enable everyday politics.4

My argument emerges from divergent voices and fragmentary scenes. I build 
on earlier critical chronicles of Californian times and places, such as those of 
Adam Curtis, Joy Lisi Rankin, and Fred Turner, along with intrusions from worlds 
away.5 This is a story of deep mediatization, in which media become inseparable 
from the practice of social life and the production of culture. Throughout, I pay 
particular notice to cases of emergent religiosity, following Kathryn Lofton’s atten-
tion to “how religion manifests in efforts to mass-produce relations of value.”6 This 
is because the voices I turn to repeatedly articulate or elicit diverse religious sen-
sibilities—not a uniform religion of any sort but a cluster of interrelated appeals 
to transcendent forces. These appeals appear to function as mediations between 
macro and micro scales of social life.

Even as I begin with the Californian ideology at the center of this discussion, I 
decenter it. Silicon Valley, or some hegemonic subset of it,7 has encoded its values 
in technologies now used the world over, but adopters have decoded meanings 
very much their own, which become new encodings in turn. Part of what the ide-
ology has excelled at is disowning its history and progeny alike, an amputation I 
hope to deny it.

HOMESTEAD AND HOMEPL ACE

Founded in 1985, The WELL became a text-only gathering place for a mixture 
of intellectual seekers, technology enthusiasts, and Grateful Dead fans that had 
cultural influence far greater than its membership numbers, in part by giving 
free accounts to journalists. Among bulletin-board communities of the time, it 
was rare in both its aspiration of achieving a viable business and the extent of its 
 visibility in the popular press. On both counts, it served as a decisive bridge from 
the era of hobbyist online spaces to the commercial internet that Silicon Valley 
would produce.8
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Howard Rheingold subtitled his 1993 book of reportage on The WELL Home-
steading on the Electronic Frontier. He did not initially develop the meaning of 
homesteading beyond the subtitle’s implication that it described his newfound vir-
tual homeland. In the book’s 2000 edition, Rheingold refers to the term as “obsolete 
and anachronistic,” a relic of a “pioneer culture” since lost to the internet’s mass 
adoption and commercialization.9 Yet Patricia Nelson Limerick has shown that 

Figure 5.
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the conquest of the western United States—the source of the “homesteading” and 
“frontier” metaphors on which Rheingold relies—is an “unbroken past” rather than 
a finite era that ended with a particular milestone of warfare or railroad construc-
tion. The frontier imaginary similarly persists online. As recently as the mid-2010s, 
the names of the first two major versions of the blockchain protocol Ethereum 
were Frontier and Homestead.10 Rheingold’s metaphors, then, have survived long 
after he and his fellow pioneers set out to explore, name, and demarcate the virgin  
territory of the “Net.” Eventual commercialization was not the end of this process 
but its purpose all along—in digital space as much as on Indigenous lands.

“Western American history,” writes Limerick, “was an effort to draw lines divid-
ing the West into manageable units of property and then to persuade people to 
treat those lines with respect.”11 Homesteading became enshrined in US law with 
the first Homestead Act in 1862. It was wartime legislation, seeking the expansion 
of “free labor” against Confederate slavery, inviting Northern White settlers to 
populate Western territories based on made-up allotments of land deemed the 
appropriate size for nuclear families. Whereas Iberian dominions in the Americas 
parceled out land in large chunks to aristocrats, leaving subsequent inhabitants 
to demand disruptive waves of land reform, the homestead doctrine was to be a 
parceling-out of democratic ownership—democratic in the sense of personal, pri-
vate, and widely available, but with a feudalism inscribed inside. Within the home-
stead, the male citizen was sovereign over his family, and through his dominion he 
became a democratic subject on his visits to town. Democracy thereby depended 
on the dual subjugation of the household and of the people whose territories pre-
existed its property lines. Part of the price of those homesteaded plots was the 
armed settlers’ participation in denying existence to the Native peoples, for whom 
landowning was a foreign logic and whose livelihoods were often incompatible 
with the imposition of fences.

The homestead turns land into a bounded political object, encoding partici-
pants as the citizens who could be the basis of new states for the Union—although 
the land was not by custom or morality the US government’s to give. Homestead-
ing extended the earlier “doctrine of discovery,” a theological-political principle 
that Christian settlers could assert title over non-Christian lands they conquered. 
Motivating settlement to expand the new United States required the mobiliza-
tion of Evangelical Christian concepts like conversion and mission.12 The thrall 
of democracy became a political gospel, calling the land into service and a new 
ethno-state into being.

Early internet products such as GeoCities and eWorld relied on metaphors of 
terrestrial and spiritual conquest to introduce their brands to customers still skep-
tical about online services. Digging a well—as in The WELL—was often neces-
sary for permanent settlement and agriculture. Californian tech “evangelists” have 
aided startups in overcoming their initial nonexistence, asserting their impending 
reality with such confidence as to summon the necessary multisided markets and 
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network effects. For these platform barkers, too, the promise of democratizing 
access to the wonders of software is at the heart of the product pitch.

Barbrook and Cameron devoted considerable exegesis to the Californian 
aspiration of “Jeffersonian democracy”—a utopia that they predicted would 
produce a dystopia of “cyborg masters and robot slaves.”13 Their prediction was that 
history would repeat itself. A condition of possibility for American homesteading 
was Thomas Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase, the acquisition of a French land claim 
that became roughly the middle third of the contiguous United States. This land, 
for Jefferson, would be the basis for a democracy of landowners—those feudal 
lords in microcosm—whose political rights derived from their local absolutism, 
just as his statesmanship depended on the labor of people he regarded as his 
slaves. Similarly, the design of social software exhibits that paradoxical politics: 
democracy is  supposed to somehow emanate from the feudal. As in the homestead, 
the two tendencies are enmeshed and codependent, despite their contradictions. 
Democracy is the goal, even if it is not recognizable in the means.

According to the design pattern of implicit feudalism, nearly all social-media 
software nudges users toward autocratic or oligarchic forms of community gov-
ernance, lacking the means for even the most typical structures of associational 
life offline. Punishment for wrongdoing is censorship of one’s posts or exile from 
a given jurisdiction. The encoding of implicit feudalism into social software does 
not outright determine users’ behavior, but it does bear a kind of politics, just as 
homesteading encoded the politics of property and patriarchy on its land claims. 
Whether the servers sit in an office closet in the Sausalito houseboat district, like 
the Rheingold-era WELL, or among corporate data centers around the world, the 
structures of power take cues from their technological substrates.

The shortest, least specific of The WELL’s “design goals” stated, “It would be 
self-governing . . . .”14 But the ellipsis never quite resolved. Rheingold later wrote, 
“Technically, the early WELL was governed as a benevolent dictatorship.”15 
It obtained early members from the dissolution of The Farm, a famous 
 counterculture commune in Tennessee that began under the rule of its spiritual 
leader, Stephen Gaskin.16 Farm veterans became The WELL’s admins. Beneath 
them was a mélange of group-level, micro-dictator “hosts” and seemingly endless, 
structureless discussions referred to as “meta.” In 1994, the platform was sold to 
a new owner; users had no say in the matter. The buyer, the shoe magnate Bruce 
Katz, attempted to ingratiate himself to his newly acquired community with what 
could serve as a pithy summary of the Californian ideology: “I believe in the 
power of this new emerging media and believe that it is one of the bright hopes 
that we have in reinvigorating a civil dialogue that is the foundation of a free 
democratic society.”17

In search of real self-governing, Rheingold and other WELL dwellers later 
formed The River, an online community owned by a cooperative of its users. But 
it never flourished. The WELL itself was acquired by a group of users in 2012,  
opening the door for self-governance only after the heyday of its influence.18
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Compare the homesteading tradition to another sort of home, the “site of 
resistance” that bell hooks has celebrated as a homeplace. She explains: “Black 
women resisted by making homes where all black people could strive to be 
subjects, not objects, where we could be affirmed in our minds and hearts.”19

Those who could not leave an oppressive society could find liberation together, 
transforming space and time, however constrained the homeplace might be by the 
world outside. The homeplace forms a counter-tradition to the homestead, a place 
of care and resistance, where power can be shared in contrast to the domination of  
the broader society in which it occurs and from which it can never fully depart.

There are elements of the homeplace in many online spaces, in what people 
have made with the Californian ideology’s products, constructing sites of resis-
tance again and again, beyond the knowledge or comprehension of the technolo-
gists and executives. Homeplaces have become particularly important among 
marginalized groups, whose members can find each other online in ways unavail-
able before. Tech companies have celebrated when social movements arise on  
their platforms, but those movements are not theirs.20 Solidarity forms through  
the affective affinities among participants, regardless of who is technically in 
charge of the platform or the forum. The intimacy, the care, the rebellion, the 
imagination—none are in the code, but homeplaces occur both because of and 
despite the designs of homesteading machines. The feudal power flows are never 
the whole story.

Homeplaces came and went on The WELL. But contra Rheingold, the home-
steading didn’t end when communities moved to corporate servers. Digital space 
is an ever-expanding sort of West; the land is as limitless as server capacity allows, 
and the enabling factories and rare-earth mines can remain far from view. Within 
each pocket of delineated social space, what virtual terrain a user claims becomes 
their castle. If you don’t like it, you can always find another plot to call your own. 
On a group chat, leaving is only a button away. As the libertarian political phi-
losopher Robert Nozick wrote, the only utopia is the ability to exit one utopia  
for another.21

Exit has assumed an exalted place in Californian thinking. The availability 
of exit became the implicit justification of implicit feudalism: if a community is 
exit-able, that is enough to call it democratic. At the level of business, exit is the 
goal investors expect their startups to aspire to, in the form of an acquisition or 
public stock offering.22 At the level of culture, the annual Burning Man festival 
practices the art of temporary co-creation and departure. Elon Musk opposes 
unionization in his terrestrial factories, but once his companies make possible the 
exit of Mars colonization, he hopes to establish “direct democracy” there. Upon 
acquiring Twitter in 2022, faux-democratic performances became part of his 
dictatorial management style; he claimed he would abide by the outcomes of user 
polls on company policies, despite employees’ warnings that Twitter polls were 
insecure and vulnerable to manipulation. From dreams of space travel to floating 
“seasteading” colonies in international waters, the Californian ideology longs for 
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 homestead archipelagos, where feudal governance can finally flourish—justified 
by exit options, rebranded as democracy.23

Alongside the option to exit in the Californian imagination is the dream of 
scale.24 Scale became an economic necessity. Silicon Valley’s rise as a stronghold of 
consumer technology was a response to reductions in public investment through 
defense contracts. Early computer companies scrambled to develop an alternative 
source of money for expensive innovation, and they found one: venture capital, 
an investment strategy based on risky companies capable of dominating entire 
markets, so that the winners can pay for the far more plentiful losers. In 1979, 
VC investors got both a tax cut on their profits and a change to the federal “pru-
dent man rule,” enabling big pension funds to pour billions of dollars into these 
deals.25 VC relies on business models seeking to achieve monopoly-level scale with 
near-zero-marginal-cost software. Implicit feudalism provided a social and tech-
nical blueprint to help founders and VCs maintain centralized control even across 
vast digital empires.

Politics can be slow, and its sensitivity to context interferes with limitless 
growth. Homesteading with implicitly feudal systems presented a way to bypass 
politics and keep scaling. If a particular entrepreneurial fiefdom doesn’t work out, 
members can always exit, start another, and keep the network expanding. What 
Californian investors demand is clear: keep growing, consuming, colonizing, 
replacing—or cease to exist.

The Californian ideology’s politics of no-politics encoded a social order into 
its tools and their surrounding institutions: the feudal permission-control logics 
of the technology at hand and the historical habits of homesteading. Barbrook 
and Cameron predicted the endgame as, rather than marvelous connection, “a 
deepening of social segregation.”26 Elite access to artificial intelligence and medical 
wonders would enable salvation by escape, a faithless religion of exit. From the  
comparatively minuscule WELL to Instagram, homesteading spread through  
the organizing patterns of daily life in digital spaces. Homeplaces may blip in 
and out of existence. But under the guise of an aspiration to “be self-governing,” 
the more rigid powers of admins and CEOs alike are hard-coded to outlast the 
homeplaces. As Barbrook and Cameron suspected, this ideology would spread far 
beyond the platforms themselves, into mass politics.

A FEUDAL UNIVERSE

Soteriology is the branch of theology that deals with salvation, with whatever it 
is human beings should ultimately be striving for. A classic example is Anselm of 
Canterbury’s eleventh-century treatise Cur Deus Homo, a feat of especially explicit 
feudalism. His account of a person’s relationship to God extrapolates from the 
dominant political relationship of Anselm’s eleventh-century world: subject and 
lord.27 The relation is that of perfect hierarchy. God became human in Christ in 
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order to make the only sacrifice worthy of the ultimate Lord. Anselm wrote the 
book as archbishop of Canterbury, a position that would have put him in frequent 
contact with the top of the feudal power structure, and that made him responsible 
for justifying the structure to its massive underclass. His local politics translated 
into his cosmic order. To be saved is to inhabit that order fully. The spiritual and 
political orders co-create each other.

The Californian ideology has a soteriology of its own. Barbrook and Cameron 
describe the Californian endgame as the parallel dreams of an “electronic 
marketplace” and an “electronic agora”:28 a frictionless economy and limitless speech 
that, if society accepts them, would wipe away the troubles of the analog world in 
a flood of true democracy. The flows of online life, that is, were to be vehicles for a 
kind of bloodless revolution, a salvation that investors could get richer by enabling.

A decade into the twenty-first century, the democratic prospects of social 
networks seemed real, especially as networked activists organized movements 
that unseated dictators in the Arab world and took on financial elites. But even 
then, the technical logic of implicit feudalism was shaping perceptions of the  
movements’ politics.

One catalyst of the 2011 Arab Spring protests was the Facebook page “We Are 
All Khaled Said,” created and controlled by Egyptian Google employee Wael 
Ghonim.29 For Ghonim’s role as the page’s founder, the world press declared him 
the leader of the Egyptian uprising, although he lived outside the country and con-
tinually insisted that the movement was “leaderless.” Later that year in the United 
States, the Occupy Wall Street protests exhibited similar contradictions. Veteran 
news anchor Dan Rather identified activist Priscilla Grim as “the real leader of 
this movement” because she happened to administer key social media accounts—
a perplexing claim for a movement whose insiders, like those in Egypt, stressed 
their leaderlessness and used an offline, consensus-based assembly to make deci-
sions.30 Online activism was indeed instrumental for these movements, but the 
power structure of social media seemed to speak louder than the power structure 
articulated by activists themselves. In the streets and squares, activists were orga-
nizing through radically democratic processes, seeking to elevate direct participa-
tion over the representative systems that they denounced. But outsiders defaulted 
to the feudal logic of the protests’ online spaces, assuming that technical workers 
were also movement leaders.

Before long, feudal systems gave rise to even more disruptive forms of feudal 
politics. The new religious movements are revealing. From the civil war following 
Syria’s 2011 protests, combined with the failures of US-backed regime change in 
Iraq, came the Islamic State. It was not a Westphalian nation-state but a networked 
umma, a transnational community operating through the opt-in membership of 
hashtags and the imposition of absolutist order in its domains. As the Islamic State 
idea spread through brutal, viral videos and social-media groups, the Californian 
ideology’s anything-goes social liberalism did not take hold. But the homesteading 
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did—in this case adapted to the frontier of a stateless war zone, an act of exit from 
the international order. The implicit feudalism of the networks decoded there into 
an archipelago of territorial feudalism.

Horrific spectacle has been only one side of the Islamic State’s media output. 
Rather, as Marwan Kraidy points out, “a majority of official I.S. visual media 
releases focus on non-violent aspects of life in the Caliphate”: “in terms of a socio-
religious utopia, it articulated claims of a pure, authentic, and truly Islamic society 
unburdened by Western influence and local subversion, with images of the good 
life—premised on a puritanical vision of Sunni Islam—showcasing spectacular 
sunsets and Ferris wheels and showing contented-looking people—mostly men—
shopping in markets, fishing in rivers, praying piously, conversing amicably.”31

These were the images of inhabiting a salvific order, with a clerical sysadmin. The  
implicit feudalism of the network expressed itself in an organizational hierarchy. 
The founding caliph, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, appeared publicly only in choreo-
graphed events designed for viral circulation, such as his 2014 proclamation of 
his alleged caliphate at the al-Nuri Mosque in Mosul, Iraq. The rest of the time, 
under his hegemonic absence, his ultimately fleeting regime portrayed itself with 
a virtual reality of ordinary life.

Meanwhile in the United States, the favored political party of Silicon Valley 
lost to Donald J. Trump, who turned Californian tools into his political home 
for movement building and then for governing. Alongside his presidency came 
the QAnon movement, a kind of digital gnosticism that blended Trumpism with 
Evangelical Christianity.32 It produced devoted followers of a pseudonymous 
prophet, a government official named Q, who prophesied a salvific restoration of 
American society through a military coup and mass executions of the president’s 
enemies. Trump’s continued and unobstructed power would be assured. Before 
long, sympathizers won seats in Congress.

In the documentary Q: Into the Storm, director Cullen Hoback meanders to the 
conclusion that the author of Q’s “drops” is Ron Watkins, the system administrator 
of 8chan, a website where Q posted. The same person rushing to get the servers 
back up during an outage, Hoback begins to suspect, also masterminded the apoc-
alyptic movement. At critical instances, Q seems to have inside knowledge of the 
servers’ workings. Watkins claimed to be in contact with the Trump White House 
surrounding the contested 2020 election; his powers as an admin brought him to 
the brink of participating in a political power grab. At the end of the film he seems 
to give up the disguise altogether, all but admitting to his dual role—a conjunction 
that further linguistic analysis has corroborated.33

Along with the CEOs of corporate social media who de-platformed Donald 
Trump in the last days of his presidency, Watkins represented a turning point. 
Earlier in the life of the Californian system, admins merely maintained the allegedly 
neutral platforms.34 But now that story was giving way to regimes of platform 
diktat, handing all power to the admins. Trump soon created a social network of 
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his own. Starting with the feudal designs encoded into their systems, the minutiae 
of technical administration expanded to become coterminous with geopolitics.

Watkins does not appear to have had a specific policy agenda to promulgate; 
he performs the studied indifference of online trolling culture.35 During Trump’s 
reelection campaign, similarly, the Republican Party broke with past practice and 
did not issue a policy platform. The Californian politics of no-politics had taken 
hold, through a grasp on power—server power, executive power—that could  operate 
on its own terms, not in service to any external commitments. The  salvific promise 
of Q was to overcome democracy and install the order of a  platform homestead in 
its place. As with the Islamic State, the movement born on decentralized networks 
adopted the organizational default that implicit feudalism promulgates.

Perhaps no one exemplifies the actual soteriology of the Californian ideology 
like Curtis Yarvin. A blogger and tech entrepreneur, Yarvin has had the audacity 
to apply the commonplace structure of startup companies to politics. The result 
is outright, explicit monarchism—along with racism only lightly disguised in 
dog whistles. Yarvin’s benefactor has been the influential Silicon Valley investor 
Peter Thiel, who was also an outspoken supporter of Trump’s 2016 presidential 
campaign. Trump advisor Steve Bannon has been a Yarvin reader, and Yarvin was 
reportedly in communication with the Trump White House.36 But political trysts 
aside, the basic alignment was to be expected: a coup-inclined president who 
came to power by tweeting, a tech industry organized through monopoly power, 
and a technologist willing to dispense with the pious fiction that his industry’s 
achievements somehow incline toward democracy.

Howard Rheingold had seen danger in online social media back in the early 
1990s. “Whoever gains the political edge on this technology will be able to use the 
technology to consolidate power,” he wrote.37 Ephemeral bursts of protest con-
tinue to spread across networks, and some of these call for democracy still. But the 
most novel, persistent kinds of spiritual-political imaginaries that have arisen on 
Californian tools are teaching more feudal kinds of lessons, a salvation that comes 
from ceding all power to the sysadmin.

EVERYDAY FR ACTALS

Writer and activist adrienne maree brown recalls posting, in March 2016, an invi-
tation on Instagram: “I am inviting a small crew of women and gender noncon-
forming friends into an experiment with each other, to share daily portraits of 
ourselves in this private thread for a month as a liberation technology, and affirm 
each other’s beauty. Interested?”38

Six people responded and joined her online homeplace. “What emerged,” 
brown wrote a year later, “was a community, a safe space, that is still very active 
today.” Her recollection, with glimpses of what ensued, comes in her guidebook 
for social-change movements, Emergent Strategy. Rather than offering grand 
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strategies of conflict and policy demands, brown dwells in what Michel de Certeau 
called the “tactics” of everyday life.39 She has been director of an important 
environmental justice organization, but readers looking for tips on institutional 
design and policy advocacy find instead the minutiae of intimate communities, 
along with a spirituality she draws from the novels of Octavia Butler and the pop-
science of fungi and fractals. 

Through this outlook, brown diagnoses the state of US democracy through the 
texture and practices of the everyday: 

We—Americans—don’t know how to do democracy. We don’t know how to make 
decisions together, how to create generative compromises, how to advance policies 
that center justice. Most of our movements are reduced to advancing false solutions, 
things we can get corporate or governmental agreement on, which don’t actually get 

Figure 6.
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us where we need to be. It was and is devastatingly clear to me that until we have some 
sense of how to live our solutions locally, we won’t be successful at implementing a 
just governance system regionally, nationally, or globally.40

The everyday, then, becomes for brown the fundamental point of departure for 
social activists. “When we speak of systemic change, we need to be fractal,” she 
writes. “Fractals—a way to speak of the patterns we see—move from the micro to 
macro level.”

While Barbrook and Cameron placed the Californian ideology at the register of 
political economy, I have argued that Californian politics also reverberate in users’ 
everyday experience with products. The everyday can be a site of  enchantment, 
as for the Jesuit priest de Certeau, or of disenchantment, as when Henri Lefebvre 
details the deceptions in the life of a country church.41 Ben Highmore summarizes 
de Certeau and his ilk like this: “What would a politics be like that emerged from 
the everyday, instead of one that was simply applied to the everyday?”42

Philip E. Agre was a precocious engineer and then a humanities professor before 
he abandoned academia for intentional obscurity in 2009. He is now credited with 
having predicted the looming regime of online surveillance—back when the Cali-
fornian ideology feigned innocence about anything of the sort.43 Like brown, he 
became fascinated by fractals and the relationship between the everyday and the 
world-historical, the minute and the immense.

Agre’s dissertation at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory was called 
“The Dynamic Structure of Everyday Life.” It includes an eighteen-page analysis of 
“walking to the subway,” which serves to justify a shift in software design from the 
intentional to the improvisational. In the dissertation, as well as in a talk on the 
structures of everyday life while still a student,44 Agre proposed the mathematical 
concept of the lattice as a gateway between the particular and the general, the 
local and the global, the routine and the complex. His lattice functions much like 
brown’s fractals.

Almost two decades later, Agre returned to the lattice in an essay on political 
theory, alongside fractals and another long-standing keyword of his: skills.45 
Across his lattice structure, four dimensions of political skill form a network of 
intersections that cascade across society: vertical (from national to international), 
geographic (from local to global), institutional (from one institution to many), 
and ideological (from one commitment to networks of commitments). Along 
each dimension, skills that people develop in practice at small scales extend across 
larger scales of political life. A healthy society requires people exercising skills on 
all these dimensions. “The issue lattice is sufficiently complex,” Agre writes, “that 
it will never emerge without high levels of political skill diffused throughout the 
society.” While mass media and civics classes teach politics in terms of vaunted 
officeholders and halls of power, he held that lived politics depends much more on 
moving skillfully among the lattices.
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Skills for Agre are both practical and mystical, a reorientation of all meaning-
making as emanations from small acts of community. The epigraph of the book 
based on his dissertation is a medieval Zen dialogue. It begins:

Joshu asked Nansen: “What is the path?”
Nansen said: “Everyday life is the path.”
Joshu asked: “Can it be studied?”
Nansen said: “If you try to study, you will be far from it.”46

If there is a theory of salvation here, it comes through the friction of 
involvement, not electronic optimization. Technology must support the work of 
human politics, not replace it. Rather than flame wars, technologies might thereby 
encourage the art of consensus making, as brown teaches in Emergent Strategy. 
They might enable movements to persist and evolve, rather than disappearing  
into the next viral moment. If the dream of the Californian ideology is a world 
without politics, however, it stands to reason that the technology it generates 
would not teach political skills.

As the Californian ideology’s anti-politics established itself on the West Coast, 
Agre was inverting it at MIT, calling for technology that invites people into devel-
oping skills through everyday politics. Agre concludes his essay “The Practical 
Republic”—the final essay listed on his faculty website before his sudden depar-
ture from public life—like this: “Technology is not central; what is central are the 
choices that we make, each of us, in laying claim to the rights and responsibilities 
of citizenship in our own lives.”47

The technology that we need is technology that does not take or demand credit. 
brown seems to forget about Instagram upon summoning her community there; 
the homeplace becomes the subject.

What else could developing political skills look like? Perhaps it is a classroom 
where students collectively decide how best to play the game SimCity—taking a 
master-of-the-universe interface design and adding to it an exercise in face-to-
face democracy; perhaps it is thousands of people collectively deciding on actions 
in a live-streaming game.48 It might look like those occupations of public spaces 
during the protests around the world in 2011, when activists learned and practiced 
consensus processes with masses of strangers at once, experimenting with a kind 
of democracy beyond the elected officials and corporate boards that they believed 
had failed them. People learned new hand signals and techniques of persuasion, 
how to facilitate an effective meeting and how to disrupt one if they needed to. 
Occupy Wall Street developed a website where participants could keep track of the 
schedule of assemblies and the text of proposals that would be discussed. Occupy 
activists in Wellington, New Zealand, encoded their governance practices into 
an app, Loomio, that has since been adopted by organizations and even govern-
ments far from their island.49 Although Loomio began by mimicking Occupy-
style  processes, it has come to support a wide variety of techniques for coming to 
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 agreement. Users can rank choices in order of preference, for instance, or invite 
volunteers to see who will actually implement a decision.

The platforms born in protest did not take their designs from a business model 
or technical convenience so much as from what their users were already doing 
offline. For Agre, likewise, cultivating political skills should precede the making 
of technology to support those skills. Recall Conway’s Law, the notion that the 
designs of technical systems end up resembling the organizations that design 
them; to build anti-feudal systems, Agre would likewise stress the need to start by 
practicing anti-feudal interactions, wherever we find ourselves.

If a butterfly flapping its wings can cause a hurricane a world away, as the cliché 
goes, then anything could happen between a private thread on Instagram and a 
protest movement. When brown and Agre wield their fractals and lattices, they 
do so not with a comprehensive account of the causality. “Being a part of move-
ments is complex work,” brown writes. “It requires a faith.”50 With this kind of 
faith, and with everyday skills, brown and Agre reject the ultimate exit of Cali-
fornian ambitions: the departure from bodily limits and social constraints. They 
refuse to regard technology as the angel of history, the divine agent, and instead 
insist that we are still just talking about how people relate to one another. Against 
feudal technology and the authoritarian revival it helped produce, the retort is not 
another technology, but the practice of political skills. If we honor those skills, 
perhaps designers will encode future technologies that nourish, rather than evade, 
everyday politics.

SUPERHIGHWAYS

In a bittersweet afterword to The Virtual Community, Howard Rheingold recounts 
how the intimate homeplaces he experienced had become a matter of industrial 
policy. Al Gore, first as a US senator and then as vice president, had promoted  
the “information superhighway” as a market and geopolitical opportunity.51 It 
was protocol infrastructure that government would build and set free into the 
world. Rheingold noted the derision that the “superhighway” moniker had 
attracted—hyperbole compared to the experience one had on dial-up modems 
in those days, although faint in comparison to the homesteads the internet would 
soon bring. Yet as democratic skills erode through the everyday politics of online 
life, confidence in the plausibility of democratic infrastructure has eroded too. 
This has opened an opportunity for everyday feudalism to deepen its influence 
on geopolitical  imaginaries.

When I took a high-speed train between Hangzhou and Shanghai, I sent 
a video home to my kids. No train like that exists where we live in the western 
United States. The legacy of homesteads here developed into a politics that made 
the assertion of public transit over private property too costly. The mightiest feats 
of infrastructure we drive by—the dams, the rail bridges across valleys, the tunnels 
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through mountain passes—date to the 1930s or the early Cold War, the years when 
US president Franklin Roosevelt’s “arsenal of democracy” was gaining strength.

Several years ago I had a long correspondence with a self-described Chinese 
student, who said she came to the United States to study and disagreed with some-
thing I had written in favor of democracy. She wrote: “China’s achievements in 
human development are historically unprecedented. Under our system my gen-
eration has thrived, and is far more positive and forward-looking compared to 
our peers worldwide. There may be a ‘perfect’ model of democracy that you have 
in mind, but democracy as practised throughout most of history is best described 
as corrosive and sclerotic. One need only contrast the state of American and Chi-
nese infrastructure to arrive at this conclusion.” Two days later, she added: “Every 
inch of progress China had made resulted from an absolute, unequivocal rejection  
of democracy.”52

Even those who claim the mantle of democracy appear to have come to similar 
conclusions. US platforms present themselves as the new arsenals of democracy; 
CEOs like Zuckerberg defend themselves against antitrust enforcement by  arguing 
that their consolidated power is necessary to counter that of ascendant Chinese 
platforms.53 This is a profound concession of democratic possibilities for the sake 
of expediency. But daily experiences with implicit feudalism in online life, as well 
as daily experience in countries whose democratic experiments have calcified, 
seem to insist on autocracy as an inevitability.

In China, autocratic order has a long history, always intertwined with social 
technology. For many centuries, emperors used technology to consolidate power—
tracking the minutiae of production, exacting taxation—in ways  European rul-
ers could only dream of.54 This order produced a discourse of “harmony,” still a 
favorite word in Communist Party slogans.55 Harmony is an article of Confucian 
faith, applied to assert cohesion against the lived experience of a society explod-
ing into the overlapping complexities of markets, networks, and megacities. 
Autocrats aspire to produce the harmonious interplay of social roles among their 
subjects, though everyday harmony can eclipse even the autocracy. As Xiaobing 
Tang describes the outlook of writers in post-revolutionary China, “The emergent 
hegemony is no longer Ideology or Collectivity, but rather everyday life.”56 Ancient 
emperors ruled by their precision agronomy; now, implicitly feudal platforms and 
apps play that role. Under the fear of state crackdowns, the admins of Chinese 
social-media platforms and of their user communities act as subsidiary bureaucra-
cies, protecting their right to exist by imposing their best guess of what harmony 
will allow.57

Benedict J. Tria Kerkvliet introduced the concept of “everyday politics” in the 
context of research among Southeast Asian peasant farmers. What he observed is 
also salient across the global diaspora of Californian technology: “Everyday poli-
tics involves people embracing, complying with, adjusting, and contesting norms 
and rules regarding authority over, production of, or allocation of resources and 
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doing so in quiet, mundane, and subtle expressions and acts that are rarely organ-
ised or direct.”58

What might look like the opposite of politics, that is, may be upholding or 
unraveling the reigning regime, a “power of the powerless”59 in which ordinary 
actions can bear world-historical freight. The everyday can thus become a site  
of resistance.

“ THERE ARE ALTERNATIVES”

This chapter has offered a rereading of the Californian ideology’s politics of no-
politics beyond the earlier focus on political economy—from the logics of home-
steading and feudalism in ordinary online spaces to their role in enabling the rise 
of national authoritarianism. I suggest that everyday online practices at least partly 
tell the story of broader political shifts underway. However, I share Barbrook and 
Cameron’s conviction that “there are alternatives.”60 Just as they point to the French 
state’s Minitel system as an alternative political economy for networks, I find that 
alternatives lie in the everyday politics of hooks’s homeplace, of brown’s deliberate 
interdependence, and of Agre’s political skills. Producing more democratic and 
humane politics at large scales requires attention to the daily political practices 
on networks, as well as to what software designs might encourage or discourage.

Politics is no autonomous category in human minds and worlds; for that reason 
I have sustained attention on the diverse forms of religious imagination that have 
aided the global decoding and re-encoding of Californian tools. Frontier evange-
lizing, apocalyptic Islam, Confucian harmony, and the faith that fills a homeplace 
all inscribe their meanings on network spaces. These imaginaries are a reminder 
that, along with political skills, the production of alternatives must involve dimen-
sions of ritual, devotional commitments, and structures of belief.

Anselm of Canterbury lived in a certain kind of feudal world, a world whose 
daily interactions of power and deference informed his view of the spiritual order. 
An online world composed of implicitly feudal systems has similarly informed its 
inhabitants. Through daily practice, they have learned political skills more ori-
ented toward fixed authority than democratic accountability. The skills one has are 
the skills one can imagine using. To cultivate different skills, therefore, is a task of 
not only technological design but also of imagination and spirit.
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A People’s History of Twitter
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When Elon Musk acquired the social-media platform Twitter for $44 billion in 
October 2022, it was a stark reminder to many people that our online civic spaces 
are commodities that can be bought and sold. Especially when Musk’s early weeks 
came with scorched-earth layoffs and disorienting policy changes (including 
ones that targeted journalists), users began fleeing to other platforms.

Back in 2017, I was part of a team that created a shareholder proposal at 
Twitter, aiming to decommodify the company by establishing a framework for 
its users to become its owners. Five years later, after Musk’s takeover, we began 
experimenting with a different strategy: imagining what it would be like if the 
platform had become a common good in service of the global public sphere. We 
teamed up with former Twitter workers to reflect on the kind of platform they 
had hoped to build at the company. We also learned from people who had led and 
studied citizen assemblies for governments. How might a representative assembly 
of Twitter users work? What kinds of proposals might it make? Who would have 
to agree to them if the users were in charge?

Before establishing some kind of shadow government to devise an alterna-
tive future of Twitter, which Musk has since renamed X, we decided to start by 
grounding ourselves in the past. We organized an online event in March 2023 
called “A People’s History of Twitter,” which attracted nearly two hundred tech-
nologists, journalists, activists, and other users. We also released an online 
 chatbot that people could use to share their experiences with Twitter over the 
years. This collective history provides a foundation for articulating expectations 
about what should come next—what people have loved about Twitter, and what 
they hated, what the company did right, and how it betrayed us. These questions 
matter, whether Twitter users decide to stay or go to another platform.

The People’s History included accounts of people finding jobs, new friends, 
spouses, antiracist organizing, queer communities, fashion, and news about 
niche topics. They experienced Twitter as a place of self-expression, of finding a 
voice and an audience they didn’t have before. Many also described having dis-
tanced themselves from it more recently. In that sense, the People’s History served 
as a kind of wake, a joyful way of mourning something that, at least in some 
respects, had died.

Governance is not just about holding power and making decisions. Before 
a community can begin to self-govern, it needs to see itself as a community—
through participants telling stories about themselves and having shared expe-
riences. A People’s History of Twitter was an attempt to begin that process, to 
initiate people’s transition from being users of someone else’s platform to being 
full citizens of the networks they live by.

http://betterplatform.net
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Democratic Mediums
Case Studies in Political Imagination

So far I have offered a diagnosis: a story of how the design pattern of implicit 
feudalism and the inherited ideology of homesteading inhibit the exercise of 
 self-governance in online social spaces. I further suggested that, as more political 
life moves online, a widespread lack of experience with sharing power has lent 
fresh appeal to authoritarian urges. As people understand themselves more 
through their identities as users of social media, they find little reason for faith 
in their capacity to self-govern with each other. When compounded on the scale 
of billions of people-turned-users, intimate online experiences can have world-
historical consequences.

From here on, I shift from diagnosis to remedy. The remedies I explore involve 
rethinking the design and practice of online social spaces by treating democracy 
as itself a medium for struggle, play, and policy. This is a departure from more 
widespread calls for online platforms to better serve the legitimate functioning of 
representative elections among territorial governments.1 While I do not object to 
such calls, I focus instead on remedies that match the ailment I have observed—
remedies that bring democracy more deeply into everyday online life, establishing 
appropriate kinds of jurisdictions as sites of creative self-governance.

The cases in this chapter come from outside the kinds of institutions that typi-
cally claim the mantle of democracy. This is to be expected. Dominant political 
and civil-society institutions habitually resist imaginative politics within their 
bounds, particularly when it means unlocking power for people who have long 
been excluded. Historical examples are plentiful. Permit me one about a remark-
able scholar who happened to pass away during this writing.
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On June 4, 1993, US president Bill Clinton withdrew his nomination of legal 
scholar and litigator Lani Guinier, who would have been the first Black assistant 
attorney general for civil rights. The move followed a bitter sequence of backroom 
deals and attacks in the legacy press, which she later called a “low-tech lynching.”2 
The phrase echoes the accusation of a “high-tech lynching” leveled by Clarence 
Thomas on the Senate hearings that ultimately confirmed him to the Supreme 
Court. The treatment of Guinier was widely seen as retribution for the Thomas 
hearings; then-Senator Joe Biden played pivotal roles in both affairs, defending 
Thomas from accusations of sexual harassment and undermining Guinier. In a 
feat much like what the perpetrators would later decry as cancel culture, Clinton 
retreated before characterizations of Guinier as a “quota queen” and of her 
scholarship, in the words of columnist George F. Will, as “extreme, undemocratic, 
and anticonstitutional.” The evening that Clinton withdrew her nomination, 
Guinier shuddered when she heard the president, a friend since law school, repeat 
the “undemocratic” part on television.3

The remark was particularly painful to Guinier in light of the fact that, as is 
apparent to any half-serious reader of her scholarship, advancing democracy 
was precisely her intent. To this end, she explored practical, tested alternatives 
to  winner-take-all voting, such as proportional representation. “I expressed res-
ervations about unfettered majority rule,” she explained afterward, “to ensure 
fair  representation for all substantial minorities.”4 Later, she described racialized 
minorities as “the miner’s canary”—people whose experiences represent early 
warnings for social problems poised to affect everyone else.5 Her academic pro-
posals sought to imagine how existing institutions could better reflect their stated 
democratic values.

Ironically, many of Guinier’s critics also built their political careers on the proj-
ect of defending minority rights—only, in their case, the rights of already privi-
leged minorities, through the defense of patriarchy and racial hierarchy. Calling 
Guinier’s oeuvre “undemocratic” might have been just outright racism or political 
opportunism, but it also rested on a certain theory of democracy. The theory is 
shared among both the conservative and liberal branches of the US political estab-
lishment, as Clinton’s deference suggests: democracy is coterminous with what-
ever existing institutions happen to be.

Institutions are a precious inheritance. Even flawed ones should not be dis-
carded recklessly, at the risk of being left with something worse. Lasting tradi-
tions of thought and practice are indispensable to a thriving political culture.6 
Yet unlike feudalism and autocracy, democracy cannot survive in stasis. Alexis 
de Tocqueville’s canonical view of “democratic revolution,” a gradual progression 
toward ever more deeply democratic institutions, refuses to deify any particular 
institutional form. During his antebellum sojourn in the United States, he wrote 
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to his father in France that “there is nothing absolute in the theoretical value of 
political institutions.”7 Tocqueville scholar Barbara Allen stresses that, for him, 
the anchor of democracy must be transcendent, beyond the scope of any possible 
government; the work of politics lies in “harmonizing earth and heaven,” as he 
put it. Accounts of US civil religion typically associate divine favor with specific 
institutions. But the sort of democracy Tocqueville admired has its roots in a reli-
gion based on a covenant with the divine, one that “opposes any notion of abso-
lute authority” on earth,8 enabling a continual evolution of the power structure 
in practice. No institution can fully manifest human equality. Still, he observed 
how people could continue pursuing it through a shared belief in equality before 
heaven. Something is sacred, but it isn’t any particular institution.

The patterns of democratic erosion worldwide, which this book opened with, 
suggest that centuries-old institutions are increasingly inadequate for confront-
ing ascendant authoritarians. Merely defending a certain sort of democracy is no 
way to help democracy as an ideal. Permit me a cliché: the best defense is offense. 
Authoritarianism today takes different forms than it did in the past, adapting its 
tactics against those of democracy. For democracy to thrive, its institutions must 
be vulnerable to continual reinvention. Its traditions must be alive enough to per-
mit that. The task of making online spaces governable, therefore, should begin 
with imaginations radical enough to transcend existing institutions, together with 
the playfulness to hone imagination in practice.

In what follows, I consider two very different cases of mediated democratic 
experimentation currently underway: transformative justice, a movement to 
 abolish policing as we know it through participatory processes, and cryptoeco-
nomics, a project of reimagining economics and governance through internet-
native blockchain protocols. They are subcultures that do not typically see each 
other or speak with each other, and they rest on often-diverging sets of values. But 
I have been drawn to them both, despite and because of what distinguishes them. 
Both share the radical premise, notably, of attempting to organize self-governing 
infrastructures that do not rely on state violence to establish order. I present them 
as starting points for the reimagining the design of technologies as democratic 
mediums—mediums in the sense of both enabling self-governing communication 
and serving as meeting points for the transcendent and the everyday. These start-
ing points offer insights for the making of truly governable online spaces.

Both cases reject the widespread preference for holding dominant quasi- 
democratic institutions as sacred, choosing instead the quest for more deeply 
accountable institutions and more lively encounters with tradition. They are both 
intensely contextual. They seek to design processes that are appropriate to the 
problems at hand. Both also expect people to gain and cultivate political skills, to 
be participants in crafting their own democratic futures. Their media production 
meanwhile reveals how they craft transcendent visions, which are both anchoring 
and always provisional.
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For each case, I profile its political imagination followed by an analysis of 
 lessons from its design practices for governable spaces. The chapter ends with a 
consideration of how imagination can take form in political play.

AB OLITION DEMO CR ACY

When a wave of outrage surged across the United States in 2020, following the 
murder of George Floyd by a Minneapolis police officer, key organizers in the Black 
Lives Matter movement were ready with a demand: “Defund the police.” Liberal 
politicians seemed poised to act on the call, at least until the street protests faded 
and an apparent crime wave moved them to reverse course. The call to “defund” 
received blame for Democratic Party defeats in the 2020 election, securing its loss 
of favor among liberal elites.9 The advocates for defunding or outright abolishing 
police soon found themselves in a position not unlike that of Lani Guinier: to 
explore deeply the question of what might make society more democratic is to risk 
being labeled a traitor to democracy.

Underlying “defund” was a legacy of community-based organizing to address 
violence and conflict without policing, known as transformative justice. Although 
Black Lives Matter has often appeared in mass media through images of Black 
men facing police violence, many of the community leaders behind it identify as 
women, queer, or non-binary. Chicago-based activist Mariame Kaba became a 
mainstream voice for defunding with a New York Times opinion article, “Yes, We 
Mean Literally Abolish the Police”; for many years before that, she had been a 
leading participant and teacher in community accountability processes, aimed at 
addressing both interpersonal harm and its root causes.10 These signify a struggle 
to address interpersonal harm with participatory processes among affected people 
that address root causes. “People like me who want to abolish prisons and police,” 
Kaba wrote in the Times, “have a vision of a different society, built on cooperation 
instead of individualism, on mutual aid instead of self-preservation.”

For Kaba and other Black Lives Matter leaders, transformative justice work had 
been all along embedded in their advocacy for the abolition of police and prisons. 
More than a fixed method, it is a practice of exploration among many paths toward 
safer communities. A seminal textbook summarizes this practice in its title, the 
Creative Interventions Toolkit. The authors, who formed a purposely temporary 
organization to produce the book, explain, “We call ourselves Creative Interven-
tions because creativity is often just what is needed.”11 Kaba and collaborators have 
also developed a website cataloging abolitionist and transformative efforts, with a 
name reflecting that creative urge: One Million Experiments.12

Instead of referring incidents of harm in a community to the arbiters of state 
violence, transformative justice equips community members to build their own 
skills for facilitating conflict resolution and accountability. The goal is not to 
punish and coerce, like police and courts do, but to repair harm and enable people 
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involved in it to establish healthier relationships. The call to “transform” also goes 
further: it means not merely resolving a given incident, but recognizing how wider 
injustices might have helped cause it.

For instance, while the legal system would respond to a case of partner abuse 
by charging one party or both with a crime and seeking to punish accordingly, 
a community accountability process would begin with conversations. How did 
each partner experience what happened? Along with a trusted facilitator and allies, 
they might meet in a circle, where the person who caused harm agrees to take  
responsibility for it and apologize. Forgiveness may or may not be involved. The 
process might further reveal that an unjust eviction had been exacerbating tensions 

Figure 8.
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in the relationship. Together, the participants develop a strategy for publicizing the 
landlord’s behavior and making exploitative evictions less likely in their community.

A process like this is not straightforward; it requires art and skill. Kaba 
co-authored a workbook for advanced practitioners,13 which includes techniques 
for running accountability processes alongside exercises to help practitioners reflect 
on their personal development. Eschewing the temptations of institutionalization, 
she reminds readers that she does not do community accountability work for hire.

“Safety is not a product that we can package and market,” writes another trans-
formative justice activist, Ejeris Dixon. “We are invited to practice community 
safety skills with one of our most precious resources, our lives.”14 A checklist in the 
Creative Interventions Toolkit, asking “Is This Model Right for You?” expects that 
readers affirm all of the following:

• Want to address, reduce, end or prevent a situation of violence (violence 
 intervention)

• Seek solutions within your family, friend network, neighborhood, faith 
 community, workplace or other community group, organization or institution

• Can think of at least one other person who may be able to work with you to 
 address this situation

• Want to find a way to support people doing harm to recognize, end and be 
 responsible for their violence (accountability) without giving them excuses 
(without colluding) and without denying their humanity (without demoniz-
ing)—if possible

• Are willing to work together with others in your community
• Are willing to work over a period of time to make sure that solutions stick (last a 

long time)15

Despite its centrality in the experience of prominent Black Lives Matter activists, 
transformative justice only rarely surfaced in popular narratives following the 
2020 wave of protest. In most public discourse about the call to defund police—
and this is in part attributable to the slogan itself—the focus was on the existing 
institutions of policing, rather than on what other institutional arrangements 
could replace it. Perhaps most importantly, far too few people had knowingly 
experienced alternatives to policing in their everyday lives; the experiments were 
still too contained, their stories too little told. Thus, when anxieties about crime 
rose after the protests—resulting at least in part from police withdrawing their 
labor—politicians could claim they had no recourse but to further fund the only 
institutional option available to them for reducing crime: the police.16

Since the choice appeared to be police or nothing, the advocates of defunding 
could be portrayed as being opposed to public safety, even a threat to it. Media 
narratives tolerated a debate only within the bounds of current institutions, not 
one about how institutional arrangements might be rethought. Many  Americans 
did not support the call to defund police because they could not envision an 
 alternative to policing, for both addressing crime and providing the many other 
kinds of social services that police have come to control.17
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The writings of transformative justice practitioners tend to be far from the lan-
guage of policy prescription. They assume an audience that inhabits the streets 
rather than the halls of power. Kaba called for moving police budgets to education 
and other basic needs in her Times article, but this is a literature that overwhelm-
ingly prefers forms of exchange that nourish dialogical thinking and ongoing rein-
vention. Activists’ books intersperse essays with interviews, suggesting that the 
movement privileges conversational thinking over dogmas. Kaba stresses that her 
workbook is not “a dictate or THE LAW.”18 Her co-author Shira Hassan describes 
the discovery that “always reinventing the wheel was a feature and not a bug of 
doing this work.”

As if to hold the uncertainties, an assemblage of spiritualities accompanies the 
practicalities of this literature. Kaba and Hassan’s workbook, Fumbling Towards 
Repair, has on its cover three people, connected with constellations, cultivating a 
flower that emits star-pollen into the sky. The text encourages introspective habits 
such as journaling and self-care. Activists speak of ancestral bonds, rituals, magic, 
breath, the natural world, and mystical cosmologies alongside political visions and 
practical tips for accountability work. Adrienne maree brown, a leading thinker 
on transformative justice, celebrates the religion of Octavia Butler’s science fiction 
novels in which “God is change,” a divinity standing against the temptation to 
place one’s trust in a stable world.19

Together these gestures organize a shared rhetoric of “harmonizing earth 
and heaven,” in Tocqueville’s sense—a transcendent orientation for political 
imagination that can see beyond now-reigning institutions. But more than 
calling on a fixed referent like Tocqueville’s Christian God, they draw on 
multiple  reference points. Their transcendence is tied to community practice. 
Constellations, whether in the sky at sea or on the cover of a guidebook, help 
people locate themselves when what they see below the horizon is insufficiently 
trustworthy. Just as the Big Dipper led escaping slaves north in the Underground 
Railroad, Fumbling Towards Repair’s stars point toward a future at odds with the 
terrestrial institutions of the present. In a nod to that earlier struggle against  
the once-unshakable institution of chattel slavery, transformative justice activists 
often refer to their broader movement  simply as abolition. But for them abolition 
is never merely a negation.

A godmother of the defund movement is the philosopher Angela Davis. Her 
experience with incarceration resulting from her activism in the 1970s established 
her as a leading abolitionist against police and prisons. In a later series of 
interviews, Davis echoes W. E. B. Du Bois’s call for “abolition democracy.”20 For Du 
Bois, this meant rendering slavery finally obsolete by ensuring the place of former 
slaves in democratic institutions—voting rights, cooperative economic power, and 
access to education, for instance. For Davis, achieving abolition democracy means 
establishing the conditions in which police and prisons are no longer necessary, 
because more democratic practices have replaced them. Transformative justice is 
self-consciously a project of abolition democracy.
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“Abolition is a fleshy and material presence of social life lived differently,” writes 
Ruth Wilson Gilmore, another abolitionist godmother, paraphrasing Du Bois. 
Indigenous musician and scholar Leanne Betasamosake Simpson offers a further 
phrasing: “abolition unfolding.”21 But this more expansive view of abolition, the 
call to self-governance, rarely makes headlines.

A further challenge to the visibility of transformative justice is that activists 
have taken care to keep their accountability practices out of corporate-controlled 
online spaces. They stress that community accountability must inhabit a 
temporality distinct from that of social media, allowing processes to proceed 
at their own speed as opposed to fitting into the attention span of virality. They 
resist social media even though they practice it expertly; Kaba, brown, and 
others have large followings online and participate actively. Yet brown warns, 
“Real time is slower than social media time, where everything feels urgent.”22 
Kaba’s workbook has prefatory warnings about who should not use the book, 
which includes anyone “not planning to engage participants in person.”23 She 
elsewhere adds, in an interview: “I pretty much hate a lot of social media. I 
use it as a tool, but I’m not a fan of the way it can flatten people and can flatten 
issues, and sometimes allows people to remain anonymous in very harmful 
ways. That said, I’ve actually tried to think through with other people what are 
some potential guidelines that we might agree to, some rules of the road around 
engagement on social media if you’re doing community accountability work and 
transformative justice work.”24

Despite her reservations, Kaba thus recognizes that the kinds of processes she 
has tended cannot remain solely in-person forever. Community accountability 
is as much needed online as off because harm is happening online, and anyway 
the lines between the virtual and the real no longer hold. The virtual is also real. 
As far back as the famous case of sexual assault on LambdaMOO in the 1990s, 
discussed in chapter 1, the need for self-governing online often stems from the 
need to address and repair harm.25 If online communities cannot self-govern, they 
cannot resolve conflicts as they see fit.

Online spaces need abolitionist imaginations. Intersecting experiences of  
oppression and marginalization run rampant there, along with the habits  
of punitive enforcement. Governments and technology companies offer to solve  
problems with rules and punishments, but those institutions represent the racial 
capitalism that abolitionists want to make obsolete with their own solutions. Kaba 
and Andrea J. Ritchie quote Grace Lee Boggs: “We need to exercise power, not 
take it.”26 Change of this sort cannot happen by replacing who is in charge, only by 
altering how power flows.

Boggs also frequently reminded her disciples to prioritize “critical connections” 
over “critical mass”—a conviction that the germ of seismic change lies in the thick 
relationality of how people choose to self-organize day to day, rather than in a 
mass of faceless participants.27 This is not a retreat from large-scale social change 
but a reorientation to it. For her, abolition begins with a theory of society in which 
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there is no need for “the masses” anymore, because the center of our attention has 
turned to people, their relationships, and their communities.

Subsidiarity, Scalability, and Accountability
What would it take to make online spaces work for community accountability? 
How might lessons from transformative justice begin to inform the design of social 
media? Amy Hasinoff and I have argued that doing so would require a shift in the 
design of dominant social-media platforms: a shift from scalability to subsidiarity.28

Anthropologist Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing defines the aspiration of scalability as 
“the ability to expand—and expand, and expand—without rethinking basic ele-
ments.”29 She warns that “scalability never fulfills its own promises.” As the biolo-
gist J. B. S. Haldane wrote decades earlier in his whimsical essay “On Being the 
Right Size,” “a large change in size inevitably carries with it a change in form.”30 
Also between the world wars, while observing the advent of new mass-communi-
cation technologies, Walter Lippmann concluded that democracy could not trans-
late from local town halls to the scale of large nations connected only by their 
broadcasts; in his view, control by a small elite would be inevitable.31

Scalability has become the business model for the venture-capital investment 
that underwrites nearly all corporate social media. The payoff for investing mil-
lions of dollars in an unproven startup is the prospect of a business that can add 
large numbers of new users at ever-declining per-user cost.32 Platforms therefore 
seek to govern harm and conflict through software-enabled automation: global 
rule books, algorithmic enforcement wherever possible, and opaque human deci-
sion-making when necessary. The result is a regime that provokes continual com-
plaints of both overreaction and underreaction to apparent bad behavior, born of 
blindness to context and lack of due process. Tarleton Gillespie has suggested, in 
sum, “Maybe we should not automate.”33

This modest suggestion has far-reaching consequences. The less automated a 
system becomes, the less it can participate in the economics and design practices 
of scalability. But there is another way. Taking inspiration from transformative 
justice activists, Hasinoff and I show how participant-centered systems can adopt 
subsidiarity: a principle that prioritizes appropriately local control wherever 
 possible, within a larger system.

Subsidiarity was first articulated in Calvinist and then Catholic theology—for 
instance, stressing the relative autonomy of each congregation or region in a wider 
church.34 It has since been incorporated into secular politics, including the founding 
documents of the European Union. But well outside this Western lineage, the 
basic idea manifests in virtually any durable form of social order, from common-
law judicial systems and bands within tribal nations to the distributed authority 
structure of Sunni Islam. When institutions lose context-sensitivity and local 
control, they risk being perceived as illegitimate. Residents of a newly established 
town may expect to have their own post office, library, schools, law enforcement, 
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garbage collection, and elected council. That is subsidiarity. In comparison to 
almost any other kind of institution that claims to serve civic interactions, the 
faith in scalability among social-media companies appears peculiar.

I have seen subsidiarity at work with particular clarity in cooperative business. 
Near where I live, there are two large hardware stores a few blocks from each 
other. One is part of a national, investor-owned chain; it is like every other 
store of its kind, wherever you go. Help from employees is scarce because they 
are stretched as thinly as possible. The other store is locally owned but part of 
a national purchasing cooperative, a business owned by local stores, designed 
to make them more profitable. The co-op pushes value and control to the 
edges of the network—to the store owners—rather than accumulating both at 
the center, on behalf of distant investor-owners. That store is an anchor of our 
community. Helpful employees are everywhere. This is subsidiarity again: scale 
where necessary, such as in joint purchasing with other stores, but local control 
everywhere it matters.35

What transformative justice activists call for can be understood as a radical 
subsidiarity. They want to enable accountability not just at the level of cities or 
regions, but among neighborhoods and friend groups—a scale similar to that of 
many online communities. Accomplishing this requires the widespread cultivation 
of political skills so that people have the capacity to organize accountability 
processes wherever harm occurs. Online, this would mean that any community 
must have the tools and interfaces to develop processes that are right for its culture. 
Facilitators should have the tools to carefully manage a process. A process should 
not be exposed to the gusts of some algorithm’s viral winds or to rules set in a 
distant corporate office. To be felt as legitimate, the process must be voluntary and 
sensitive to context, not imposed from above. According to one study of online 
moderation practices, “People’s sense of being treated with dignity and respect 
appears to have the strongest correlation to overall fairness.”36 An experience of 
fairness lowers the likelihood of repeating bad behavior.

Subsidiarity, to be clear, is not a demand for limitless local autonomy. Along-
side autonomy it involves relationships to larger systems. It is not scalability, but 
it does enable scale—composed of spaces small enough to be governable. While 
transformative justice happens primarily at the level of local communities, those 
communities do not act in isolation. Communities need to learn from each other, 
working in concert to transform systems beyond themselves. The root of subsid-
iarity is the Latin word for help—meaning the mutual help among communities 
that constitute a larger whole.

Subsidiarity is not everywhere alike. It can be federalist (with smaller units 
nested within bigger ones) or polycentric (with smaller units connected laterally 
across a network).37 Both forms already appear in online spaces to an extent. The 
office-oriented chat platform Slack, for instance, is more federalist. A particular 
employee might manage a small “channel” within a “workspace” controlled by the 
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company where they work, hosted on servers owned and managed by Slack, which 
is in turn a subsidiary of Salesforce. Implicit feudalism and corporate ownership 
limit the capacity for participant self-governance at each of those levels, but some 
degree of local control is real. In contrast, email is a more polycentric network, 
enabling communication across multiple servers that might each be governed 
 differently. Another example of a polycentric network is Mastodon, an open-
source microblogging platform that users can host on their own servers, while 
connecting to users on other servers. Even in the absence of a central company 
or other enforcer, Mastodon communities have shown the capacity to carry out 
large-scale enforcement actions against incursions from the Islamic State and Gab, 
a Mastodon-based platform friendly to White supremacists.38

Subsidiarity involves the capacity to hold communities themselves account-
able, not just their members. Transformative justice activists warn against con-
sidering “community” an unmitigated good; harm often occurs because of, not 
just despite, its host community.39 The purpose of a community can be precisely 
to support harmful behavior. The call for transformative justice, again, does not 
mean  transforming only individuals’ relationships but their social contexts when 
necessary. For instance, the documentary film Hollow Water depicts an account-
ability process in an Ojibway village where sexual abuse had become endemic. 
Carrying out a transformative process required pressure on the village from both 
the federalist Canadian legal system and the polycentric networks among fel-
low First Nations communities.40 Designing governable spaces should similarly 
involve not just self-governance within a particular community but accountability 
among communities, across networks.

Any attempt to apply lessons from transformative justice must take seriously its 
practitioners’ skepticism about bringing their practices online. But if the affordances 
of social media they recoil against are bound up in scalability—the inhuman 
pace, the context collapse, the lack of community control—perhaps online spaces 
crafted with strenuous subsidiarity could be more amenable to context-sensitive 
accountability processes. This cannot occur through a quick, superficial fix to the 
user interface. Subsidiarity requires duplication and customization of systems at 
a local level—exactly what investors want to avoid paying for in their pursuit of 
scalability and market dominance. Community accountability is friction from the 
perspective of an investor’s profit margins. It all looks like costs: training facilitators, 
supporting diverse power structures, and imposing limits on external control.

An abolitionist orientation sees things differently. Scalability, enforced through 
coercion, is no basis for real problem solving. Societies and networks where people 
can govern themselves are places where the ever-expanding cost of policing and 
punishment is no longer the only option available. The resources once spent 
 shoring up a dehumanizing system can go toward investing in the people who will 
participate in an abolition democracy. As W. E. B. Du Bois recognized in the wake 
of chattel slavery, abolition is not complete unless it comes with the rights and the 
skills to co-govern.
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Designing networks with deep subsidiarity may be possible only through 
regimes that reorganize the flows of platform ownership, so that power ultimately 
lies with users themselves. The next case arises from subcultures very different 
from those of transformative justice activists. But it presents an opportunity for 
reorganizing flows of control and value that online accountability processes could 
build on. It could be a way out of scalability. Getting there, once again, involves not 
just a technical or economic feat but leaps of imagination.

CRYPTOEC ONOMICS AND POLITICS

Moloch, an ancient Levantine god whom the Hebrew Bible accuses of abetting 
child sacrifice, has found a new cult. It began with a blog post by Scott Alexander, “a 
psychiatrist on the US West Coast”: an interpretation of the Moloch portions in Allen 
Ginsberg’s midrashic poem “Howl.”41 Alexander recasts Moloch as representing the 
soul-crushing establishmentarian systems that plague us only because no better 
means of coordination exists for replacing them. To him, passages from Ginsberg 
like this are actually about breakdowns of signal and shared intent:

Moloch the incomprehensible prison! Moloch the crossbone soulless 
jailhouse and Congress of sorrows! Moloch whose buildings are 
judgment! Moloch the vast stone of war! Moloch the stunned 
governments!

Moloch whose mind is pure machinery! Moloch whose blood is running 
money! Moloch whose fingers are ten armies! Moloch whose breast is a 
cannibal dynamo! Moloch whose ear is a smoking tomb!

Gone is the standard interpretation of “Howl” as a retort to technocratic 
capitalism. Gone also is Karl Marx’s reading of Moloch as capital’s claim over 
“all surplus-labour which the human race can ever perform” and money, “to 
whom everything must be sacrificed.”42 To Alexander the trouble is inadequate 
technology. According to his post, “Every single citizen hates the system, but for 
lack of a good coordination mechanism it endures”; in turn, “technology has the 
potential to seriously improve coordination efforts.”

Alexander’s heterodox reading of Ginsberg has since spread among certain 
clusters of entrepreneurs and engineers building blockchain-based technologies. 
In the headlines, blockchains have become widely associated with fraudulent 
pseudo-banks and spectacular meltdowns, with libertarian ideologues hiding 
assets away from regulators’ reach. But in certain subcultures of entrepreneurs, the 
longer story of what they are doing is transforming the social order through new 
mechanisms for coordination.

Five years after its publication, the blog post’s exegesis took financial form with 
MolochDAO, a software contract on the Ethereum blockchain devoted to the slaying 
of this new Moloch: the “god of coordination failure, who consumes our future 
potential for perverse immediate gain.”43 As a DAO, or decentralized autonomous 
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organization, it is a creature composed of contracts written in computer code 
rather than legalese, funneling human inputs through its software. MolochDAO 
was meant to help move the world toward a new economic infrastructure in which 
networks and code, rather than police and armies, would be the basis of social 
order. In its more mundane practice, MolochDAO is a collective grant fund, a 
pool of digital money that participants contribute to and then allocate to projects 
they deem worthy. It was first “summoned” at the ETHDenver conference in 2019 
by entrepreneur Ameen Soleimani. Appearing during a market downturn, its 
purpose was to provide funding for people to keep experimenting and building, 
along with a galvanizing mythology. The MolochDAO website invites visitors into 
a cosmic confrontation: “This demon god of coordination failure, who consumes 
our future potential for perverse immediate gain, will be slain. Pledge your oath to 
his demise, or go down with him.”44

Concocting elaborate mythologies is common in the cultures surrounding 
blockchain technology. The original cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, began in 2009 with 
a Promethean “Genesis Block” and then adopted the idiom of metallurgy. Among 
its central technical concepts are “mining” and “minting,” for instance, and then 
there is “wallet” to describe whatever medium happens to record the gibberish 
strings of characters that provide access to a user’s holdings. While Bitcoiners 
implore each other to hold their tokens during a sudden price decline with the call 
to “HODL,” the Moloch slayers remind each other to “BUIDL,” to keep building 
useful things. Among DAOs, language helps obscure the degree to which apparent 
novelty is reproducing much more familiar organizational patterns. Proxy voters 
are now “stewards” practicing “liquid democracy.” The banal quarters of corporate 
temporality—Q1 to Q4—become the more ecological “seasons.” Committees are 
“pods.” Clubs and collectives are “guilds” and “covens.” Initiating a vote means 
issuing a “spell.” Shares, money, and multitudinous other financial instruments 
can be programmed into digital “tokens.” For some, part of the appeal of the DAO 
idea itself is the name’s affinity with Daoism, as if that ancient philosophy were 
being rediscovered in code.45

It would be too convenient to dismiss what is going on as mere disguise or 
wholesale recapitulation. A new name invites the breaking of old norms or at least 
fresh iteration with them. Names matter. Tokens can resemble preceding financial 
instruments, but they nearly always break those molds in some way; the old 
distinctions between money and equity, or labor and capital, are not so clear and 
seem to be evolving toward new sorts of distinctions.

The new names enable participants to tell each other, at least, that the 
strictures of securities law and labor law no longer apply, inviting fresh abuses 
and innovations. But not all renaming is so cynical. Calling proxy voters stewards 
has occasioned new kinds of Web interfaces for evaluating stewards’ behavior. 
The one-share-one-vote norm of corporations is meanwhile beginning to wane in  
the imaginative universe of crypto in favor of algorithms that balance a voter’s stake 
with dimensions such as temporal commitment or the number of other voters; 
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these forms of tallying preference have little precedent in corporate governance.46 
Since crypto projects tend to avoid reliance on state identity systems, the meaning 
and basis of identity becomes an open question, both social and  technical.47 And 
while a season might correspond temporally with a quarter, the language evokes a 
blurry duration that, through its ecological and ritual associations, seems to alter 
the flow of time.

With crypto-tokens come distinct experiences of organizational belonging and  
internet browsing alike. Rather than logging into websites with a username  
and password, one shows them what tokens are in one’s wallet with a browser 
plugin. One’s identity lives in that wallet, not in the database of the website. With 
certain tokens might come the ability to trade or to vote on a proposal. Debates 
about proposals live across various chat threads and online forums, depending 
on the community—largely out in the open, in public, rather than in a closed 
boardroom. If there is a vote, it is likely on a futuristic website, in hacker-friendly 
dark mode, meeting the cultural habits of the early adopters where they are. When 
ownership and governance are a matter of points and clicks, they are intuitive and 
expected for users who live their lives in apps. They become part of flows in daily 
life like stock certificates and Bloomberg terminals never were.

To reimagine what is basically a giving circle as slaying Moloch through coordi-
nation does something to the nature of the giving. (Giving in MolochDAO is called 
making “tributes.”) The point becomes less the gift than the art of orchestration 
that made it happen, the coming together of the disparate agents involved. There is 
a special term in MolochDAO, with corresponding software code, for when some-
one leaves in frustration: “ragequit,” a term derived from gaming culture. Unlike 
the usual charity or early-stage investment, contributors can withdraw their stake 
at any time. Other DAOs have since adopted the feature. The platform DAOHaus 
enables users to easily start new entities on the MolochDAO template, complete 
with the same vernacular of summoning and tributes.

The working theory underlying this experimentation has come to be known 
as cryptoeconomics—a synthesis of economic incentives with cryptographic 
technology.48 The term is widely associated with Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin, 
who has written about cryptoeconomics as a nearly universal engine for social and 
technical processes. As Buterin puts it, cryptoeconomics allows software “to reduce 
social trust assumptions by creating systems where we introduce explicit economic 
incentives for good behavior and economic penalties for bad behavior.”49 For 
example, Bitcoin’s cryptographic math protects the scarcity of units on its ledger; 
the perceived value of those units, in turn, motivates users to expend computing 
energy to perform expensive cryptographic math problems to win rewards. The 
math secures the economy, which in turn motivates people to use the math.50 With 
the advent of Ethereum and its programmable “smart contracts,” such a carrot-
and-stick design extends from not just the management of an asset but also to the 
governance of countless applications, from financial contracts and art markets to 
social-media networks and philanthropic ventures.
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Participants differ over the meanings they ascribe to their cryptoeconomic 
media. A nonscientific survey of political views in crypto51 identified not just 
“leftist” and “libertarian” tendencies but also positions that have nowhere to live on 
conventional political spectrums, such as the “Zamfirist” and “Walchian”; each is 
a matter of opinion specific to how power should flow on and around blockchains. 
They are high-stakes positions, as billions of dollars’ worth of tokens may hang 
in the balance. Although crypto has drawn on certain earlier political lineages—
particularly anarcho-capitalism and libertarianism52—as time passes, its ideological 
space becomes less reducible to those and more fecund for its own breeds of politics. 
The politics seem to evolve quickly in a world whose memetic repertoire spans 
transcendent registers from the Genesis Block to the hoped-for slaying of Moloch.

Figure 9.
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Crypto enthusiasts at times describe themselves as LARPing, or live action 
role-playing, like the hobbyists who dress in medieval costumes and hit each 
other with foam swords in a park. There are many promises among crypto’s true 
believers that the technology’s actual usage has fallen well short of: banking the 
unbanked, undermining financial elites, and defeating authoritarian censorship, 
for example. The technology doesn’t exactly work as intended yet and maybe never 
will. Still, it is a medium and a gateway. Inhabiting a distinctive mythological, 
symbolic universe provides a license to dispense with foregoing constraints, 
which arose for a world connected with different sorts of media. The mythology 
then permits a transition from economics to cryptoeconomics, from politics to 
coordination, from representation to decentralization.53 Moloch and his ilk are 
Tocquevillian gestures toward a provisional and only half-serious heaven, one 
bearing transcendent commitments that hold the early adopters together while 
their new technology aids in reshuffling the institutional tables here on earth.

Democracy doesn’t feature prominently in the idiom of many crypto subcul-
tures, perhaps out of fear that it will shake away the necessary reverie and bring 
everyone back to the still-looming regimes of territorial governments. Lately, coor-
dination is the nearest surrogate, and it risks discarding democracy’s preference 
for the common good against plutocracy. Yet the Moloch slayers do not only think 
and write about alternative voting systems, as Lani Guinier did; they test them 
out with friends, strangers, and the digital equivalent of millions of dollars—then 
notice the outcomes, the disasters and happy accidents, and fork the code to try 
again. The technology is dangerous; it can enable unaccountable pump-and-dump 
schemes as much as collective ownership. The specter of Moloch serves to spur 
the machine-makers to focus on the side of light, of coordination, of the common 
good. But it seems to me that the human-eating Moloch could just as easily reside 
in these new systems designed to vanquish him as in the principalities and powers 
that still rule the world.

Cryptoeconomics as a Rupture and Limitation
Regardless of any practical use value, crypto represents a rupture with respect 
to the particular argument I have been making: it can be an antidote to implicit 
feudalism. Previous internet technologies have presumed a central server, 
whose legal owner holds ultimate responsibility for what takes place on that 
server. A democracy among users will almost inevitably come into conflict 
with the  underlying technical and legal reality. The distinguishing affordance of 
a blockchain, however, is enabling a system that lacks any single owner, that is 
user-governed by default.54 Blockchain protocols differ from earlier networking 
protocols in that governance is embedded; the protocol defines how to change 
the protocol. The Bitcoin  blockchain is thus designed to be governed by the users 
who secure it by “mining,” while many other blockchains give power to those who 
“stake” tokens. DAOs typically confer governance rights on their token-holders. At 
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the technical level, these systems are designed precisely to avoid the concentrations 
of feudal power that centralized servers have encouraged.

The technology’s design, however, does not guarantee its social outcomes. 
Concentrations of power have been chronic in the governance of blockchains 
and organizations built on them. Crypto has been a tool for aspiring authoritar-
ians, like El Salvador’s Bitcoin-enthused president Nayib Bukele. Yet for reversing 
implicit feudalism, specifically, the opportunity is real.

Accordingly, crypto has occasioned a remarkable outpouring of democratic 
mediums that implicit feudalism fended off in the past. Tucked among the 
 speculative bubbles, scams, and rampant financialization of crypto are countless 
experiments in online governance, more than in any previous period of internet 
history. The high financial stakes and the lack of external regulation surrounding 
blockchains have brought investments of tokens and time into the search for good 
governance. Because blockchain activity is by its nature public, the code behind 
successful experiments quickly spreads as others copy and adapt it. As a result, 
crypto has occasioned governance innovations such as

• decision-making processes that evaluate preferences in nearly real time,
• voting systems unavailable in conventional politics or business,
• mechanisms for incentive alignment among diverse participants,
• algorithmic dispute resolution,
• permissionless participation,
• widely shared accountability and distribution of benefits,
• self-enforcing security and censorship resistance,
• sovereignty from external control or regulation,
• transparency of on-chain activity,
• competitive markets for governance,
• ease of exit and capacity to fork systems,
• identity systems under user control, and
• novel interfaces for governance activity.55

In each of those are many particular examples. Among the decision-making 
processes, for instance, are these:

• Conviction voting: Votes on a proposal are continuously weighed based on 
both quantity of tokens staked and duration of staking.

• Curation market: Curators are rewarded for elevating proposals or projects 
that they correctly predict others in the community will like.

• Decentralized dispute resolution: A random jury of users with staked tokens 
independently choose the outcome of a dispute that they expect most others 
will pick, gaining or losing tokens based on their choice.

• Lazy consensus: Users with sufficient reputation from past activity can make 
proposals that pass automatically in the absence of objections.
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• Liquid democracy: Token-holders can delegate their voting power to other 
trusted holders who can delegate them in turn; delegation can be withdrawn 
at any time.

• Quadratic funding: Matching grants are distributed according to a combina-
tion of the number of donors and the amounts they give to a cause.

• SplitDAO: A subset of users in a DAO can withdraw their tokens and move 
them to a duplicate entity.

The proliferation of governance techniques is not an end in itself, of course. It  
does not guarantee that governance will be in any way good. But, to borrow a 
biological metaphor, variation is a prerequisite for natural selection. For communities 
to identify the governance practices that work for them, they should have enough 
range of motion to explore diverse options. This range of motion is precisely  
what implicit feudalism has restricted in online spaces and what established forms 
of liberal democracy have often restricted in territorial governance.

Crypto has made unusually explicit what has always been true: money and other 
forms of capital are themselves media—malleable and programmable transmitters 
of information, which obtain value through the meaning-making they enable.56 
Blockchains, and the cryptoeconomics in their designs, are infrastructures for 
economic media grounded more in networks than in state power. Self-enforcing 
software can operate through economic stake and incentives in place of the 
monopoly on violence that state-backed financial systems employ. In a 2018 sci-
fi-drenched promotional video for Aragon, a platform for blockchain governance, 
co-founder Luis Cuende boasted, “Today, we are in the first time in history that 
we can actually try out new governance models without the need of people getting 
killed.”57 While this claim is less true than Cuende thinks, there are respects in 
which the explorations at hand are distinctly novel.

If cryptoeconomics is the sole basis of new governance models, however, there 
is cause for worry.58 Diverse voices have long warned against the expansion of 
economic logics, crowding out space for democratic politics in public life. From the 
Zapatista insurgents of southern Mexico to political theorists like William Davies 
and Wendy Brown, the neoliberal aspiration for economics to guide all aspects 
of society represents a threat to democracy and human personhood. According 
to Brown, “as an economic framing and economic ends replace political ones, a 
range of concerns become subsumed to the project of capital enhancement, recede 
 altogether, or are radically transformed as they are ‘economized.’ These include justice 
(and its subelements, such as liberty, equality, fairness), individual and popular 
sovereignty, and the rule of law. They also include the knowledge and the cultural  
orientation relevant to even the most modest practices of democratic citizenship.”59

The things not visible to the market, that is, become unthinkable. The market 
dictates a neoliberal people’s range of options. If the market cannot see a changing 
climate, there is no motivator for acting on it. If the market does not recoil at the 
plight of homelessness, neither can we, if we learn to be what the market sees in us.
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Worries about the corrosive possibilities of economics on politics preceded 
the terminology of neoliberalism. Hannah Arendt observed that ancient Greek 
 democratic thought regarded economics as housekeeping, a private matter 
 segregated from the political sphere.60 Athens’ sexist, slaver economy enabled citizens 
to enter politics as relative equals, whose “prepolitical” basic needs were already 
met, whose democracy could stand aloof from self-interest and corruption. To be 
a free and trustworthy citizen meant being free from susceptibility to economics, 
someone trustworthy when contemplating public life. In the realm of the political, 
for Arendt, people become capable of acting in truly new, truly creative ways.

Arendt’s account of a politics wholly distinct from economic necessity provides a 
useful foil for our purposes here. Let my use of politics refer to some approximation of 
Arendt’s: public action concerned with the common good. Political  institutions are 
domains for Homo sapiens before Homo economicus—or, perhaps more relevantly, 
the Homo speculans of speculative finance. Even Arendt would not remove politics 
fully from economic life, since politics should shape the economic order, and it 
depends on that order. But what distinguishes politics is its capacity to notice and 
address considerations beyond the allocation of resources and to organize economies 
accordingly.61 While a country’s taxation policy utilizes economic nudges, for 
instance, lawmakers must generally rationalize it according to conceptions of the 
common good, rather than solely optimizing for  financial metrics. Politics is hardly 
immune to self-interest.62 But incentives such as the need for politicians to run  
for reelection can introduce imperatives that economics alone would not.

The limits of cryptoeconomic design and the need for political spaces have 
become increasingly apparent in actually existing crypto. If the purpose of 
a governance system is to enable participants to have as much self-determina-
tion as possible—a tolerable oversimplification, I hope—whatever inhibits that 
 self-determination becomes a limitation. As crypto matures, its designers have 
learned that older concerns about the corrosive effects of economics on demo-
cratic governance are also relevant to distributed ledgers: rampant plutocracy, the 
suppression of participant interests, and dangerous externalities.

The first limitation, plutocracy, is a direct outgrowth of governance that 
arises not from personhood but from economic stake—whether it be through 
token holding or “mining” with expensive computational power. The power of 
concentrated wealth over human participants has been a growing anxiety in 
crypto  networks, including among leading developers.63 Of course, governance 
by economics is nothing new; joint-stock companies conventionally operate on 
plutocratic governance—more shares equal more votes. Yet companies exist within 
the constraints of state policy, which can impose counter-pressure like progressive 
taxation, collective bargaining rights, environmental regulations, antitrust 
enforcement, and more. If distributed ledgers are based on cryptoeconomics 
without an underlying political order, such options are not available. As long as 
governance is reducible to economics, it will be difficult to prevent the feedback 
loops between wealth and power from spiraling into plutocratic outcomes.
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A second limitation occurs in what is thinkable and speakable among human 
users. Like economics itself, cryptoeconomics is normative as well as descriptive. 
People begin to cast themselves in the image of the systems they inhabit. Accord-
ing to one study of management education, a field that tends to regard human 
nature as competitive and acquisitive, “self-interested behavior is learned behav-
ior, and people learn it by studying economics and business.”64 Systems are all the 
more constraining when they involve highly structured algorithmic processes, as 
crypto protocols generally do. While introducing algorithms may add efficiency to 
governance, a recent analysis finds that doing so can also result in “decreasing the 
space for governing actors’ discretion.”65 It is no surprise, then, that the cultures 
surrounding crypto are highly attuned to algorithmically mediated economic 
indicators—using references to “bull” or “bear” markets to describe people’s emo-
tional states. But human beings have interests not reducible to economics, never 
quite encodable in an algorithm. Reliance on cryptoeconomic governance risks 
losing sight of other things important to human flourishing.

The final limitation appears in crypto’s externalities, its effects that are invis-
ible to its own internal processes. Bitcoin is governed most of all by the “min-
ers” who carry out its computation—consuming energy at the scale of a mid-sized 
industrialized country. Miners often stand to benefit from ignoring their carbon 
footprint. A busier network roughly correlates to higher energy consumption and 
a higher trading price, increasing the value of the miners’ rewards. Other exter-
nalities relevant to blockchains include money laundering, dealings in dangerous 
drugs and weaponry, tax evasion, and ransomware attacks on public infrastruc-
ture. If crypto’s importance continues to expand, so does the danger of its poten-
tial for facilitating harm against people and the planet. The previous generation  
of Web technology has facilitated massacres and election interference; a new  
Web of money and contracts could get more dystopian quickly.66 There must be 
safeguards that can counteract economic self-interest.

Another example of an externality is “public goods,” or the shared, critical 
infrastructure that many participants in a system rely on but few profit from, 
the virtual equivalents of roads and bridges. Funding these essentials has been 
a persistent challenge for crypto builders, as they discover firsthand that market 
mechanisms alone fall short.67 Before cryptoeconomics, non-market institutions 
such as governments and (at vastly smaller scales) charities have been necessary; 
crypto projects are reinventing them through fee-funded treasuries and donor 
grant pools. MolochDAO was a step in this direction, and other experiments have 
followed. But project after project continues to find that economic incentives 
alone are inadequate to generate healthy markets, to say nothing of goods that 
markets cannot provide.

The limitations I identify are exacerbated by the difficulty cryptoeconomics 
has in recognizing human identity.68 This is a persistent but not necessarily 
permanent condition. Cryptography obscures users from each other; economic 
designs care less about who users are than the tokens they hold. Those tokens 
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are how cryptoeconomics enforces its rules. Personhood is not a built-in concept 
for blockchains, as it is for any government with citizens. But the premise of any 
democratic  structuring probably needs to be some way for systems to identify and 
represent individual human beings, along with relevant nonhuman agents.

While it has enabled productive experimentation, cryptoeconomics cannot 
serve as a sufficient basis for the governance possibilities in online spaces. My argu-
ment is perhaps anticlimactic in comparison to a technology that inspires such 
radical aspirations for remaking the world: crypto needs to rediscover  politics. 
This entails enveloping economics within rules set by institutions not primarily 
economic in nature, which are capable of articulating, instantiating, and evolving 
shared understandings of the common good.

Already, crypto-governance practice appears to be reinventing some old wheels 
of institutional life, including the rudiments of politics. There are juries forming to 
resolve disputes, covenants enshrining shared values, and voting systems designed 
to reflect not just wealth but degrees of preference and the breadth of popular 
support.69 Economics remains central to these; the systems typically enforce good 
behavior by requiring participants to stake tokens that they stand to lose. Yet the 
appetite is growing for crypto to recognize, when appropriate, the identities of  
the actual human beings who use it. Leading among those voicing this appetite 
is the apostle of cryptoeconomics himself, Vitalik Buterin. He has called for a 
new design paradigm and mythology, borrowed from the nomenclature of World 
of Warcraft, his once-favorite online game: soulbound.70 Soulbound tokens, for 
instance, are not exchangeable commodities but remain with a particular user. 
Blockchains, it seems, need to account for souls.

Pairing cryptoeconomics with intentional politics can help overcome the 
limitations that bedevil cryptoeconomic governance alone. This does not mean 
that political mechanisms must occur in every app and protocol. Even standard 
liberal-democratic theory permits diverse forms of association and business 
within a democratic structure, and similarly politics may be necessary only at 
key leverage points in a crypto network. Economics has its place, but citizens 
make the market’s rules through their civil rights rather than their economic 
power. Similarly, if democratic structuring were present at the base layer of crypto 
systems,  participants could assert interests and externalities that cryptoeconomics 
alone would tend to obscure.

Some have argued that the proper means of democratic structuring for crypto 
is through state regulation.71 This is happening to the extent that governments are 
intervening with taxation, securities enforcement, and even the development of 
their own digital currencies. But relying solely on existing governments inhibits at 
least some of what cryptoeconomics promises, such as the ability to experiment 
with radically diverse organizations, permissionless participation, and  censorship 
resistance. Dependence on territorial regimes also lessens the capacity of these 
technologies to enable equality among users across borders. The actual democracy 
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present in governments may be limited or nonexistent. Crypto can be a medium 
for political imagination of a kind that governments are unable to provide on their 
own, whether due to outright hostility or mere intransigence. It is probably neither 
sufficient nor desirable to outsource crypto’s politics to governments.

An alternative is to incorporate democratic design into blockchain protocols 
themselves, or the apps and DAOs built on them. For this, there is much to learn 
from the legacy of cooperative business, which blends person-centric governance 
(one member, one vote) with market-based incentives (patronage dividends in 
proportion to participation). The cooperative model has historically enabled 
activities that many DAOs pursue, such as gathering capital from participants 
who are not wealthy investors, enabling them to hold meaningful governance 
rights, and distributing rewards fairly.72 Cooperativism also provides a framework 
for democratic governance that can help counteract plutocratic tendencies, while 
putting noneconomic values at the center of decision-making. Recognizing this, 
a growing number of DAOs have been incorporating as cooperative legal entities. 
Others are integrating co-op values into their software, such as by reserving 
governance power for workers or active users.73

A further strategy for democratic structuring is to establish a robust set of 
rights, responsibilities, and guarantees. Crypto networks have already developed 
constitutional layers in the code of their underlying protocols, which protects 
 certain rights such as property and censorship-resistance.74 A much wider set of 
values could be encoded into protocols, such as ones that prevent harm to people 
and the natural world, enforceable through the protocols themselves. Natural lan-
guage agreements can be enforced through cryptoeconomic courts.75 Future pro-
tocols might include code that ensures certain protections for workers, prevents 
direct harm to humans, or guarantees a basic income to all users. Protocols might 
ban carbon-emitting miners and other ecological harms. Rights-based designs 
could counteract plutocracy and make externalities more visible to a protocol that 
would otherwise ignore them. Cryptoeconomic designs can thus achieve goals not 
reducible to maximizing wealth.

The actual track record of activity on crypto networks has proven unnerving. 
Viral tokens attract hopeful retail investors, who may reap astonishing gains or see 
large chunks of their savings wiped away in hours. Venture capitalists meanwhile 
hold large stakes in important DAOs and protocols through which they can 
dominate governance processes. Perhaps, as Lana Swartz suggests, the whole point 
of crypto is not the promise but the scam, the “arbitrage on uneven belief among 
participants” in a hoped-for future “ever coming to pass.”76 Any opportunities that 
crypto presents on behalf of democracy, therefore, accompany opportunities for 
democracy’s enemies.

The billion-dollar stakes of the crypto ecosystem have been uniquely generative 
for stress-testing experiments. Buterin writes, “Crypto is the ultimate training 
zone: if you can build something that can survive in this environment at scale, 
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it can probably also survive in the bigger world as well.”77 As this training zone 
develops, participants should be attentive to how their systems succeed not only in 
enabling functioning markets but also in achieving at least as much justice as the 
systems they are supposed to replace.

DEMO CR ATIC PL AY

I once attended a small party of Moloch slayers at a junkyard-themed venue in 
Colorado. Buterin was there, along with leading Ethereum entrepreneurs and a 
documentary director with a camera recording on and off. Conversation veered 
between stilted small talk and ferocious discussions on the merits of various block-
chains. The evening didn’t really seem to flow until, several hours in, the chess 
boards came out, side by side in a row, each with a clock next to it. I am not much 
of a player, so I watched as most others present took their places, and the room 
discovered an earlier elusive clarity of purpose.78 It occurred to me that maybe the 
whole undertaking of crypto, for its architects, served the same function as a game 
of chess: an absorber of mental computational cycles for people otherwise bored 
by the normal world and a test of prowess among them. The blockchains begin-
ning infiltrate high finance and pop culture, perhaps, were for the people building 
them only the latest fascinating game-board.

Then it would be no accident that Buterin has explained his affection for decen-
tralized protocols with a story of teenage agony—when the centralized corporate 
owner of World of Warcraft issued a unilateral software update that messed up his 
progress.79 Crypto communities frequently form on Discord, a social platform first 
developed for online gamers. The beating heart of a crypto Discord server is the 
meme channel, where members try to one-up each other with jokes and playful 
propaganda, only some of which make their way to the more public X and Reddit 
feeds. The quest to defeat Moloch, which I have so far treated as a kind of grand 
mythology, is also just another meme game.

Crypto would not be the only sort of high stakes politics to seem, if you squint 
your eyes just right, reducible to play. From the ball courts in ancient Mayan tem-
ple complexes to the partisan contests among political operatives in present-day 
 elections, the playing of games is never far from the machinations of power. It 
happens that my first encounter with the classic treatise on play and culture, Johan 
Huizinga’s Homo Ludens, was as pre-reading for a conversation on governance 
among crypto enthusiasts.80 Homo Ludens is a mighty feat of World War II–era 
European erudition, traversing a wide sweep of ancient history and colonial eth-
nography. Huizinga concludes that play, within rules set apart from other realms 
of life, is the engine from with culture arises and on which civilization depends. 
He traces the rituals of Indigenous societies that respond to harm without out-
right punishment, using dance, dress, and choreographed jousting to resolve what 
might otherwise be persistent cycles of revenge. Vestiges of such play persist in the 
scripted, costumed rituals of modern courts, although Huizinga finds that coercive 
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power and punishment have there supplanted most of the capacity for playful con-
flict resolution.81 As the war against Nazism raged around him, Huizinga identified 
the fascists’ mass rallies and goose-stepping as a sort of false play, not exploring 
human possibility but suppressing it.

Decades later, in the context of transformative justice, adrienne maree brown 
takes play a step further with the language of pleasure. She reminds fellow activists 
that struggle cannot be all serious and dutiful, that social change should revolve 
around what makes life nourishing, delicious, and erotic. “We all need and deserve 
pleasure,” she writes, and “our social structures must reflect this.”82 Part of how 
oppression works, she observes, is by granting some people the privilege of enjoy-
ment and denying it to others, whether through outright barriers to spaces of play 
or through impositions of shame.

The cases in this chapter involve dramatic differences in who has the privi-
lege to play. Through speculative investment in their still-experimental technolo-
gies, crypto builders have been able to play with financial resources unavailable to 
activists in over-policed, under-resourced neighborhoods. Some sites of imagina-
tion have far more to work with than others. In a just society, all people should 
have pathways to play and the political possibilities that come with it. Demanding 
and protecting the right to play is a struggle to more fully self-govern.

Here, brown’s fractals are at work again—the interweaving of everyday life and 
political power. Transformative justice has never been about just municipal police 
budgets; it begins and ends with people experiencing safety differently in their 
communities. Crypto, meanwhile, cannot be understood as merely a new class of 
digital assets; its value has always been bound up in the making of new mytholo-
gies and remixing old ones. In both imaginative worlds, play is a bridge between 
present institutions and future ones, between Tocqueville’s “earth and heaven.” 
Through play, people cultivate the political skills that the next evolution of democ-
racy will require.

The political economist Vincent Ostrom, a twentieth-century disciple of 
 Tocqueville, taught that citizenship is a sort of “artisanship,” both art and science. 
Unlike a sculpted pot or statue, however, Ostrom noted that organizations are 
“artifacts that contain their own artisans.”83 The possibilities of organizational life are 
not to be found in universal laws but in the political imagination their participants 
allow themselves to have, and in the capacity to sneak imagination into practice.

This chapter has begun to chart a departure from the logics of implicit 
feudalism and homesteading with two very different case studies in mediated 
political imagination. Transformative justice and cryptoeconomics both challenge 
existing institutions through transcendent reference and immanent play. In so 
doing, participants have been able to explore democratic mediums still foreign 
to the reigning social infrastructure. From here, I turn to the preconditions and 
substrates that could make such practices much more widespread. How can 
communities gain the power they need over their online spaces to engage in 
democratic play?
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Excavations: Governance Archaeology for the Future of the Internet is an online 
exhibition that presents work from a residency involving ten artists and collec-
tives. The residency took place online during the height of the COVID-19 lock-
downs, with artists located in many parts of the world. During the residency, they 
reflected together on the present and future of online governance, grounded in 
discussions about the long history of human societies. At the end, we exhibited 
Excavations at the United Nations Internet Governance Forum.

The residency coincided with the development of a database that collects  
historical, cross-cultural, collective governance practices, discussed in chapter 4.  
Conversations with the artists informed the design and interpretation of the data-
base. In Excavations, the artworks appear with links to patterns in the database’s 
preliminary taxonomy.

The New Delhi–based collective Barabar, for instance, developed a work of 
dystopian fiction called The Rights Market that imagines human rights available 
for purchase à la carte on a convenient app—echoing patterns in the database of 
“auction” and “consent.” Mateus Guzzo produced a diagram called Public Audio, 
a representation of the Brazilian media ecosystem inspired by Salvador Allende’s 
Project Cybersyn in 1970s Chile; it evoked historical patterns of “monitoring” and 
“positive reinforcement.” Haudenosaunee artist Amelia Winger-Bearskin worked 
on SKY WORLD/CLOUD WORLD, connecting cloud-based chatbot technology 
with Indigenous conceptions of honoring the sky, reflecting patterns such as 
“matriarchy” and “reparations.”

Many of the Excavations artists came to their work with a strong sense of 
ancestry—of obligation to ancestral lineages, both direct and adopted. This sen-
sibility has helped inform our thinking surrounding the meaning and use of the 
database. If the database were simply another act of appropriation, the artists 
taught us, it should not exist at all. The information it contains must, rather, be 
an invitation and starting point for relationships, for accountability, for repair.

http://excavations.digital
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Governable Stacks
Organizing against Digital Colonialism

While the island was still a French colony, in 1801, Saint-Domingue’s slave revolter 
turned governor-general Toussaint Louverture convened a national assembly. 
Later that year, it proclaimed—and at substantial cost, printed—a constitution 
describing a nominal French territory ruled by the former slave’s government. 
Writes C. L. R. James, “To have it printed meant (in those days) that an irrevocable 
decision had been taken.”1 Louverture’s brazenness made him intolerable to the 
colonizers. The following year, Napoleon’s troops deported Louverture to France, 
where he died in prison as the French waged a doomed, vicious war to regain the 
island. On the first day of 1804, Louverture’s successor Jean-Jacques Dessalines 
founded the independent state of Haiti.

The film Finally Got the News depicts the League of Revolutionary Black Work-
ers in Detroit, a left flank to the United Auto Workers that identified with the 
 liberation movements spreading across Africa since World War II.2 The League 
was a militant organization, enmeshed in the city’s violent uprisings during that 
period. But in the film what we see is not burning city blocks. An organizer speaks 
from behind a desk in an office, surrounded by what one imagines to be member-
ship rolls and correspondence in progress; members hand out leaflets to fellow 
workers at the door to their plant.

In both scenes of liberation movements, self-governing coincides with 
intentional media use. This chapter considers the governance of online space as 
another site of resistance against domination. Creating spaces governable by their 
participants is not simply a matter of exiting to a new homestead on some endless 
digital frontier. That frontier and its homesteads were fictions all along, while 
platform companies gained growing control over the finite time, space, cultures, 
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and economies of the embodied world. As in Haiti and Detroit, self-governance 
requires communities to take control of the technologies with which they organize.

Critics have been converging around the language of colonialism to 
describe the internet economy, using no shortage of terms: digital colonialism, 
 technocolonialism, data colonialism, data orientalism, digital capitalism, 
digital extractivism, platform imperialism, postcolonial computing, decolonial 
computing, and  imperial play, for example.3 Computing, writes Syed Mustafa 
Ali, “is colonial through and through.” Stefano Harney and Fred Moten identify 
a lineage from the Atlantic slave trade to the packet-switching of ARPANET: “the 
dream of this newly dominant capitalist science” in which containerized logistics 
packages every part of life into the possibility of being “shipped.”4 Less developed 
than the critiques, however, are the means of resistance.

I will use digital colonialism as a capacious shorthand for the above terms—
forms of domination by governments and corporations through their control over 
internet technologies. I do so while recognizing the danger of too easily conflat-
ing military occupation with more immaterial feats of data extraction and digital 
labor arbitrage. In the apt phrase of Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang, “decolonization 
is not a metaphor.”5 Corporate capture of online data is not the same as territorial 
conquest and genocide. But the control of data flows can supplant or aid control 
over embodied life. To the extent that access to livelihoods and cultural sover-
eignty occur through digital systems, the coloniality in question is no mere meta-
phor. Online life, too, is a site of struggle. And if we are serious about the laden 
language of the colonial, we should be ready to learn from past struggles against 
pre-digital colonial regimes.

Alongside acts of outright insurrection, theorists and practitioners of antico-
lonial resistance have articulated the centrality of self-governance in everyday 
life for their movements. Meanwhile, the aspiration to be “ungovernable” has 
appeared among thinkers ranging from European philosophers Michel Foucault 
and Giorgio Agamben to former Black Panther Lorenzo Kom’boa Ervin, each 
seeking to assert the vital personhood of people caught in dehumanizing systems. 
Such systems of “governmentality” extend their power into subjects’ lives through 
daily life, imposing order through habits of practice and thought.6 Yet, I will argue, 
anticolonial traditions teach that ungovernability alone is insufficient as the basis 
of either resistance or liberation. It must accompany what the Honduran Indig-
enous activist Berta Cáceres called “decisive democracy”: communities with the 
means to determine their own futures.7 To become ungovernable under digital 
colonialism, in particular, how should we be learning to self-govern?

I pose this question in light of implicit feudalism. Tools for basic group deci-
sion-making are not widespread, nor are mechanisms to hold those in authority 
accountable. The design of social platforms inclines toward enabling the govern-
mentality of platform owners, aided by their user-administrator proxies, rather than 
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user governance that could turn against the owners’ interests. Campaigns of digital  
resistance often employ the same colonial platforms whose hegemony they oppose.

Both settler colonialism and digital “user experience” involve regimes that 
dictate who has the right to self-organize, or not, and under what conditions.8 
Micro-targeted discrimination singles out individuals for exposure to exploitative 
product ads. The same targeting also inhibits public outcry. Algorithmic decisions 
about welfare checks and prison sentences make it harder for harmed communities 
to put collective pressure on individual decision-makers. Humanitarian 
organizations collect data about refugees, which the refugees themselves cannot 
access, while the organizations use it for future fundraising. Individual users of a 
platform might be able to see or delete their personal data, yet platform companies 
alone can analyze and monetize the data of the communities they host. Platforms 
impose the developers’ cultural norms, projecting a false universality that leaves 
little space for user communities to practice their own cultures. And at least  
as much as platforms might enable activist organizing, they introduce new variet-
ies of surveillance and repression.9 People confronting digital colonialism today 
might resist these kinds of incursions, following past anticolonial struggles, by 
rediscovering and reinventing the art of self-governance.

This chapter contributes to the design of networks that refuse coloniza-
tion through self-governance. As a bridge between struggle and fulfillment, I  
introduce the concept of governable stacks: the interconnected infrastructures 
and practices that enable networked self-governance. Next, a design paradigm of 
modular politics outlines how governable stacks could replace implicit feudalism. 
I then turn to governance archaeology, the work of filling governable stacks with 
lessons from ancestors across diverse times and places.

“Governance is what we are fighting for,” writes Black Lives Matter co-founder 
Alicia Garza. “We are fighting for the right to make decisions for our own lives and 
to ensure that right for others.”10 This is both the goal and method for movements 
around the world, often facing daunting odds. But self-governance is no guarantee 
of more just outcomes; authoritarians are building stacks of their own, which they 
can govern as they see fit. The governable stacks that people craft intentionally 
today can be the basis of a future where democratic online spaces are everywhere 
we need them.

“ TO STRUGGLE AGAINST GOVERNANCE”

Governance talk does not always sit easily with movements for liberation. 
“Governance is the extension of whiteness on a global scale,” write Stefano Harney 
and Fred Moten.11 NGOs are the “laboratories” of governance, which use the 
rhetoric of democracy to uphold order through the guise of humanitarianism. This 
 governance is a cheap sort of domination because the subjects do it to themselves: 
“Governance arrives to manage self-management, not from above, but from 
below.” Harney and Moten call instead for a politics of refusal and “being without 
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interests,” a call to imagine what it would mean “to struggle against governance”: 
“We are the general antagonism to politics looming outside every attempt to 
politicize, every imposition of self-governance.”

Harney and Moten can claim many precursors. They frequently invoke Frantz 
Fanon, who admired the “spontaneity” in popular uprisings, the ungovernable 
reaction of the lumpenproletariat, “the most spontaneous and the most radically 
revolutionary forces of a colonized people.”12 They evoke the ungovernable villages 
of escaped slaves in the Americas, including the maroons of Saint-Domingue’s 
high hills, whose raids did not wait for Toussaint Louverture’s command but made 
possible the eventual independence of Haiti.13

“You know, I love C. L. R. James,” says Moten in passing.14 James, the Trinida-
dian chronicler of Louverture’s revolution and an instigator of others from Tan-
zania to Detroit, praised spontaneity as well. His 1958 book with Grace Lee Boggs 
and Pierre Chaulieu, Facing Reality, describes a “most conscious and finished 
opposition to the parliamentary procedure” found among dockworkers. By their 
account, “dockers do not like votes”; “they sense the general sentiment and act on 
that.”15 What holds sway is a worker’s je ne sais quoi ability to capture the attention 
of the others, regardless of role or position: decision without institution.

The age of networks has only deepened the allure of spontaneity among radi-
cal theorists, as in Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s celebration of the “multi-
tude” and the “assembly” against fixed organizational forms or Manuel Castells’s 
“networks of outrage and hope.”16 Underground tracts from such pseudonymous 
formations as the Invisible Committee and the Vitalist International long for 
rebellions whose disorder is their vindication, while adrienne maree brown, in 
the lineage of C.  L.  R. James and Grace Lee Boggs, presents spontaneous self-
organization in nature as a theory of social change.17 These thinkers seem to hold 
that the organizational forms of past revolutions no longer compute—especially 
because we now have computers.

An antithesis: Over a century ago, Vladimir Lenin regarded revolutionaries “who 
kneel in prayer to spontaneity” as a “fungus”—and not with any of the admiration 
brown would later hold for fungi.18 Where there is spontaneity among the masses, 
it obtains power only through an organized and disciplined vanguard party, such as 
the one he would lead in Russia. Rosa Luxemburg recoiled at the rigidity of Lenin’s 
vanguard, one molded by the discipline of the factory, the army, and the bureau-
cracy. She called for a movement that would be “supple as well as firm,” capacious 
enough to hold the full humanity of its participants.19 A  communist regime came 
to pass in Germany, however, not through her homegrown movement but through 
Soviet tanks rolling into Berlin. Those tanks emanated from Stalin’s dictatorship, as 
evidence that Luxemburg was right to worry about a vanguard modeled in indus-
trial discipline. Yet what she longed for remains so often elusive: a movement firm 
enough to gain power while supple enough to wield it humanely.

Now stop and go back, and reconsider those apparently kneeling before 
spontaneous resistance, against the strictures of governance. Synthesize the 
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dialectic. Fanon also warned against the “cult” of spontaneity and stressed that the 
“enlightening of consciousness” necessary for liberation is “only possible within the 
framework of an organization, and inside the structure of a people.”20 He held that 
spontaneous energies must find institutional cohesion. C. L. R. James affirmed, in 
his final interview, “I believe you must have an organization,” in something like the 
Leninist sense. He celebrated the Paris Commune as a forerunner of the Russian 
soviets, regarding that uprising as “first and foremost a democracy.” In “Every 
Cook Can Govern,” an essay that took its title from a phrase of Lenin’s, James 
recommends to workers the ancient Athenian method of ruling by sortition, 
selecting authorities from the citizenry by lot.21 Struggle requires organization, 
that is, but it must be creative and accountable, reaching into the lives of those 
who self-govern through it and also outward as a model to others. Accordingly the 
independence movements James helped to inspire sought not just nation-states 
but a new order of global governance.22

Grace Lee Boggs was long a fellow traveler with James in the factions and divi-
sions of sectarian Marxism, a student and friend of Third World revolutionaries. 
Through organizing in Detroit with her husband Jimmy Boggs, she thought her 
way into a “politics of personal development” that rejected partisan orthodox-
ies in favor of a more iterative “dialectical humanism,” in which political visions 
and the people who hold them evolve together through struggle. Later in life, she 
studied ecology and the dynamics of systems more complex than mere dialectics. 
As she drifted from Leninism, the centrality of self-governance only deepened. 
She became a mentor to veterans of the 2011 Occupy Wall Street protests, follow-
ing their “leaderless” experiments in radical consensus. Her orientation turned 
from achieving state communism to commoning, the work of stewarding shared 
 projects and resources in relationship with their natural environments.23

The influence of Boggs has continued to spread since her death in 2015, at 
one hundred years old. Political theorist Rodrigo Nunes has envisioned post-
2011 movement organizations with Boggsian, naturalistic language like “nebula” 
and “ecology.” He confesses attempting to recuperate a kind of vanguardism, a 
“networked Leninism”—before concluding with an insistence that above all, 
activists should “think and act ecologically.”24 In Boggs we see the origins of pas-
sages about mycelia and butterflies and trees that recur in the writing of adrienne 
maree brown. Brown’s “emergent strategy” for activists revels not in conflict with 
corporate opponents but in apparitions of friendship in online threads and tips 
for weaving consensus processes. Seeking to transcend “protest politics,” Boggs 
described her mentorship of younger organizers like brown as “projecting and 
initiating struggles that involve people at the grassroots in assuming the respon-
sibility for creating new values, truths, infrastructures, and institutions that are 
necessary to build and govern a new society.”25

Fred Moten acknowledges the Boggses’ influence as an example of unpayable 
debts.26 What he and Harney offer in place of governance is “study”—a term of art 
that is also resolutely plain, referring to the gathering and learning that takes place 
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among groups of people in spaces ungovernable to reigning institutions. Like the 
maroons of Saint-Domingue or the American South, study surely involves an 
order of its own, apart from the colonial university, a practice of insurgent self-
rule. The maroons of study, for Harney and Moten, are never-settled communities 
of exodus. But their maroons undertake “fugitive planning.” They study to plan; 
they plan so that they can find the space and time to study. To do either and 
therefore both, there must be something of the self-governance Harney and Moten 
seem at first to disavow.

These legacies of resistance speak loudly the more you listen: to be ungovern-
able in any durable way requires self-governing through everyday organizing. Plat-
forms have enabled their users to feel ungovernable and powerful for a time. But  
without the means of self-governance, those sensations will be always fleeting.

Virality as a Colonizing Strategy
I once entered the office of a labor organizer to find her with her head in her 
hands. She was running a campaign in the ever-shifting, just-on-time, atomized 
theater of urban retail. Why so down? The workers were migrating to Instagram. 
At least on Facebook, she could corral them into groups and post updates. On 
Instagram, every message had to be hilarious or enraging or gorgeous if she 
wanted it to reach them. Sometimes the information an organizer needs to share 
is not any of those.

Rather than persistent groups or organizational membership, Instagram’s emi-
nent form of shared experience is the viral image, which circulates an affective 
impression of shared experience. To spread, the image must be the kind of image 
that would spread, according to the tastes of the poster’s followers and the secret 
churning of the platform’s engineering. An announcement for next week’s union 
meeting may not qualify. An organizer trying to strengthen workers’ bonds isn’t 
interested in infecting them like a virus.

The rise of ubiquitous social media rode on waves of protest. Individual voices, 
linked with hashtags, seemed to herald collective liberation. Protests spread on 
social networks like never before: the Zapatistas in 1994, the Battle of Seattle  
in 1999, Iran and the Tea Party in 2009, and then the wave of 2011 that began in 
the Middle East and spread to Europe and Wall Street. The Umbrella Revolution, 
Black Lives Matter, #MeToo, End SARS, Standing Rock, and so many others fol-
lowed. Believing that the new social media rendered foregoing social structures 
obsolete, activists experimented with direct democracy at the scale of thousands. 
But after the exhilarating viral moments passed, the social media that radically  
democratic protesters relied on failed to support persistent organizations.27

Despite the outpourings of promise and hope and near-term victories, 2011’s 
digitally mediated uprisings have fallen under the police of Mohamed Morsi and 
the bombs of Bashar al-Assad, the famines of the Yemeni civil war and the war-
lords of Libya. “Pirate” political parties arising out of online protest have tended to 
collapse upon their first encounter with power, if they ever got there.
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At the Occupy Wall Street encampment, reporters would arrive and be transfixed 
by the media center—the nerve center, the center of power because it was the 
producer of media.28 And media were powerful indeed, as they aided in drawing 
thousands upon thousands of people into what began as a small, precarious protest. 
Videos of police attacking activists bred sympathy and attracted participants, who 
began entertaining a feeling that the movement might be on the brink of sparking 
some kind of revolution. At least at first. By early the following year, the videos 
didn’t work the same way. An activist monitoring the analytics data noticed at 
the time that “riot porn is losing its luster for mass online consumption.”29 As the 
social-media attention waned, so did the movement’s influence.

A decade later, nearly all the viral movements of 2011 had succumbed to 
emboldened versions of the forces they had opposed. The likes of Abdel Fattah 
el-Sisi, Vladimir Putin, Donald Trump, and Xi Jinping discovered how to outlast 
digital insurgencies, obscuring outbreaks of dissent under a deluge of obfuscation. 
Virality is a commodity online, and armies can produce it for themselves. Zeynep 
Tufekci offers an illuminating distinction: the networked “signal” of movements 
can be self-defeating without “capacity” to translate it into durable, adaptable orga-
nizations that can wield leverage long enough to achieve shared goals.30 For move-
ments that claim a democratic mandate, capacity for power requires capacity for 
sustainable self-governance.

The classic strategy of colonial domination—divide et impera, divide and rule—
proposes to dominate by training subjects to feel an illusion of power through 
their conflicts with one another. On colonial platforms, too, users joust for influ-
ence and affirmation, identifying themselves ever more deeply with the non-
transferable reputation they obtain. Virality is fleeting if it ever happens, but the 
possibility is there, feeding what Jodi Dean has identified as a fetish of circulation, 
an end in itself that supplants goals for political change. Before long we have reca-
pitulated the final scene of the 1954 McCarthyist blockbuster On the Waterfront, in  
which the dockworkers flee from their union’s problems into the arms of the boss, 
newly able to experience their common exploitation as individual liberation.31

Virality seems to offer a sort of ungovernability in the relentless freedom to 
say anything and constitute momentary publics. But the economy of virality does 
not bow to the drudgery or necessity of self-organization. Platforms optimize for 
“engagement” through chatter—not decision, resolution, or consensus. Commu-
nity control is not in the specifications unless communities put it there themselves.

SPINNING WHEELS AND GOVERNABLE STACKS

The actor Charlie Chaplin met Mohandas K. Gandhi in London in 1931. Chaplin 
later recalled that, after a bout of anxiety about what to say, he began, “I am 
somewhat confused by your abhorrence of machinery.”32 Gandhi explained 
that machines were not the enemy, the empire was. He spun his own cloth to 
resist the British textile monopoly in India, which controlled the processing of 
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 Indian-grown cotton through English factories. The competition with industrial 
looms, backed by imperial decrees, decimated traditions of homespun textile 
production. (Europe’s looms of the time were highly sophisticated technologies, 
containing in their designs critical precursors to digital computers.) Gandhi called 
for people across India to join him in spinning their own cloth on simple devices 
under their own control—an act of political, economic, and cultural self-rule. As 
he explained to Chaplin, Gandhi traded a machine out of his people’s control for 
another they could use with dignity. Three years later, after hearing a story about 
factory conditions in Detroit, Chaplin had shed his earlier confusion and began 
work on the classic satire of mechanized capitalism, Modern Times.33

Today Gandhi holds a tenuous place in the anticolonial canon. His  ever-evolving 
vision of national liberation fell short of liberation for all, particularly peo-
ple  facing subjugation by race, gender, and caste.34 His demands on followers, 
 beginning with his own family, could be ruthless and cruel. And yet Gandhi was 
an anticolonial leader who was both especially resolute in articulating a strategy 
of self-governance and successful in the work of dispatching foreign occupiers. 
His success inspired more struggles from Soweto to Alabama. And his teachings 
combined that confusing attitude toward machinery with the practice of creative 
self-governance.

The flag of the pre-independence Indian National Congress had at its center 
a spinning wheel, the symbol of Gandhi’s “constructive programme”: self-rule, 
or swaraj, as the basis of both resistance and the society that would follow. After 
 independence, the flag lost the spinning wheel, but by law it still must be made 
of hand-spun cloth. Gandhi believed that self-sufficient and self-governing people 
would become ungovernable to colonizers. He regarded this, not the more famous 
and visible acts of protest, as the heart of his politics. “Civil Disobedience without 
the constructive programme,” he wrote, “will be like a paralysed hand attempting 
to lift a spoon.”35 The link between self-governance and resistance was so strong 
for Gandhi that he regarded his personal self-control, even in diet and sexuality, 
as intertwined with the fate of the independence movement. He was interested in 
technologies that he saw as better suited for community governance.36 The  spinning 
wheel was a cipher with which Gandhi encoded self-governance into the Indian 
independence struggle—by his stubborn insistence on using a governable tool.

The spinning wheel remains a cipher, a site of conflict over the meaning of Indian 
democracy. Hindu nationalist prime minister Narendra Modi, despite having  
political ties with Gandhi’s assassin, promotes homespun cloth; he has organized 
photo ops of himself operating a spinning wheel. Modi has meanwhile shuttered 
boards that gave actual artisans a voice in policy, under the slogan  “Minimum 
Government and Maximum Governance.”37 The technology of the spinning wheel 
itself does not guarantee self-governance, but for Gandhi at least it was the symbolic 
base from which ever-enlarging acts of self-governance could defeat an empire.

In the spirit of this technological cipher, I propose the pursuit of governable 
stacks—the webs of tools and techniques that can support self-governing online 
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communities. Governable stacks are cyborg assemblages of interoperating 
technology in symbiosis with human relationships.38 Those relationships organize 
power in partnership with the technology more than through domination over it. 
Governable stacks are also an orientation toward ungovernable organizing under 
digital colonialism. They are the socio-technical substrate of governable spaces.

The geek-colloquial meaning of stack is a set of interoperating hardware and 
software. A tool higher up in the stack depends on those beneath it. Benjamin 
H. Bratton takes this usage further, describing the stack (or “The Stack”) as “a 
new architecture for how we divide the world into sovereign spaces.”39 While he 
investigates The Stack primarily as medium of “planetary-scale computation,” I want 
to turn our attention first to the stacks we experience at the scale of more immediate 
community. The planetary scale will emanate from those, but first of all a stack is 
a set of relationships. It might include all that enables one to use a social-media 
service, for instance: the server farms, the corporation that owns them, its investors, 
the software the servers run on, the secret algorithms that analyze one’s data, the  
mobile device, its accelerometer sending biometric data to the server farms,  
the network provider, the backdoor access for law enforcement, and so on. The 
layers of a stack might further include the waterfalls or coal powering it, the wars 
fueled by rare-earth mining, and the mythologies and rituals that dictate what 
people in it will tolerate. Each layer is in fact multiple layers, and layers build on 
each other. The layers come with intersecting relations of dependency, along with 
emergent freedoms:

• Community: membership, codes of conduct, norms, rituals, relationships, 
economics, governance processes, histories, care work, education

• Interface: applications, servers, experience design, hardware, localization, 
usage constraints, access rules, operating systems, app stores, maintenance, 
repair, technical support

• Infrastructure: backbone networks, last-mile connectivity, government regula-
tion, electricity access, network topology, legal ownership, corporate structure, 
hardware production, research and development

• Ecology: raw materials, health of workers and users, clean air, stable climate, 
resource-commons management

Recall how implicit feudalism spreads across the stacks where it occurs by 
filling power vacuums. Email is an open, decentralized protocol, but it has become 
dominated by a few companies who have used their friendly interfaces and  market 
power to make the protocol a centralized dragnet. If a nondemocratic company 
holds legal liability at the legal layer of its stack, it will have to avoid running social-
networking software that gives users enough decision-making power to conflict 
with its executives’ control. The concept of the admin has spread from the design 
of server operating systems to the communities that arise on social applications. 
Centrally controlled technology has inspired a new breed of centrally controlled 
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organizations. These layers of the stack could, in principle, operate in distinct 
ways; in practice they rarely do. Feudalism at one layer demands it of other layers. 
But if feudalism can spread across stacks, surely democratic designs could, too.

Before governable stacks were a concept, they were an experience for me, 
particularly through an organization in which I have been an anecdotal partic-
ipant-observer for a decade. May First Movement Technology is a cooperative 
that provides Web hosting, cloud services, and public education for a 850-strong 
membership composed largely of activist organizations in the United States and 
Mexico. It is a descendant of the Indymedia movement, which pioneered social 
media practices in activist communities at the turn of the millennium. Through 
the tools May First offers, I have been able to move much of my daily computing 
away from companies that surveil and extract and into servers I co-govern, run-
ning freely available software. I have formed relationships with the people who 
maintain these services and participated in decision-making over bilingual con-
ference calls and online ballots. I learn about new tools from fellow members, and 
we sponsor events that teach people outside our membership how to challenge the 
power of big tech in their lives and their communities. This is slow computing, its 
pace measured not by bandwidth or processing speed but by attention to the social 
dimensions of everyday practice.40

While Silicon Valley elites escape to phone-free retreats and agonize about 
their children’s exposure to screens,41 May First offers no such “abhorrence of 
 machinery.” It does not accept the false choice between addictive, surveillance-
addled apps and a fantasy of returning to blissful innocence. Instead, members 
share technologies that do what they need and that they can reasonably control. 
These technologies and the self-governance we surround them with are our stack.

For me, being part of a governable stack like May First has unlocked  
political possibilities. The experience has motivated years of working to build  
governable stacks elsewhere, because I know that it can be done. With time, 
ungovernable stacks have come to feel like foreign lands. I often use them out of 
deference to other people’s comfort zones, as well as to my employer’s policies, but 
they never feel like home.

Technologists seeking alternative visions have often gravitated to the Free 
Software and Open Source movements, which employ creative licensing to enable 
the sharing of accessible and modifiable code. These movements have been 
successful in terms of the sheer volume of widely used software in their commons. 
May First relies on commons-based software exclusively. But the movements’ 
emphasis on the freedoms of individual users, as well as of corporations, has 
privileged those with the technical know-how to take advantage. The software 
commons has spawned operating systems that fly in military jets and databases that 
aid in the imprisonment of asylum seekers. In the name of freedom, too, developers 
have harbored sexism and other forms of exclusionary culture.42 Governable stacks 
should prioritize community accountability alongside individual freedom.
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Another strategy for challenging digital colonialism comes from labor power. 
Employees at Silicon Valley giants have achieved reforms by organizing against 
certain ethical outrages at their workplaces.43 This can be a means of achiev-
ing greater governability for the communities those workers inhabit. Yet there 
are limits to what the campaigns are likely to achieve, since these workers are 
invested—often literally, through stock options—in the basic business models of 
their employers. Employees’ actions can present the impression that their protest 
cleanses the colonial tools they produce. But governable stacks do not seek merely 
to improve the occupier. “Decolonization is not an ‘and,’” as Tuck and Yang write. 
“It is an elsewhere.”44

Figure 11.
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Experiences with governable stacks introduce us to possible elsewheres. The 
spinning wheel pointed toward an elsewhere—the invention of a democratic 
India—just as “feminist servers” in India today carry on and challenge that leg-
acy, modeling a digital society free of patriarchy.45 May First is an elsewhere for 
its members. Collectives, families, and movements can assemble and adjust their 
stacks over time, seeking to make their technological lives more governable wher-
ever possible. Communities might go on using colonial platforms for education 
and organizing.46 They might spread viral messages and enjoy what others share. 
But if they have governable stacks to go back to, they are more than just subjects. 
They are maroons, with swamps and forests of their own. There, they can imagine 
and work toward a world where they can be safe and powerful anywhere.

May First is infinitesimally small by the standards of the online economy. But 
spinning wheels are small, too, and they helped drive away the British Empire. 
Adrienne maree brown credits Grace Lee Boggs for helping her see the fractal 
nature of movements, that “what we practice at the small scale sets the patterns for 
the whole system.”47 There was a fractal in the free maroons of Saint-Domingue 
who stormed down from their mountains into combat with French troops so that 
the whole island could be free. There was a fractal in the spinning wheel on the 
Indian National Congress flag, extending from a traditional practice to an even-
tual industrial policy. Resistance can spread up and down the stack. Carefully 
chosen practices sever habits of dependency on the systems that otherwise seem 
inevitable. Echoing the Cold War–era Non-Aligned Movement among countries 
caught between the United States and the Soviet Union, governable stacks could 
be the basis of a new movement of digital non-alignment, asserting many diverse 
sovereignties against the dueling forces of Silicon Valley and Shenzhen.48

Stack Design and Pedagogy
Not all intentional stacks are governable. Groups dedicated to racism and authori-
tarianism have become particularly intentional about their network stacks, migrat-
ing to dedicated platforms such as Stormfront, Parler, and Gab as more mainstream 
networks remove them. These have tended to build their communities more around 
the appeals of persecution and provocation than promises of self-governance—
although Parler, for instance, pioneered user juries for enforcing its sparse content-
moderation policies.49 Stacks are contestable spaces, and some self-governing is 
no guarantee that anything good will come of it. The particulars of design matter 
immensely, as do the kinds of political skills that communities teach each other.

For any layer or component of a stack, we might ask a common set of questions, 
along three vectors:50

• Sovereignty: Who is ultimately in control, and how? Is there too much reliance 
on external resources? What happens to the value that derives from labor and 
culture? How easy is it for individuals and communities to exit if they so choose?
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• Democracy: How can participants be part of the flows of power? Are those 
flows explicitly stated and widely understood? Are interfaces accessible and 
culturally appropriate?

• Liberation: Does the stack resist systems of exploitation? Is it centering people 
and experiences that other stacks marginalize? Does it reduce unwanted 
dependencies? How could it spread to other communities and make 
 self-governing easier?

The point of these questions is not a litmus test for knowing what is or isn’t 
a governable stack. The point isn’t to achieve governability and be done, but to 
continually seek more of it across more layers and vectors. The stack is never 
complete, any more than a community can be. Sometimes governability is possible 
through reconfiguring tools already available, or perhaps it is necessary to make 
new ones. Tiziana Terranova, who has proposed the idea of a “red stack,” writes 
that insurgents can build “new platforms through a crafty bricolage of existing 
technologies, the enactment of new subjectivities through a détournement of 
widespread social media literacy.”51 One way or another, the point is to organize 
technologies that can bend with the ungovernable contortions of self-governing—
technology for communities that can be, as Rosa Luxemburg hoped for, “supple 
as well as firm.”

In the sense of Grace Lee Boggs’s dialectical humanism, governable stacks 
invite the people who use them to change their relationship with technologies, 
to imagine different sorts of technologies, and to be changed themselves. We 
learn with each other, and we learn with the machines, which take on life of their  
own. Governable stacks enable what Christopher Kelty calls “recursive publics”—
communities whose work is, at least in part, the making of what makes their com-
munity possible.52 The stack is a cyborg cycle, and it is pedagogy. Crafting it, across 
its layers and vectors, means learning with it.

The Detroit Community Technology Project, developed under the tutelage of 
Grace Lee Boggs, uses education through stacks as a strategy for self-governance. 
The organization trains people to deploy locally managed internet infrastructures, 
particularly in majority Black neighborhoods that have been systemically 
underserved. In this work, organizers refer to Boggs’s maxim of stressing “critical 
connections” over “critical mass.”53 This is because setting up a local WiFi node 
on an apartment building may seem small compared to the scale of a regional 
telecom monopoly. But in the shaping of imagination for people involved, small 
interventions like this can do far more than the scalability of the telecom ever 
could. To shift the stack and to learn with it is to make a rupture. While a stack run 
from above provides mere service, a governable stack can introduce experiences of 
shared power. Those experiences can shatter the telecom’s claim that its dominance 
is inevitable. Whoever touches the governable stack risks recognizing that another 
kind of relationship with technology is possible.
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The university lab I direct has also sought to manage a stack as an exercise in 
pedagogy and space-making. We operate our own suite of software for chat, file 
sharing, polls, websites, and multiplayer games. Students use these to collaborate, 
and those who are interested can learn to be co-administrators.

The lab’s “cloud” is an ever-evolving experiment, still short of what I would 
hope for from a governable stack. Most students have yet to play much of a role 
in decision-making or design. The stack also resides on the servers of a faraway 
hosting company; I hope someday that students can hear the hum of the machines 
running their tools. And I question whether our stack is challenging any colo-
nizers. Its hiccups often seem to remind students why they prefer systems that 

Figure 12.
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 powerful companies manage for the price of their data. At least so far, I fear that 
our steps toward governability might have taken us at least as many steps back. 
We feel alone in what we are doing, and that makes the frustrations all the more 
demoralizing. It becomes easier for any one group to make its stack governable 
when others are doing the same.

What user-experience designers call “friction”—when a technology requires 
extra work from users—is instructive. Friction reveals what is not being designed 
for and what runs against the grain of dominant systems. Friction happens a lot for 
those building governable stacks, and it happens a lot in our lab. But then there are 
also times when the stack simply works, to the point that we stop noticing all of the 
tinkering and learning that it took to get there. Governability feels available and 
obvious. These moments are worth observing, too, because they show that govern-
able stacks could be normal as the organizing logic of our online lives, so expected 
and obvious that we have to stop ourselves to notice. When we do notice, we start 
to see how rudimentary governability could become the basis for even more.

MODUL AR POLITICS

In my town there is a manufactured-home park that has been searching for  
the right technology to support its self-governance.54 It recently became a coop-
erative when the residents organized to buy out their landlord. They are sensitive 
to the prospect of ending up in an exploitative relationship again. As they explore 
what their stack might involve, they face a minefield. The local telecoms have a 
history of poor service and high costs in low-income communities. Corporate 
cloud services for file-sharing and communication aren’t well equipped to serve 
residents who, in many cases, lack access to the latest machines and apps. Pop-
ular collaboration software does not have features meant for cooperative deci-
sion-making. Implicit feudalism reigns. Every layer of the stack grinds against 
their self-governance—a burden that the residents don’t have time or money to  
deal with.

Imagine, then, a different set of options instead. Internet service comes from 
a local cooperative, deploying high-speed fiber connectivity at cost; one of the 
residents is on the company’s board. Along with similar communities elsewhere, 
the residents are part of a software cooperative that provides communication tools 
focused on self-governance among people with varying access to devices. The 
major processes outlined in their bylaws occur on the platform. After a few years, 
the residents decide to shift from having a single board to organizing through 
working groups, each focused on particular aspects of running the neighborhood. 
On their platform, they simply replace the Board plugin with one for interconnected 
Circles. When some members fear the platform is collecting too much personal 
information about them, they are able to satisfy the concern with a discussion at 
the platform’s next annual meeting, where they pass a resolution that changes its 
data retention policy.
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Elinor Ostrom conceived of the experience of self-governance as an “action 
situation.” Faced with a decision, what choices does a person or group have at 
hand? An action situation occurs within an “action arena,” the context that situates 
the available options. What changed for the mobile home park between the reality 
and the speculation was how a different stack makes for a different action arena.

Modular politics is a model for the design of action arenas in online spaces 
that I developed with my collaborators in the Metagovernance Project, an online 
 network of researchers and builders.55 We imagine this model as a foil to implicit 
feudalism, the basis of an emerging “governance layer for the internet.” It is a work-
shop for artisans of self-governance. To that end, we outlined four design goals:

Modularity Platform operators and community members should 
have the ability to construct systems by creat-
ing, importing, and arranging composable parts 
together as a coherent whole.

Expressiveness The governance layer should be able to implement as 
wide a range of processes as possible.

Portability Governance tools developed for one platform should 
be portable to another platform for reuse and 
adaptation.

Interoperability Governance systems operating on different platforms 
and protocols should have the ability to interact 
with each other, sharing data and influencing each 
other’s processes.56

Together, these goals provide the foundation for experimentation with and the 
 circulation of governance designs—exactly what implicit feudalism inhibits. Tools 
that implement modular politics could be embedded in many kinds of online spaces, 
from social media and productivity tools to labor markets and virtual classrooms. 
Modularity means that insights from one kind of community can be combined with 
those from another. Portability means that a third community can adopt them both, 
even in a different kind of technical and social context. A group of environmental 
activists, for instance, could adopt a voting module designed for an online game 
and connect it with their own code of conduct.  Interoperability means that the 
group’s decisions could spread to other similar groups around the world; when a 
critical mass of them agree about something, it could trigger a global mobilization. 
Expressiveness means that modules can be designed to enact many kinds of 
processes, reflecting diverse cultural traditions and regional norms. Evolution 
thrives on diversity. No system will be neutral, but designers can set out to make it 
as pliable as possible, avoiding the temptation to simply replicate the architecture  
of the computer or the culture of its builders in the design of social spaces.

In 2017 I was part of a small group that founded Social.coop, a self-governing 
social network. Our primary service for members is to maintain a server running 
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Mastodon, the open-source social media platform.57 To set up the system in a way 
that resembled even the most basic kind of cooperative, however, we needed a lot 
more than Mastodon, whose design cleaves to implicit feudalism. For deliberation 
and decision-making, we turned to Loomio, the platform developed on the 
model of consensus process in the 2011 Occupy encampments. To clarify what 
counts as a decision and how to hold one, we set up a wiki to manage bylaws and 
other documents. The payments platform Open Collective, designed to support 
open-source projects, enabled us to collect dues, pay expenses, and manage 
our membership. Working groups turned to Matrix chat rooms for day-to-day 
operations. In order to assemble a governable stack, we had to make the internet 
bend over backward and require our members to create way too many accounts. 
Even then, our self-governance has continued to feel like a necessary hack, like we 
are always paddling upstream rather than following a natural flow.

If platforms like Mastodon were to support a modular framework for gover-
nance design, stacks could evolve more in step with the communities that use 
them. While some layers of a stack should serve as a stable foundation, others 
might need more rapid experimentation—just as national constitutions are harder 
to change than local laws.58 The increasingly divergent rulesets in different lan-
guage editions of Wikipedia, for instance, suggest that online communities can 
benefit from adapting their governance to particular contexts.59 As Elinor Ostrom 
put it, evolution across multiple communities helps produce institutional diver-
sity: the mix of overlapping, interacting structures that reflect the complex realities 
and needs of human societies.60 Modular designs can enable stacks to better reflect 
the multiplicity of their communities.

Since developing the modular politics framework, my collaborators and I have 
begun to see it coming to life. One of us, Amy X. Zhang, has developed a prototype 
governance platform called PolicyKit, which adds governance functionality to 
popular social platforms; the Metagovernance Project experimented with making 
it more modular and expressive through a further prototype called Gateway.61 At 
Social.coop, we have used Gateway to integrate our cash flow on Open Collective 
with our decision-making on Loomio; once a decision reaches a certain threshold 
of approvals, the payment attached to it proceeds automatically. In small ways like 
this, we have begun to experience inklings of a governable stack.

Modular thinking has been spreading far more widely than our experiments. The 
civic participation platform Decidim, used largely by city governments for citizen 
feedback, has a modular structure. Its growing library of modules ranges from 
specific decision-making mechanisms to integrations with other platforms.62 The 
platform continues to evolve through a governance process that runs on the platform 
itself. But most explorations of the modular approach have been in the context of 
blockchains—the kinds of online spaces where shared ownership is the default, 
where co-governance of some kind is necessary for anything else to work.

The stacks that support DAOs and other crypto communities need to include 
at least some basic technologies for participant governance. Safe, the most popular 
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“multisig” wallet that DAOs use to manage their digital assets, expects  communities 
to set a certain threshold among their members to approve a transaction. But 
Safe also supports a project called Zodiac, “an expansion pack for DAOs” that 
enables communities to create and adopt diverse governance modules. Another 
widely used tool for building DAOs, Aragon, has been entirely rebuilt with a 
modular design, supporting governance applications that run on a core “kernel.” 
OpenZeppelin, a software library for building crypto applications enables users 
to design and assemble governance processes with modular bits of code.63 My 
collaborators at the Metagovernance Project have convened these organizations 
and more like them in DAOstar, an effort to develop shared standards for DAOs, 
enabling greater portability and interoperability among them.

Systems that implement modular politics offer a wider canvas for governable 
stacks. The canvas raises a new set of questions: What palette will people use to 
paint it? What habits and biases and histories will inform the images we create?

GOVERNANCE ARCHAEOLO GY

Cowrie shells may be the most widespread and persistent kind of money in human 
history. The former homes of small mollusks, the shells are usually smooth, even 
shiny, except for the toothed edges that run along a lengthwise slit. For millennia 
they have been used to store and exchange value from Africa, China, and India 
to inland parts of pre-Columbian North America. Europeans harvested them in 
bulk from the Indian Ocean in order to buy enslaved West Africans. But they 
were not just cash. Cowries have also served as jewelry, aids in divination rituals, 
gambling chips, and ballast for ships. On the wampum belts of Indigenous North 
 Americans, they served to establish contracts, treaties, and histories.64

From the financial to the mystical to the artistic, the cowrie’s array of uses 
is not unlike what people hope to enable with blockchains. This new kind of 
 programmable ledger may not be as wholly new as some claim. Among the  creative 
and horrific annals of cowrie use, surely there are lessons for making governable 
stacks today.

How we imagine governance histories will orient our responses to governance 
crises and governance opportunities. “When people decide important matters, 
they turn to the past,” writes political theorist Anne Norton. “They look to history 
and custom, they consult the advice, the wisdom and the dreams of the past. They 
are not bound by the past, but they bear it in mind. The past does not rule them, 
but they go forward mindful of those who came before.”65

Thomas Jefferson’s library, now reconstructed at the Library of Congress in 
Washington, DC, reflects a culture concerned with mimicking Greek and Roman 
antiquity. The founding governance documents he co-authored root their  authority 
in that particular history. The Indigenous societies of his immediate surroundings 
also influenced Jefferson and his ilk, but his colonial ambitions depended on 
regarding them as “savages,” not as sources of inspiration.66 Organizing a new 
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institutional order is in part a matter of organizing a set of relationships with  
one’s predecessors.

Governance archaeology is a practice of intentionally crafting relationships 
between new governance designs and preexisting legacies. Conventional archae-
ology deals with the remnants of the past that are still here in the present, unearth-
ing them for study and displaying them for the purposes of the living; governance 
designers do something similar, whether consciously or not. They draw on their 
muscle memory and their ancestors when deciding what seems right and what 
might work.

Political scientist Federica Carugati and I began devising the concept of 
 governance archaeology as we assembled a database of collective-governance 
institutions across time and space.67 Our hope for the database was to find ideas 
applicable to present challenges in the online economy, but its applications extend 
beyond just online contexts. If political institutions are ripe for reinvention all 
around us, what kind of library will inform their replacements?

Recent popular works of “big history” attempt to render the long sweep of 
the human past useful for innovators. Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens, widely read 
in Silicon Valley and its allied subcultures, regards technology as an especially 
motive force, constraining and unlocking the spiritual-social options of any given 
epoch. In response, David Graeber and David Wengrow’s The Dawn of Everything 
retraces the archaeological record as a story of staggering diversity in governance 
forms, an invitation to devise similarly diverse arrangements in the present.68 Both 
works have captured public attention and appear on the bookshelves of today’s 
elites. Governance archaeology is an attempt to make the relationships between 
legacies of the past and designers of the present more explicit, more rigorous, and 
more self-aware. The goal is not simply to amass a larger quantity of reference 
points but to refer to them more responsibly.

The case of Jefferson is a reminder that colonial relations distort historical 
knowledge—from his nostalgic perception of southern Europe to his erasure of 
the Indigenous federations and the African diaspora around him. Governance 
archaeology must see such power relations and interrogate them. A decolonial 
posture might begin with two steps: expanding the canon of democratic legacies 
while repairing relationships with legacies that have suffered violence, ignorance, 
and subjugation. On repeat, these open us to what decolonial theorist Catherine 
Walsh describes as “a past capable of renovating the future.”69

To expand the canon is to attempt something like the “ecology of knowledges” 
that Boaventura de Sousa Santos proposes.70 In such an ecology, cowrie shells and 
blockchains can inhabit a common universe, together with the coins of medi-
eval Italian city-states and the concurrent hawala money-transfer system across 
Islamic trading networks. Among these, de Sousa Santos challenges us to prac-
tice “radical copresence”: a juxtaposition across lines of culture and power that 
refutes the centrality of the dominant narratives. For instance, Athens was but one 
example of democratic governance in the ancient world. Republics could be found 
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among cities in what is now India, including cases of choosing leaders by random 
lot. Hereditary chiefs around the world have had to respect long-evolved collective 
decision-making processes in their communities.71 Each social artifact we collect 
in our database is distinct, and each bears lessons that could inform the design of 
governable stacks. The Western canon of political history becomes only one legacy 
among many.

The second step of governance archaeology, the repair, means cultivating 
relationality. It aspires toward ancestry—learning to regard those we learn from 
as political ancestors, while we work to become good descendants. “The role of 
the ancestors,” explains Ronaldo Vázquez in an essay on decolonial listening, “is 
not a passive or a conservative one, but rather an active source of meaning.”72 
 Descendants should want to be worthy of what they learn. They must also be will-
ing to question their ancestors’ convictions and add their own experience to what 
they inherit.

Transformative justice activists, for instance, frequently acknowledge that 
practices such as accountability circles draw on living-yet-suppressed Indig-
enous legacies. Through the adoption of those practices, alliances form. They use 
the term BIPOC—Black, Indigenous, and people of color—to stress solidarity 
between the two most violently oppressed groups in US history. They recognize 
efforts to address assault in Black communities alongside struggles seeking jus-
tice for missing and murdered Indigenous people.73 Common practices breed 
common causes.

Ancestry is not a one-way relationship. It is not automatic. It asks more of 
designers than to take and apply; it expects reciprocity, and reciprocity comes with 
opportunities of its own. Perhaps, before including a historical voting mechanism 
on a governable stack, designers should speak with the direct descendants of the 
people who developed that process and ask how they see it today. Asking permis-
sion may be appropriate if there is an authority in a position to grant or refuse it. 
When a stack produces value from a community’s insights, royalties or reparations 
might go back to that community. There is no formula for reciprocity. Yet if the 
current moment is to be a formative one, akin to that of Jefferson, the new govern-
able stacks should relate to their precursors more honorably than he did.

Stacks are assemblages of living beings, institutions, and technologies, assem-
bled so the components can be more powerful together. It is for power, also, that 
militaries and corporations assemble stacks under their own control. Colonial 
stacks are ubiquitous in online life for many of us. They impose surveillance, eco-
nomic exploitation, and social control within and across borders. Long before 
digital colonialism, the anticolonial tradition has shaken off empires through tech-
niques and technologies of self-governance. The act of making useful, governable 
stacks will refute colonial claims that democracy has no place on networks or that 
it is too difficult. Governable stacks are confrontations. They wear down the reign-
ing assumptions. They show how so much more of our online world could become 
governable space.
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Modpol is a self-governance toolkit for communities in online worlds. My collab-
orators and I created the first implementation in a multiplayer game called Mine-
test, an open-source, noncommercial game developed by its players. Minetest 
resembles the more popular Microsoft-owned game Minecraft. Our goal was to 
translate the modular politics framework described in chapter 4 into code. Doing 
so has forced us to clarify the framework in greater detail than outlining it in 
words and to contend more directly with our underlying assumptions and biases.

With Modpol, Minetest players can form groups, called “orgs,” and choose the 
set of governance modules available in the orgs they form. They can also create 
their own modules in Lua, a programming language often used for modifying 
games. Modules can activate other modules; a module to admit a new org mem-
ber might call a module that needs everyone’s consent, or it could call a coin-
flipping module, or it could defer the question to another org. While figuring out 
how to make this work, there were a few design decisions we made that helped 
Modpol depart from the pattern of implicit feudalism:
• Groups over roles. Instead of assigning powers to particular users, Modpol 

assigns powers to orgs. Ultimately, it is on the level of org membership not 
individual permissions that things happen. Orgs can make decisions using 
whatever modules they choose. They can use the consent module we created 
to approve decisions with a certain threshold of votes; they can also defer an 
approval to a one-member org if they want a role-like structure. But sover-
eignty stems first from the collective, not an individual.

• Freedom over authority. The default setting for org decisions is trust—any 
user can take any available action within an org. The system does not as-
sume that one admin holds all the power. Org members can change that and 
create an admin structure (or anything else), but they have to do so inten-
tionally. Autocracy is just one option among many for how to run a group, 
rather than being the presumption at the outset.

• Inheritance over blank slates. Usually, new spaces for online groups on a 
platform start out the same. Real social life, however, is infused with habit, 
tradition, and muscle memory. Modpol reflects that. When new orgs form 
within existing orgs, they inherit the rules of their parents. Those rules can be 
changed. But the rules begin with whatever users were already doing.

Minetest is a game for building worlds. Players explore landscapes, gather 
resources, and use them to create the kinds of spaces they want to inhabit and 
show off. Modpol is also meant for building. Players can create worlds of inter-
locking orgs, each with their own rules and processes. Modpol could be used 
to organize teams for Capture the Flag or to govern an anarchist castle. It is an 
engine for organizing self-governance.

http://modpol.net
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Governable Spaces
Democracy as a Policy Strategy

“Monsters Come Howling in Their Season” is a story set a few decades in the future 
on the Caribbean island of St. Thomas, where the author, Cadwell Turnbull, grew 
up.1 The monsters are hurricanes. One of the characters speaks the words of the 
title to register his acceptance of the ever more frequent and ferocious storms due 
to climate change in the mid-twenty-first century. They come, but they no longer 
devastate. Carbon emissions have become negligible. This is due to the story’s 
central figure: a computer system called Common, whose access to the intimate 
details of residents’ lives enables it to coordinate their actions to protect themselves 
and their neighbors from the storms. People share their lives with Common, we 
learn, because they co-own it. Common is governable. When people get anxious 
about Common’s presence, they can decide together how to program it differently. 
Turnbull explains: “Common is governed by a federation of collective institutions 
from all over the world that are devoted to the mission of AI as a public resource. 
Anyone can add knowledge to Common, and there is a democratic process to 
building the hardware necessary to carry the AI. Common is decentralized and 
spread across all of the devices that run its software. Tech cooperatives create 
vessels to hold the AI—from literal black boxes to giant robots—but most people 
use practical vessels like smartphones and watches.”

The result of these overlapping structures is trust. At the end of the story,  
Common asks the narrator, “Can I remember this conversation?” The narrator 
recalls, “I consider the question for a long time. Then I shrug. ‘Okay.’”

Adrienne maree brown has often turned to science fiction as a practice of 
social change. “We hold so many worlds inside us,” she writes in Octavia’s Brood, 
a collection of stories by activists, an homage to the fiction of Octavia Butler.2 
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“It is our radical responsibility to share these worlds, to plant them in the soil 
of our society as seeds for the type of justice we want and need.” She encourages 
the practice of “science fictional behavior.” Elsewhere she adds, “I believe that all 
organizing is science fiction.”3

Brown says this in the context of a genre that has often been White- and male-
dominated, reflecting a hierarchy of whom society has invited to imagine and cre-
ate its future. In Turnbull’s story a character asks, “Did you know we were one  
of the first to use Common for hurricanes?”—not Silicon Valley or MIT, that is, 
but the residents of a Black-majority island on the front lines of climate change. It 
is audacious to imagine an artificially intelligent system accountable to the people 
of St. Thomas, considering how such systems today are most often used to man-
age people on behalf of corporations and governments.4 It takes science fiction 
to begin imagining a different economy of innovation, a different distribution of 
opportunities and rewards for instantiating the new. The same might be said for 
imagining a different way of making the policies that structure online life.

This is a chapter about policy. In what follows I formulate a strategy for policy 
design based on cultivating governable spaces. Governable spaces arise when social 
and technical infrastructures enable participants to deliberate, make decisions, and 
enact those decisions through accessible, transparent, and just  processes. To the 
extent that systems of rules organize our societies, governable spaces are difficult to 
achieve without policies that are well suited for supporting them. This chapter will 
explore how to develop policy that supports online self-governance. As with gov-
ernable stacks, however, I will not provide a list of minimum conditions for what is 
or isn’t a governable space. Governable spaces are a vector, a direction of motion, 
not a standard or condition that can be named without knowing its context.

First, I will show how governable spaces can be sites of problem-solving for 
vexing challenges in three domains of the online economy: social-media com-
munities, platform-mediated work, and network infrastructure. Then I identify 
 arenas of policy that could help enable governable spaces to take hold more widely: 
governments, organizations, and technologies.

Toward those ends, I find that feminist tradition is especially instructive in its 
insistence on holding space and time for self-governance and in making room for 
people to bring their whole selves into it. I also draw on my years of studying and 
supporting cooperative startups in the online economy. For generations, coop-
erativists have demanded what has come to be called a “partner state”—public 
policy that encourages democratic associations across society without attempting 
to control them.5

I veer the end of this book into policy not because it is the destination toward 
which all else leads, the realm of ultimate importance. The future of democracy 
does not lie simply with what laws do or do not pass in governments. Rather, I 
mean to show how policy can enlarge the reach of foregoing concepts like political 
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skills, democratic play, and governable stacks. The policies I am interested in, also, 
do not come solely from legislators and regulators. Already in the online economy, 
territorial governments are not the only governors; policies of comparable effect 
also appear in the code of platforms and protocols and in the text of corporate 
structures and employment contracts.6 Changing how we design policy can also 
mean changing where policy appears.

Certain assumptions about policymaking tend to prevail around the reigning 
online spaces. When problems of human behavior arise, users and governments 
alike expect the companies that run the platforms to take charge and enact solu-
tions. The solutions need not be transparent or accountable as long as they occur. 
This expectation stems from a further assumption that when complex technology 
is involved, social problems are best understood as engineering problems. Because 
the platform companies have plentiful engineers, they are evidently best suited 
to solving the social problems that arise on their technologies. When the compa-
nies cannot engineer a social problem away, the thinking goes, there is need for a 
higher authority to take charge, such as the fiat of a government regulator. Each of 
these assumptions makes a certain kind of sense, but here I point to an option they 
ignore: problem-solving through self-governance.

The heart of my argument is a call for shifting the orientation of policymak-
ing from top-down regulation, which reinforces existing sites of power, toward 
enabling new sites of power among user communities. This kind of policy seeks 
to ensure that people have the power to solve problems on their own terms. In 
the process, policy can secure a future for democracy by letting it evolve—under 
diverse conditions, confronting urgent needs.

Seeding governable spaces through policy involves work akin to what brown 
undertook to assemble Octavia’s Brood: inviting activists from marginalized 
communities to write science fiction, a genre that has so often left them out of 
its futures. How could co-governance come within reach of everyone? If we can 
answer that question, then societies like Turnbull’s St. Thomas—leading the world 
from the margins—might become thinkable and achievable.

PROBLEM-SOLVING WITH SELF-GOVERNANCE

Much of the idealism around internet regulation has aspired to produce a network 
that is open, neutral, and universal. Metaphors like “net neutrality,” “global village,” 
and “platform” itself all reflect that aspiration.7 But a recurrent theme in feminist 
critiques of internet culture, as well as in feminist thought more generally, is sus-
picion toward allegedly neutral forms of organization.8 This suspicion comes from 
experience. Female-presenting social-media users, especially those with intersect-
ing marginalized identities, face disproportionate hostility and exploitation due 
to policies that claim to support free speech. The algorithmic labor management 
of gig platforms has reinforced segregation and subjugation in labor markets.9 
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Critiques of facial recognition, surveillance, and online search demonstrate that 
services designed for “anyone” may in fact do harm to people whose bodies and 
experiences are not those of the designers and investors.10 Intersectional feminism 
has seen with particular acuity how the online economy has contrived to be both 
apparently neutral and persistently unaccountable. Government regulators have 
meanwhile embraced the platform companies’ claims of being neutral infrastruc-
tures, while conferring on them both the power and responsibility to govern from 
the top down.11

Women and feminist perspectives played a significant, overlooked role in the 
early development of computing cultures. Feminists have since extended ear-
lier analyses of undervalued labor such as housework to digital worksites, from 
system engineering to the emotional labor of community management.12 This 
legacy brings us back to what Jo Freeman observed among early-1970s feminist 
“rap groups” in her famous essay against “The Tyranny of Structurelessness”: that 
groups lacking clear processes or pathways for participation often fall into rigid 
hierarchies and stewing resentment.13 “Those who do not know the rules and are 
not chosen for initiation must remain in confusion,” she wrote, “or suffer from par-
anoid delusions that something is happening of which they are not quite aware.” 
In response, Freeman offered proposals for “democratic structuring”—practices 
such rotating roles of authority, ensuring that power-holders are responsible to the 
entire group, and diffusing information widely.

More recent feminists have similarly seen fit to establish intentionally bounded 
gathering spaces, along lines of gender identity, racial politics, and affinity; within 
these spaces, participants often develop clear codes of conduct.14 Feminist media 
scholars have further called for participation and community control as a means 
of transforming media environments that have historically marginalized them.15 A 
Malaysia-based international process to produce feminist principles of the inter-
net included in its final document a call to “democratise policy making affecting 
the internet as well as diffuse ownership of and power in global and local net-
works.”16 The pursuit of governable spaces is a strategy for policy that takes the 
need for democratic structuring seriously.

The feminism considered here includes a range of sources, not necessarily 
ones belonging to a single wave, strand, or lineage. Surely there are feminists who 
would challenge the tendencies I highlight. I am not seeking to alter or summa-
rize feminist tradition but to identify patterns that it has seen especially clearly. 
Freeman’s essay serves as a gravity well that attracts shared concerns among 
diverse feminist perspectives. Together, these perspectives reveal ways in which 
male-dominated technology companies have leveraged patriarchal relations  
into structures of top-down control. Patriarchy thus reconfigures itself as pater-
nalism through allegedly beneficent entrepreneurship—the “exertion of positive 
rather than coercive power,” as Liena Gurevich describes the paternalist impulse.17 
The prevailing discourse among online platforms tends to take paternalist rule  
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for granted as necessary and legitimate; feminist tradition has far less patience for 
doing so.

This section extrapolates from feminist scholars’ attention to self-governance by 
outlining a strategy for governable spaces across various domains of controversy 
and policymaking in the online economy. The upshot of each exercise is to 
reconfigure supposedly neutral regimes, frequently managed through monopoly 
power, with self-governance and accountability. Doing so involves new forms 
of boundary-making and rule-setting against the ambitions of corporate and 
regulatory monocultures. The strategy I propose seeks not rigid central planning 
but lived environments crafted collectively over time.

Governable Communities
During the waning days of 2020, US president Donald Trump threatened to veto 
the annual National Defense Authorization Act if it did not include a provision 
unrelated to national defense: a reversal of Section 230 of the 1996 Communica-
tions Decency Act. This was one more instance of melodrama in the career of a 
snippet of law that has become known as “the twenty-six words that created the 
internet.”18 For speech that occurs on an “interactive computer service,” it pins 
 liability not on the service but on the user. Doing so frees online platforms from 
most responsibility for what users publish on them, making possible an indus-
try based on user-generated content. The discontent comes from two oppos-
ing  directions. Some critics denounce Section 230 for enabling social media to 
become a cesspool of hate speech and disinformation, while others—Trump, for 
instance—accuse the law of freeing platform companies to partake in arbitrary or 
partisan censorship.

Despite its reputation as a permission slip for online disorder, Section 230 
cleared the way a new order of governance. This regime has spread far beyond the 
United States with the global influence of Silicon Valley platforms. The legislators 
who wrote the provision hoped their safe harbor would encourage services on the 
fledgling internet to self-regulate without fear of political meddling.19 Platform 
companies thereby became what Kate Klonick has called “the new governors”—
not merely moderators or enforcers but architects of meaningfully autonomous 
polities wielding power over users and the public sphere. Internationally, the  
assortment of governors is becoming ever more complex, straying far from  
the dream of a global village. The internet appears to be drifting toward a 
 “splinternet” of conflicting regimes, requiring global platforms to behave differ-
ently among jurisdictions, if they are allowed to operate at all.20

From the perspective of most social-media users, content moderation is a matter 
of imposition, whether by remote company owners or by the more proximate 
volunteer administrators. The design pattern of implicit feudalism relies on power-
holders who are not chosen or removable by those they govern. Rule enforcement 
occurs through censorship of user content or the removal of users altogether, but 
rules do not necessarily apply to the administrators themselves. Users can speak 
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out or leave online spaces, but they lack the direct levers of effective voice. This 
contributes to the “techlash” against platform companies that spreads with every 
scandal of content moderation and abuse; by hoarding power, the companies have 
hoarded the blame.

Given the centrality of Section 230 to the online economy, politicians’ calls to 
eliminate it may be mere posturing. One of the more constructive proposals for 
reforming Section 230 would remove protection from platforms that act as “bad 
Samaritans” by actively encouraging toxic or criminal content.21 But this proposal 
and others like it still presume a platform-centric approach to content policymak-
ing, rather than one centered on the governance that user communities might 
conduct for themselves. The company-customer relationship so central to indus-
trial markets remains the preferred logic of regulation, not the peer-to-peer rela-
tions that prevail in the lived experience of online life. For instance, the European 
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation expects privacy rights to accrue from 
the actions of company bureaucracies and unusually zealous users; the potential 
for collective action is only beginning to be explored.22 But what if network polices 
better reflected the experience of networked relationships?

Feminist political theorists have retrieved and radicalized the ancient recogni-
tion, articulated by the likes of Confucius and Aristotle, that healthy governance 
grows from the ground of friendship among citizens. Aristotle observed friend-
ship as having the power “to hold states together.” Although no great admirer of 
democracy, he found that friendships “exist more fully” in democracies than in 
other systems. For Confucius, friendship was the only one of the five relationships 
basic to a healthy society that does not depend on hierarchy.23 To practice equal-
ity in everyday life is practice for governing; modern feminists have gone further 
to see friendship as a basis for evolving the social order through self-governance 
from below.

For example, Marilyn Friedman has argued for centering peer relationships, 
rather than the patriarchy-inflected family or territorial community, as the start-
ing point for liberatory politics. In friendship she sees the basis of communities 
able to support an embrace the “idiosyncratic” and “unconventional.” “Friend-
ship,” Friedman writes, “has socially disruptive possibilities.” It can be the basis 
of a feminist communitarianism—community by mutual volition rather than by 
accidents of birth.24 But social media platforms constrain what friendship can do 
as a basis of social and political power. Even while platforms have opened new 
opportunities for friendships among peers, instrumental power flows from com-
pany CEOs down to the feudal admins and mods, according to terms that govern-
ment regulators set or fail to set.

One step toward making community spaces more governable is for users to  
establish clearer boundaries and purposes where they gather—echoing Virginia  
Woolf, spaces of our own.25 Legal regimes might expect subsidiarity, as discussed  
in chapter 3, as a prerequisite for protection from liability. Rather than encour-
aging scalable governance by platform companies, the law could expect user 
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 self-governance at the scale of communities. Platforms would gain immunity only 
by sharing power.

Under policy that expects governable spaces, social networks would have 
incentives to design for healthy self-governance. They would have to provide for 
users something on the order of modular politics—tools that support a variety of 
participatory mechanisms for rule-making and administration, such as elections, 
petitions, boards, and juries. Rather than relying on assignments of permissions 
to individual users, default settings might assume decision-making as a collective 
affair. For instance, the European food-sharing platform Karrot allows a local 
community to remove a member only through a group process, rather than by 
the fiat of a single administrator. While such an arrangement lies well outside 
the norms of social-media systems, it is at home in feminist conceptions of the 
relational self, the person as a nexus of relationships.26

Online life has already taught us that satisfying everyone with universal rules 
from above is doomed to fail. If social platforms became regulated on the premise 
of self-governance, the responsibility for what happens on them could be more 
sensibly shared.

Governable Work
Before she was a legal scholar, Sanjukta Paul had a job at a labor union. She saw 
how US antitrust laws—ostensibly intended to constrain corporate power—actu-
ally narrowed the options workers had for joining together and organizing. Policy, 
she came to realize, acts as an “allocator of coordination rights”: an arbiter of who 
is allowed to team up and how.27 While the constraints of US antitrust doctrine on 
labor organizing are specific to the country and context, law everywhere plays this 
role of allocation.

Restrictions on coordination can be difficult to notice, lurking in the shadows 
of what the law prevents, even without actively prohibiting it. Feminist scholars 
have chronicled how the policing of coordination has been a means of under-
mining women’s collective power, from the persecution of witchcraft to the iso-
lation of suburban homemaking.28 Just as witch hunts sought to keep women’s 
economic lives dependent on patriarchal relationships, laws today help preserve a 
fragmented, atomized workforce available for gig platforms and other precarious 
jobs. While antitrust law is only rarely wielded against large platform companies, 
in many countries it imposes legal barriers that have prevented platform work-
ers from forming unions or cooperatives.29 Paul invites us to ask who is and isn’t 
allowed to find common cause.

Economist Juliet Schor’s After the Gig presents the story of the  platform-mediated 
gig economy as actually many stories at once.30 Schor draws on close-up studies 
of platform workers—the drivers, the deliverers, the hosts, the doers of various 
tasks—and reveals their cleavages. Some workers find a kind of liberation, while 
others fall into a trap.
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Schor and her research team constructed a kind of missing conversation 
through their interviews across a field of dispersed experience. Unlike social-
media platforms, gig apps discourage persistent relationships among users, 
whether they hold worker or customer roles. The platform claims to supplant the 
need for relationships. Such user-experience designs, like early-twentieth-century 
US antitrust laws, establish policies for coordination rights. The platforms orga-
nize those rights on behalf of managerial control. Users get apparently open and 
frictionless transactions but no durable means of seeing each other, of comparing 
experiences, of finding the wherewithal to co-govern.

Feminists have long sought to reveal and recognize the significance of work 
that patriarchy would prefer to keep invisible and underpaid.31 Before online gig 
platforms, women performed piecework for the textile industry under similarly 
precarious regimes; the precarity continued when women seeded the computer 
industry by doing rote computation and early programming—only to be discarded 
when they had sufficiently trained machines to take up their work.32 Because femi-
nist tradition has been attentive to these otherwise neglected histories, it bears 
conceptual tools well-equipped for the present abuses often euphemized as “the 
future of work.”

Examples are widespread. Emotional labor and reproductive labor enable 
the digital economy to function, while the credit for production typically goes 
toward technical systems and male entrepreneurs.33 Tech companies increasingly 
depend on little-seen and poorly rewarded “ghost work” that occurs in homes or 
offices far from the tech hubs.34 If a social-media company succeeds in removing 
 violent imagery from its platform, is that because of the executives’ policies and 
the  engineers’ algorithms or the offshore workers who have to look at things all 
day they will never be able to unsee? Workers’ unpaid family members organize 
meals and schedules that make the paid work possible. Feats of governance hap-
pen not just in executive boardrooms or shareholder votes, not just in algorithms 
and user-experience, but in the daily negotiations that companies intentionally 
hide from view.

Schor holds out hope for the possibility of freer, less wasteful,  platform-mediated 
future of work. But “achieving the potential of platforms requires specific con-
ditions,” she writes.35 In particular, she highlights efforts to develop cooperative 
 platforms, owned and governed by their workers.

Ra Criscitiello, the deputy director of research for Service Employees 
 International Union–United Healthcare Workers West (SEIU-UHW) in 
California, attempted to create a gig platform that her union’s members would 
co-own.  NursesCan, as they planned to call it, would connect patients and workers 
for at-home, on-demand healthcare services. But building a viable cooperative 
in a tech economy made for investor ownership and venture capital did not 
prove feasible; investor-backed competitors had access to far greater resources. 
Criscitiello responded by becoming more ambitious.
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In the storm of California’s struggles to define the policy environment for gig 
work, she initiated a state-level proposal called the Cooperative Economy Act, a 
version of which was introduced to the state legislature in 2021.36 The bill proposes 
a federation of tax-advantaged, employee-owned cooperatives that could 
contract with online labor platforms. Workers could thereby collectively bargain 
over the terms of their work for platforms, without the platforms needing to 
employ the workers directly. Workers would elect their co-ops’ leaders. Although 
California’s 2020 law known as Proposition 22 exempted platform drivers and 
delivery workers from the rights associated with employment, other platform 
workers—such as SEIU-UHW’s nurses—stand to benefit from organizing their 
gig work as employees. The proposal shares features with the Hollywood system, 
devised long before the internet, which enables the film production workforce 
to move from job to job while retaining union representation and sharing in the  
studios’ profits.37

Even in the absence of legal cooperatives or unions, workers are finding ways 
to gain fuller control over their livelihoods. Platform-based drivers in Colombian 
cities, for instance, use group chats and other technologies to lessen their 
dependence on corporate ride-sharing platforms.38 They have developed guild-like 
clubs with rules for membership and conduct, while handling payments through 
peer-to-peer apps. Workers like these are surviving by governing spaces of their 
own. But these spaces are improvised and precarious. Policy structures backed 
by state power, like the one Criscitiello proposes, seem necessary to ensure that 
workers’ self-governance can hold its own against wealthy platform companies.

Governable Infrastructures
The Magnolia Road Internet Cooperative is made up of neighbors who provide 
internet service for each other, spanning a poorly connected stretch of Rocky 
Mountain foothills in Colorado.39 The co-op’s closet-sized locker, rented at a local 
storage facility, holds a supply of routers, wires, and antennas. Consumer-members 
of the co-op learn to install, use, and repair the equipment themselves. According 
to the way many people are taught to think about internet access, this does not 
seem possible—surely such matters are comprehensible only to the national tele-
com giants that have to be paid to bestow connectivity. But community-governed 
communications infrastructures, some over a century old, exist throughout rural 
Colorado and in many parts of the world.

Latin America has a long legacy of microtelcos, providing phone and internet 
service in communities that corporate providers do not see fit to serve.40 These 
networks, along with community radio stations, have often been led by women 
organizing to make their voices heard outside traditional gender roles. The Femi-
nist International Radio Endeavor (FIRE) in Costa Rica, for instance, started 
with community radio and then went online with the early internet. In a study 
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of Argentinean cases, Paula Serafini argues that community radio stations have 
served as an ecofeminist “space of care” for communities engaged in ongoing 
 resistance to extractive economies and cultures.41 For marginalized people, gov-
erning infrastructure is itself an act of resistance—in the first place, against others’ 
expectations of what they are capable of.

Feminist scholars have examined how patriarchy mystifies technology, cast-
ing it as a domain beyond the possibility of comprehension for all but certain 
experts. Mystification hides the economics of accumulation that technologies 
serve, turning people’s attention to a marvelous innovation instead of the extrac-
tion it enables.42 As media scholar Lisa Parks has shown, utility firms construct 
infrastructure so as to be not only incomprehensible but invisible—underground, 
overhead, or disguised as natural phenomena like trees or rocks. The task of com-
prehension has required interventions like artist Ingrid Burrington’s unofficial 
guidebook Networks of New York, which explains the language and symbols that 
are intentionally obscure to people who do not work for utility companies.43 What 
we cannot understand or notice, we cannot govern.

Infrastructure dictates what people have available to them, on what terms, 
and at what cost. It requires labor, often shielded from view, to produce and 
maintain.44 Corporations do not typically build infrastructure with the intent of 
enabling users to govern its operation. Yet governable infrastructures have suc-
ceeded in addressing the market failures that corporations left in their wake. It was 
only when the US government began financing electric cooperatives in the 1930s 
that most rural areas of the country got power lines. Cooperative and municipal 
broadband systems have advantages of cost and quality over corporate control. 
Community-based connectivity efforts in many contexts—from Bronx high-rises 
to towns across Catalonia—continue to show that user-governed networks can 
succeed where investor ownership falls short.45

The dominant allocation of coordination rights, however, often works against 
governable infrastructure. Many jurisdictions have acceded to corporate-backed 
laws that prohibit municipal or cooperative broadband services from competing 
with investor-owned firms. But even where shared ownership is an option, it 
frequently lacks the access to capital necessary for infrastructure investments. 
The current pattern of prohibitions could instead be reversed; jurisdictions might 
prevent long-term investor ownership of physical internet infrastructure. Private 
firms might build and help capitalize such projects, but the law could ensure that 
communities of users become the stewards after the build-out. Doing this would 
require a public commitment to financing access in underserved areas, but as the 
legacy of rural electrification suggests, such investments are worth the cost.

Software can also serve as infrastructure, particularly the protocols and 
platforms that large sections of an economy rely on.46 Governments can support 
the development of governable platforms by adopting procurement preferences 
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for commons-based software projects, such as the German government’s use 
of  Nextcloud for collaborative file-sharing and France’s adoption of the Matrix 
chat protocol. That same software can then be deployed and self-managed 
by communities anywhere in the world. For instance, an explicitly feminist 
cooperative in Barcelona, FemProcomuns, uses Nextcloud as part of its Commons 
Cloud platform.47 Investments in tools like these enable people to move more of 
their digital lives into more governable stacks. For both software and hardware 
infrastructures, public investment can encourage community control over 
essential services.

Even free and open-source infrastructures, however, can be mystifying in their 
own right—sometimes even more than proprietary ones. Here, again, feminist tra-
dition calls for a practice of care and pedagogy. Technology education has been a 
particular focus of Allied Media Projects, the Detroit-based network that formed 
under the mentorship of Grace Lee Boggs. Instead of the often male-dominated, 
meritocracy-inclined culture of hackerspaces and hackathons, Allied Media offers 
the DiscoTech, a model for helping people explore technologies in an intention-
ally supportive, accessible context.48 If commons-based infrastructure is expected 
to work “out of the box” like a commercial product, it may endlessly frustrate us. 
However, if it comes with a culture of care, it becomes a different kind of tool, one 
that invites governable spaces.

Self-governance has long been a means of achieving more equitable, acces-
sible infrastructures. But if the value flows of daily online life seem opaque and 
unknowable, top-down control will seem better than nothing. If governable 
spaces are a live option, the paternalist promises will reveal themselves for what 
they are.

PROVISIONING GOVERNABLE SPACE

To lean on self-governance as a policy strategy and to expect people to engage in it 
means contending with a basic recognition: self-governance takes work.

Perhaps it is asking too much to ask more people to do more of it—especially 
those who experience marginalization and have tended to receive the brunt of 
hate speech and abuse online.49 Must these same people now take on the extra 
labor of self-governance? Social network CEOs have defended their companies’ 
size and power on the reasoning that scale is necessary to support the costs of 
protecting users from each other.50 As the complex of online abuses grows, Silicon 
Valley leaders—who tend not to hold marginalized identities themselves—insist 
that they alone can solve these problems of their own making. They are willing to 
pay for the work. Why shouldn’t users accept their offer, however paternalistic?

Feminist economists have long sought to study the present and imagine futures 
with particular attention to burdens that fall across society unequally. But the 
feminist response to those burdens has not been to fix them with well-resourced 
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paternalism. Recall, for instance, how the transformative justice  activists in 
 chapter 3 respond to harms of policing and incarceration: by taking conflict 
resolution into their own hands and changing their own communities. Feminist 
economics likewise tends to begin with the logic of abundance, as opposed to 
other economists’ preoccupation with scarcity.51 More important than resource 
limits is the creative potential of people with the resources and support to thrive. 
People experience self-governance as burdensome when they are not adequately 
provided for in doing it.

Marilyn Power’s summary of feminist economic thought centers on what she 
calls “social provisioning”—a lens on how social practices organize the distri-
bution of resources and responsibilities.52 Power identifies five “methodological 
starting points,” which I paraphrase as follows:

• recognizing hidden care and domestic labor in economic life,
• prioritizing human well-being alongside other metrics of wealth,
• correcting for unequal access to authority and agency,
• asserting the validity and inescapability of ethical judgment, and
• intersecting gender analysis with that of race, class, and other forms  

of  identity.

Each of these bears within it a demand for self-governance. Noticing and 
rewarding invisibilized work or taking participants’ ethical reflection seriously—
these cannot meaningfully occur without real participant power. Justice in 
provisioning wealth and in ethical deliberation depends on the presence of 
governable spaces. Practicing self-governance, once again, depends on having the 
time, information, and material resources to do so well.

A further aid for rethinking economics beyond paternalism is the legacy of 
Elinor Ostrom. Although Ostrom did not explicitly identify her work with femi-
nism or employ gender as a guiding concept, she was the first woman to win the 
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, and her decades-long research on 
the management of common-pool resources recognized otherwise invisibilized 
economic practices in which women often play leading roles.53 Her work may 
be read as a crusade against illusions of structurelessness, by learning to see and 
understand how human societies have co-governed land, waterways, and knowl-
edge with well-crafted and recurring structures.54 She highlights, for instance, the 
importance of boundary-making, of clear and malleable rules, and of mechanisms 
for dispute resolution and sanctioning rule-breakers. Online platforms have fre-
quently regarded such practices as cumbersome and antiquated, yet Ostrom’s 
work indicates that they do so at their peril.

Together, Power and Ostrom teach that good governance does not happen 
by magic or for free. Governable spaces cannot flourish without the leverage to 
make them meaningful or the resources to make them sustainable. Here, I turn 
to policy strategies for enlarging the spaces of self-governance in networked life 
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through the mechanisms of territorial government, organizational structures, and 
the  engineering of technologies.

Governments: Ceding Authority
After the Yellow Vest movement swept France in 2018, protesting a regressive fossil 
fuels tax, President Emmanuel Macron announced a “great debate” in early 2019. 
It amounted to a nationwide assembly that selected citizens at random to meet 
together, study economics and climate change, and devise policies to address the 
environmental crisis more equitably.55 Participants received payment for their 
involvement, a kind of provisioning. This was a case of a government seeing fit—
or, really, being forced—to provision a governable space.

Juries are familiar today in judicial systems, issuing verdicts within constrained 
procedures. But not since ancient Athens have they been used widely in the West 
for legislative or executive functions. Governments have begun to change that, 
turning to citizen assemblies for solutions to intractable problems ill-suited to 
partisan legislating. Ireland used an assembly to develop the 2018 referendum that 
legalized abortion, and Chile convened an assembly to rewrite its constitution 
entirely; Canada used one to study misinformation online, and an assembly in 
Michigan developed proposals for addressing COVID-19. Some assemblies are 
employing complex algorithms to establish a representative selection of members 
across multiple vectors of identity and experience. In many cases, assemblies have 
succeeded in cutting through political stalemates after elected representatives 
failed.56 But for juries to hold real power presupposes a society in which people 
really believe that “every cook can govern,” to borrow the title of C. L. R. James’s 
essay on jury-based governance. Macron’s France was not quite ready for that kind 
of trust.

As with so many of the assemblies, juries, digital consultations, and community 
meetings that governments use every day, however, Macron’s Citizens Convention 
for Climate was largely advisory, disconnected from the normal flows of power. As 
a study of the process put it, “interactions between the citizens [in the assemblies] 
and the broader public were characterized by mutual scepticism.”57 The process 
gave Macron an escape hatch from his imperiled climate strategy, and some of its 
proposals found their way to legislatures. But the process as a whole did not strike 
most of the French public as legitimate so much as an elite-driven show. To put the 
matter in terms of social provisioning: the assemblies did not correct the power 
imbalances that provoked the protests.

Elinor Ostrom stressed that self-governance arises not from abstractions, not 
from polite consultations but from common resources. Governable spaces must 
have something at stake. They arise in jurisdictions whose inhabitants share power, 
where their voices have effect.

It is in principle possible for governments to create governable spaces by 
carving out domains where direct participation comes with real power, and some 
do it. This is what happened in 1988, when Porto Alegre, Brazil, invited residents 
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to decide how part of the municipal budget would be spent. This practice of 
 participatory budgeting has since spread to cities worldwide. More recently, after 
the En Comú coalition gained power in Barcelona in 2015, it introduced a set of 
participatory processes in keeping with the coalition’s social-movement origins. 
One of the results is Decidim, the open-source software that the city invested in to 
support its governance experiments—since adopted by other governments around 
the world. The modules available for Decidim reflect its diverse uses: assemblies, 
participatory budgeting, structured debates, permissionless initiatives, petitions, 
juries, delegative voting, crowdsourcing, and more.58 These are artifacts in code 
of how people’s imaginations move when they have a taste of participatory power.

On the whole, governments have resisted giving up on the pre-digital designs 
of representative politics. The parties that introduced innovations in Porto Alegre 
and Barcelona soon lost power, and their governable spaces contracted. Far more 
often, the door to new forms of effective voice stays closed.

The most promising sites for opening governable spaces may be where the rules 
have yet to be set, where the necessary jurisdictions do not map neatly to territo-
rial governments. The regulation of online platforms is an example of this, as its 
challenges transcend localities, and perhaps they require jurisdictions more native 
to networks. Climate change is another example—a crisis that individual countries 
have limited incentive to take initiative on but that the human species as a whole 
urgently needs to confront. Perhaps governments should cede authority over cli-
mate governance to a more global jurisdiction, a context where it is less enticing to 
sacrifice planetary survival for regional benefit. These kinds of issues are frontiers 
in certain respects, but they need not be subject to feudal homesteading.

In Taiwan, the “digital minister” Audrey Tang has led successful efforts to for-
mulate government policy through digital deliberation, a process she refers to as 
“listening at scale.”59 Through identifying clusters of public opinion and crowd-
sourcing proposals with broad support, these efforts seem to bypass the usual 
partisan talking points and dividing lines. Perhaps this is because Tang’s most 
prominent experiments have dealt with ridesharing apps and COVID-19; apps and 
viruses that know no borders invite approaches to governance capable of remap-
ping the political terrain.

There are many examples of cross-territorial governance layers already in the 
making. The municipalist movement is cultivating networks of international cities 
that have more in common with each other than with their surrounding coun-
trysides. The Global Covenant of Mayors, for instance, enables cities to link their 
climate commitments independent of national governments. Organizations like 
the Kurdish Academy of Language connect groups that speak a common language 
across borders; these may develop methods of shared decision-making and shared 
standards, just as communities of software developers decide on the features 
to include in their programming languages. Social-media users, wherever they 
happen to live, could write the codes of conduct for their  platforms— following  
experiments in crowdsourcing constitutions in places like Mexico City and 
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 Iceland—rather than deferring to the regulations and norms of the country where 
the platform’s servers happen to be.60

The advent of blockchains has spurred the plausibility of governments ceding 
power to governance on networks; by issuing money and enforcing agreements 
through code, they can do what only governments have been able to do before. 
Back in 2014, a short-lived startup called Bitnation promised we would all soon 
have blockchain passports and health insurance. More recently, crypto investor 
and entrepreneur Balaji Srinivasan published The Network State: How to Start a 
New Country; he envisions token-holders banding together and acquiring land like 
a corporate retail chain or a religious institution more than a contiguous  territory, 
then securing diplomatic recognition from governments. The mechanism for how 

Figure 14.
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power will flow, however, is unclear, and it looks suspiciously like the top-down 
structure of a Silicon Valley startup.61 But governments could insist on ceding 
authority only to network-native polities with strong democratic commitments.

Provisioning new governable spaces begins when existing power structures 
recognize their own limits, as Macron’s government did, and invest some of their 
powers in other structures that put democracy where it is most needed. This prac-
tice is already spreading through the likes of participatory budgeting and citizen 
assemblies. Governments can similarly organize and cultivate new kinds of spaces 
for emerging challenges in online life.

Organizations: Delegating Accountability
Online platforms, like governments, have resisted fully provisioning governable 
spaces. Recall Facebook’s act of “democracy theatre” in 2009, when the company 
held a user referendum on a policy change that was almost surely designed not 
to reach the quorum that would make it binding.62 In contrast, when the com-
pany now known as Meta formed its Oversight Board a decade later, seeking to 
deflect ongoing criticisms of its moderation decisions, it did so through an exter-
nal  organization. Although the Oversight Board does not have direct accountabil-
ity to ordinary users, its rulings create a meaningful check on company behavior. 
In the future, such an entity might have its members chosen by users, not by the 
company or its designees.

Another social network under public scrutiny, Twitter, generated a different 
approach to externalizing power. As at Facebook, the thankless task of moderating 
content from world leaders and polarizing celebrities had become a liability for 
the company. In 2019, Twitter established Bluesky, an independent startup devoted 
to building a decentralized network in which Twitter itself would be only part—
handing more possibilities for governance to users, outside the company’s reach. 
Later, after co-founder Jack Dorsey stepped down as Twitter’s CEO, he wrote in 
a text message to future Twitter owner Elon Musk, “A new platform is needed. It 
can’t be a company.”63 This is not a vision that Musk, who renamed the platform 
X, appears to share, as someone who appears to relish his ability to control the 
discourse and users’ experience at a whim. He discontinued active collaboration 
with Bluesky, which now operates as a competing app.

Dorsey’s perception that there is a mismatch between standard corporate 
forms and networked life seems to be spreading, even among the most success-
ful  beneficiaries of the status quo. In 2018, companies including Uber and Airbnb 
requested guidance from the US Securities and Exchange Commission for how to 
distribute company stock to their users in advance of their public stock offerings—
particularly the user-workers whom the companies do not regard as employees. 
The companies offered reasonable explanations for their requests: shared own-
ership could encourage loyalty and align incentives, just as technology startups 
habitually offer stock options to early employees. In effect, the regulators said no; 
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securities law, it seems, knows how to deal with investors and to some degree with 
employees, but not with users working over networks.64

In the following year, 2019, I tried to highlight this challenge by coining the 
slogan “exit to community,” or E2C.65 Typically, startups backed by venture capital 
have two options for their inevitable “exit”: being acquired by a bigger company 
or becoming publicly traded on stock markets. Both exit options mean selling to  
the highest bidder, and any community the startup has built becomes a com-
modity. The phallic metaphors of “market dominance” and “liquidity event” that 
populate the jargon of startups guide them toward achieving investor profits more 
than cultivating healthy communities.66 E2C is an invitation for startups to explore 
bringing their most direct participants into structures of ownership and gover-
nance. I have worked with dozens of founders attempting to implement it in their 
companies. They employ mechanisms such as dual-class stock, purpose trusts, 
cooperatives, nonprofits, and more. We do what we can with what we have. But 
the E2C meme has spread most widely around blockchains—where conventional 
securities laws apply ambiguously and where community ownership is, while 
hardly universal, at least the default setting.

By accompanying startups that want to become governable by their com-
munities, I have seen just how hard this can be under dominant policy regimes. 
Tokenization through blockchains has been yet another reminder that there can 
be another way—though blockchains are hardly necessary to achieve shared own-
ership and governance. Incorporation statutes for companies could be designed 
to support the flows of shared ownership on cross-border networks, so that users 
who contribute value can co-own and co-govern the value they create. Financial-
system reforms could also enable communities of people with common interests 
to access capital in ways now available only to companies owned by wealthy inves-
tors. If neighbors want to build a broadband network for themselves or if a global 
network of gig workers wants to own the platform they rely on, they should be able 
to access financing to do it.67

Once again, governable spaces must have social provisioning: the economic 
and political capacity that self-governance requires. User-governable companies 
can form with creative entrepreneurship, and they have, but reaching a meaning-
ful share of the larger economy will mean changing the underlying rules.

Some of the largest platforms have already begun to dip their toes into gov-
ernable waters voluntarily, as in Meta’s Oversight Board and the advisory board 
for hosts that Airbnb created after being unable to issue stock to them directly.68 
These nascent corporate policies remain limited in their power and independence 
from management, but that could change. Governments might impose a variant 
of Germany’s requirement of worker codetermination through participation on 
corporate boards;69 platforms of a certain size might need to have user-elected 
representatives on their boards or moderation teams. Corporate and securities 
laws could thereby enshrine governable spaces as a normal aspiration, where 
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the result of successful entrepreneurship is a transition to community control. 
After a US regulator indicated a standard of being “sufficiently decentralized” for 
blockchains to operate free of securities regulation, in 2018, crypto projects have 
had further incentive to distribute ownership and governance widely.70

Ownership, like citizenship, is a way of establishing common-pool resources. 
If organizations are to have owners at all, practicing democracy in them requires 
democratic ownership. Distributing profits through ownership, also, is a way of 
provisioning the work of governance, of ensuring that participants can take part 
because the process is enriching them, not simply draining them. The rights to 
govern and own should cleave not just to profit-seeking investors but to the users, 
workers, makers, and lurkers who bring our networks to life.

Technology: Skilling Up
In 2021, a new virtual entity called GitcoinDAO formed to take over control of Git-
coin, a platform that facilitates cryptocurrency donations.71 Over lunch that sum-
mer, founder Kevin Owocki asked me to be a “steward.” This meant that I would be 
included among those to whom DAO token-holders could choose to delegate their 
voting power. Token-holders included a blend of workers and users who received 
tokens based on their past contributions and the investors whose capital financed 
the transition. I turned out to be terrible for the role.

Almost immediately, it was clear that I would fail to keep up with the deluge 
of information coursing through the DAO’s online forum, chat channels, coor-
dination calls, and whisper networks. The only decision I remember voting on 
was a test poll about pineapple pizza. And yet, in the time since, I have watched 
as the DAO’s ecosystem evolved. A website, daostewards.xyz, provides scorecards 
on stewards so that token-holders can see how poorly I have been performing. 
A Steward Council was created to support the most engaged stewards in being 
more informed and forward-thinking. Interactive primers and informal schools 
have formed to train new contributors. During times of inflated cryptocurrency 
markets, the DAO built new software and marketing artifacts for itself furiously; 
during downturns, it had to make hard decisions and learn discipline, focusing 
more on the processes among the humans.

Watching GitcoinDAO—just one among thousands of such network-native 
collectives—is like seeing a new kind of organism searching out its niche. Code 
and culture are creating each other. The novelty depends on the fact that all this is 
happening through the power allocated to tokens that can be traded on a distributed 
network. The jurisdiction of the Ethereum blockchain and the organizational genre 
of a DAO make possible a more governable stack. Atop those, participants add 
more layers of software and culture to further hone their self-governance.

This is the kind of cycle that governable spaces can ratchet up: looping back and 
forth between technological designs and human practices. As the humans develop 
their political skills, they see new opportunities for software to augment those 
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skills further. Kinds of software appear that would never be built under implicit 
feudalism—they simply wouldn’t be needed or useful. Just as implicit feudalism 
has built a fortress for itself made of code and norms, governable spaces grow 
stronger as they reinforce the patterns that make them work. Their mere existence 
produces demand for more technologies of effective self-governance.

For technology to be governable, users must have the skills to understand its 
flows of power. Mystification helps keep ostensibly decentralized systems under 
the control of a small, expert elite. I experienced that in my short career as a stew-
ard at Gitcoin, feeling paralyzed in the face of proposals whose context and con-
sequences I didn’t understand. Well-intended transparency can mystify when it 
overloads our attention, when it seems to confuse more than teach. Technologies 
make policy when their designs dictate what information users do and don’t see 
and how. Technologies make policy in how their interfaces teach us to use them. 
The skills people need in governable spaces are not simply about how to use the 
technology, like a user’s manual, but about how to craft its policies: what is at stake 
in the system’s design, and what decisions have effects on our lives.

Technology design is policy design. Policies appear in the shape of interfaces, 
like the steward report cards. But policies also disappear in the underlying infra-
structure, in the protocols and incentive structures that lie beneath the surface. 
Provisioning governable spaces requires not just technologies for governance but 
also governable technologies, and people equipped to co-design their tools.

FOUNDATIONAL B ONDS

In Cadwell Turnbull’s story that opened this chapter, there is a theory of change—
an explanation for how the residents of St. Thomas became early adopters of Com-
mon, the governable computer:

It shouldn’t be surprising that the places most ravaged by climate change are the places 
where the cooperative commonwealth has been most realized. St. Thomas is one of 
those places, due in part to the grassroots consensus politics, direct democracy, and 
cooperative institutions that make up any good solidarity economy, but also plain 
necessity. Worker cooperatives line St. Thomas’ Main Street. Housing cooperatives 
dot the hillsides of Solberg, Northside, and Bordeaux. Most of the island’s grocery 
stores are multi-stakeholder cooperatives that have strong relationships with local 
farmers. St.  Thomas’ many industries are part of regional federations, engaged in 
worker exchange programs, skill-sharing, and other forms of worker solidarity.72

Historically, this is indeed how bursts of cooperative development have tended 
to go: people conducting local experiments out of necessity band together and 
build power sufficient to establish public policies, which unlock potential for far 
more.73 Prefigure, replicate, and reintegrate into a new normal. Here again are 
adrienne maree brown’s fractals and Alexis de Tocqueville’s associations, along 
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with Grace Lee Boggs’s belief that activists in the streets of Detroit could save the 
soul of the country that hollowed out their city. Here again is the modern feminist 
rediscovery of friendship as a foundational political bond. Democracy starts with 
seeds, and they grow if we let them.

Against the tenor of most policy discussions, I have insisted throughout this 
book on the political importance of everyday online life. Attending to everyday 
life means not ignoring policy but recognizing its connections to our most ordi-
nary encounters. This chapter has stressed that everyday self-governance can be 
a strategy for policymaking, an approach for confronting many vexing challenges 
of online life. But doing so requires provisioning: providing resources to support 
self-governance and ceding power to it.

Turnbull’s story is a hopeful one. With the aid of democratic machine-learning, 
global carbon emissions recede and islanders learn to weather their hurricanes in 
relative safety. I cannot claim that governable spaces will always turn out so well, at 
least at first. I offer no such promises. Self-governance is not a solution; it is a prac-
tice for problem-solving, and practices can go awry until they find their footing, 
until their participants learn the skills to manage them. But then, in governable 
spaces, our difficulties are our own and not someone else’s. To have a future more 
democratic than the present, the structures of power today must embrace that risk.
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Epilogue
Metagovernance

The website Native-Land.ca features a map of Earth marked with the territories of 
Indigenous peoples.1 The territories appear not as the space between  borderlines 
but as overlapping regions of color. Where I live, three regions  intersect, those 
of the nations known in English as the Arapaho, Cheyenne, and Ute. All three 
have been stewards of this place. But they have not claimed exclusive domain 
over it, since their seasonal, migratory ways of life long permitted them to 
coexist.  Speaking from Indigenous North American experience and against 
today’s  ascendant nationalism, Glen Coulthard has written, with Matt Hern, of  
“non-exclusive sovereignties”: 

Imagining new renditions of community beyond any transcendent identity is exactly 
what is required to surpass the brutal nations that stain our times. The idea of “we” 
can be stripped of its colonial, statist and anthropocentric fixities. It is wholly possible 
to embrace and refuse identity in the same breath, reaching for a concept of being 
together that is exposed to the more-than-human. Community needs to extend far 
past the human if it is to retain any force. It has to think past species and sovereignty 
as much as flag.2

Attempts to imagine new kinds of jurisdictions seem to be on the rise. There is 
the invisible nation of Wakanda in the Black Panther universe and Janelle Monáe’s 
android city Metropolis. Online communities give themselves jurisdictional 
names that refer to old kingdoms and regions of outer space.3 In an age beset 
with storms, fires, and extinctions signaling ecological breakdown, which existing 
regimes have been unwilling to reverse, the longing for other jurisdictions comes 
easily. The evidence of governance failures is everywhere, and our imaginations 
need somewhere else to go.
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One way to understand the global turn to ethnonationalist fantasies and 
strongman-style leaders is as a symptom of the nation-state’s weakness. If 
 governments continually fail to deliver the governance we actually need, we can at 
least feel  better by doubling down on what governments are capable of still. Nation-
states can’t stop climate change, but they can enact a nostalgic fantasy of national 
identity and militarize their borders. Politicians can impress their constituents by 
denouncing transgender kids and insulting racialized minorities. They can invade 
less powerful countries for inexplicable reasons. But other paths are  possible. 
Instead, the nation-state could offload some of its governance burdens to new 

Figure 15.
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kinds of jurisdictions, concurrent layers of governance that are more tailored and 
accountable in their domains.

In an essay on the idea of post-nationalism, adrienne maree brown describes a 
sensation of liberation in trying to imagine something other than the usual tools 
of governance—the ballot boxes, the political parties—toward tools closer to what 
communities really need: “i know that the hardest step is not getting people to 
choose the best tools, but inspiring people to want to build something at all. and 
then, growing the belief that there is a structure they could cocreate in which they 
could belong without battle. i believe people can and will demand better tools as 
they fall in love with their own possible futures.”4

Governable spaces are steps into possible futures, starting with the connec-
tive networks that are already now among us. I have argued for the importance 
of everyday online experience as a starting point for imagining through practice 
what it might be like to more fully, appropriately, deeply co-govern the world.  
The making of governable spaces invites questions I do not know how to answer. 
But this book is an attempt to frame the conversation, first by going back to how 
governance in online space has been for too long constrained.

Implicit feudalism is a design pattern written in code, upheld through  network 
protocols, the circumvention of labor law, and corporate liability. It shapes and is 
shaped by, in turn, the practices of billions of people taking part in online social spaces 
every day. Feudal designs permit expressions of affective voice but not, for most 
users, the more direct leverage of effective voice. Feudal defaults teach their users 
the embedded ideology of homesteading, with its roots in the  colonization of the 
American West, now colonizing the imaginations of the networked world. The result 
has been not the democratic revival that early internet evangelists promised but an 
authoritarian turn. Demagogic leaders have found that, better than  pro-democracy 
protesters, they can take advantage of network norms and flows to seize power over 
societies increasingly accustomed to everyday feudalism.  Homeplaces arise every-
where, as people rub against the defaults of the networks to create accountable  
and nourishing spaces. But do not mistake the resistance for the regime.

Some kinds of resistance set out to replace the regime, to unravel the habits 
of feudalism with self-governance. Through governable stacks, communities can 
identify and root out feudal patterns and remake them as commons. The stack is 
social, technical, and environmental infrastructure. It is affective and effective. It  
is economic and spiritual. Through relations of subsidiarity, communities can work 
out their stacks as they see fit locally, while still participating in larger networks. 
Through modular designs, they can copy and adapt practices from elsewhere and 
share their creations with others. Through an archaeology of past governance prac-
tices, infused with a spirit of ancestry, the wideness of possibility grows beyond 
tech culture’s relentless and self-limiting fascination with innovation.

None of this can get very far without policies in the background that support 
community ownership, that respect self-governance over paternalistic decrees. 
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Even well-meaning policy can maintain the mystification of technology and fail to 
cultivate the political skills of people. Political skills can form only if we practice 
them in our most ordinary interactions. The everyday and the institutional reflect 
back on each other like a fractal house of mirrors. One does not begin without the 
other, and to that extent I cannot claim to offer an orderly program so much as a 
bidding to try everything at once.

Permit me one last concept. Political theorists began writing about metagover-
nance in the 1990s—as Bob Jessop defines it, “the organization of the conditions 
for governance in its broadest sense,” or simply the “organization of self-organi-
zation”5 Addressing failures of governance, this coterie recognized, requires more 
than simply considering a certain situation in isolation, because there is a broader 
context in which it occurs. The term arose as scholars began to see governance 
proliferating across domains more widely than they had noticed before, spreading 
across public and private institutions, especially through schemes for economic 
development. They noticed that international norms and rules were orchestrating 
and constraining the range of possibilities.

Implicit feudalism has been a kind of metagovernance, and like so much meta-
governance, it too often hides beneath our notice. But changing how we govern 
requires being attentive to the metagovernance at work. Shaping the background 
conditions of governance is itself a form of governance.

Independently, people in crypto have begun talking about metagovernance, 
too—less as a theory than as daily practice. For them, metagovernance happens 
when one DAO, for instance, holds tokens from other DAOs. That means a pro-
posal vote in that first DAO might cascade to other DAOs, across the ecosystem 
and potentially back again.6 DAOs habitually engage in token swaps to solidify 
collaborations, exchanging power in each other. Products like dashboards and vot-
ing tools are appearing specifically to support the resulting kinds of many-sided 
governance. In these contexts, metagovernance means trying to comprehend a 
condition of bewildering integration.

What I have been up to all along in this book is a kind of metagovernance, a 
critique of feudal habits and a call for cultivating democratic communities. I have 
argued that the design of metagovernance for online spaces matters immensely. 
Social networks so far have fed democratic erosion and an authoritarian turn, 
but other kinds of design could draw people toward a world of non-exclusive 
sovereignties, as Coulthard and Hern put it, and of right relation to the 
 more-than-human. More intentional metagovernance can veer human societies 
toward accountable connectivity and toward the planet now asking us to get our 
act together, or else.

What kinds of interfaces, power structures, and skills will guide us in a world 
where we can co-govern more and more of the jurisdictions we inhabit? A differ-
ent sort of design, a different tenor of education, and different practices of atten-
tion will all be necessary. The Chilean president Salvador Allende attempted to 
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make his country a governable space with Project Cybersyn, a pre-internet com-
puter network headquartered at a stylized nerve center in the capital.7 How would 
the world look and feel if each of our communities were a Cybersyn, a convergence 
of transparent information flows and decisions, under democratic control?

As Native-Land.ca suggests, a habitable vision for the future can begin with 
recognizing more fully the legacies we stand among. Metagovernance is academic 
jargon and memetic vernacular all at once, and from both directions the word 
gestures toward a struggle for democracy many of us have not yet noticed is hap-
pening. What is at stake? Something no bigger than we are. Governable spaces are 
a starting point for becoming, together, more fully ourselves.
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